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ABSTRACT 

Program manipulation is the task to perform transformations 

on program code, and is normally done in order to optimize 

the code with respect of the utilization of some computer 

resource. Partial evaluation is the task when partial 

computations can be performed in a ~rcgraQ befo~e it is 

actually executed. If a parameter toa procedure is constdn~ 

a specialized version of that procedure can be generated if 

the constant is inserted instead of the parameter in the 

procedure body and as much computations in the code as 

possible are performed. 

A system is described which works on programs written in 

INTERLISP, and which performs partial evaluation together 

with other transformations such as beta-expansion and certain 

other optimization operations. The system works on full LISP 

and not only fora "pure" LISP dialect, ahd deals with 

problems occurring there involving side-effects, variable 

assignrnents etc. An analysis of a previous system, REDFUN, 

results in a list of problems, desired extensions and new 

features. This is used as abasis fora new design, resulting 

in a new implementation, REDFUN-2. This implementation, design 

considerations, constraints in the system, remaining problems, 

and other experience from the development and experiments 

with the system are reported in this paper. 

Key-words: program manipulation, partial evaluation, proqram 

optimization, LISP, beta-expansion, macro-expansion 
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l, INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes a system, called REDFUN-2, which per

forms partial evaluation, beta-expansion (opening of functions) 

and other operations on program code written in the LISP 

language. The system is based on an older version, the REDFUN 

program, and the experience from a number of experiments with 

that system. This has been reported in "A Partial Evaluator 

and its Use as a Programming Tool" (BEC76). For those who 

want to penetrate this thesis in depth it is recomended first 

to read that report, which in more detail gives the background 

and the underlying ideas for this project, although some of 

it is also found in chapter 4 in this report. 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of program manipulation andre

lated tasks which we think can be done by such systems. It 

includes a survey of related work. It also introduces the con

cept partial evaluation. 

Chapter 3 gives a model which describes the development of 

the REDFUN-project as a design iteration process and gives 

some background of the old work. 

Chapter 4 isa recapitulation of what was said about the 

REDFUN system in the report mentioned above. For the reader 

who is acquainted with the report the first section can be 

skipped. 

Chapter 5 gives a list of the new proposed features and ex

tensions to be included in the new version called REDFUN-2, 

and the design considerations taken to implement them. 
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Chapter 6 isa rather detailed description of the actual im

plementation of the system. This part can be skipped by those 

who are not really interested in the details of the new im

plementation. 

Chapter 7 describes the use of partial evaluation as a tool to 

perform macro expansion. The new system is tested on areal 

program, an implementation of the iterative statement found in 

CLISP. From a very geneEal program which executes all variants 

of statements, a specialized version, directly corrsponding 

toa given iterative statement, can be generated. 

Chapter 8 gives an evaluation of the REDFUN-2 system anda 

summary of the experience gained from this work and gives some 

directions on further work with this system. 

Appendix I gives an example from the PCDB-application which 

illustrates the partial evaluation techique when functions are 

opened on several levels. This example is recommended for those 

who want to get an idea of how partial evaluation works applied 

toa real example. 

Appendix II gives an example of how contexts (see 6.12) are 

changed during the reduction of an expression. 

Appendix III shows some examples of how ~-functions can be 

treated in order to automatically generate different versions 

of them. 

Appendix IV gives the LISP code for the executor in the iter

ative statement and shows a number of examples run through the 

REDFUN-2 system. 

Appendix v gives the LISP code for some of the central functions 

in the REDFUN-2 system and give some examples of simplifications 

rules used by the system. 
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Appendix VI gives the output from some examples from chapter 6 

run through the system. 

To read this report one needs to have a rather good knowledge 

about LISP. If you have not, we think only sections 2 and 3 

and some of the examples in the appendices are readable and 

understandable. 

Some of the examples in the text are such that no programmer 

will ever write such code. The reader may wonder why bother 

about them. However, the ma!n purpose of this system is not to 

reduce manually written code, but to reduce code which appears 

when code is either automatically generated or has previously 

been manipulated, for example when functions have been opened. 

In such situations it is necessary also to consider such odd 

cases. 

The implementation of REDFUN-2 was first done on INTERLISP/360-

370 (INT75) at Uppsala Datacentral, but the program has recently 

been moved to INTERLISP/20 on the DEC-20 at Informatics 

laboratory at Linköpings University. The system works on pro

grams written in the INTERLISP/360-370 dialect, although only 

minor changes would be necessary to take care of code written 

in the INTERLISP/20 dialect. 
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2, PROGRAM MANIPULATION AND PARTIAL EVALUATION 

2.1 PROGRAM UANIPULATION 

By pfogram manipulation we mean the task of performing various 

operations on program code in order to modify it in some way. 

This includes 

- compilation of program code to machine code. 

- translating by a preprocessor of, for example, a more prob-

lem-oriented notation to program code. 

- translating a program from one dialect to another. 

- macro expansion, normally done on assembly code level, but 

which can also be done on high level code. 

beta-expansion or opening of procedures, replacing a ~roce

dure call by the procedure definition, in which for~al argu

ments are substituted for actual ones. 

- optimization of a program to make it more efficient. ExamDles 

of such optimization transformations are recursion removal, 

removal of invariant expressions from a loo~, combining loops 

etc. 

- propagation of variables to replace a variable by a constant. 

- partial evaluation where as much calculation and simpli-

fication in the code as is possible is done before running 

it. This can be done if for example we know the value of the 

predicate in an if-statement, in which case the if-state

ment can be replaced by either the true or the false branch 

of the statement. This is particularly useful together with 

opening of procedures and propagation of variables. 
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Most work has been concentrated on optimizing program code 

in compilers and in Allen and Cocke (ALL72) a catalog of such 

optimization transformations can be found. During recent years, 

however, a growing interest has started, especially with re

gard to research, in performing other kinds of program mani

pulation. 

2.2 MANIPULATION OF SOURCE CODE. 

Our primary interest is manipulation on the source code level, 

so technigues for compiling and optimization by compilers will 

not be discussed in this text. We consider that it is much 

more difficult to make reliable compilers if too many trans

formations and optimizations are done in the compilation step. 

It is normally impossible for the typical user to know when 

and where optimizations have been performed in the code. Some 

serious bugs have been introduced by erroneous optimizations, 

e.g. when subexpressions in loops, containing side-effects, 

have been moved outside the loop. If these transformations 

were done on the source code level it could give the user a 

better chance to see and understand what transformations had 

been done. 

A common feature of all program manipulation programs is that 

they process other programs. This means that programs must be 

represented in the computer in a form which can be manipulated. 

For this reason it is an advantage to work in a language where 

we have program and data equivalence such as LISP, so from 

this point we are mostly concerned with program manipulation 

in a LISP environment, especially the INTERLISP (TEI74) dia

lect. Some of the results here are also applicable to conven

tional languages, but some of the more interesting methods are 

however more difficult to realize in such languages. Implemen

ting a partial evaluator, where we need an interpreter for the 

language, is not as easy there. 
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Some interesting areas where we can find the need for pro

gram manipulation on the source code level are listed below. 

- To be used during program development. During the last years 

new methods of developing programs have been intensively 

discussed. We have structured programming (DIJ70) and step

wise program refinement (WIR71) among similar ideas. The 

programs must be wellstructured and developed in a more 

systematic way, reflecting the problem and the algorithms 

better than before. Smart coding and other tricks are 

prohibited. A program developed in this way will however 

not always meet its operational requirements, it must be 

more efficient. After the program has been finally tested 

it must go through an optimizing phase. A way of performing 

this could be to let the programmer in dialog with an 

optimizer supply information about the program and the 

optimizer which transformations may suitably be performed. 

The user could state what special cases can occur in the 

program, the properties of the data and other information 

from the application and computer environment. 

- To be used in a step before compilation. Instead of com

plicating the compiler by making it smarter much can be 

done on the source code level before the compilation. Macro 

expansion and recursion removal are such transformations 

which today are carried out by the INTERLISP compiler. 

- To be used when translating programs from one dialect to 

another. It ought to be possible to describe the differences 

between the dialects in some way and let the translation be 

made more or less automatically. 
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- To be used when programs are generated automatically. It 

seems easier first to generate a more stereotyped version 

of a program, ofter not efficient, and in a second step 

optimize it. The generator will then often be more clearly 

written and easier to maintain. 

- To be used in a "smart" editor, where the user hasat his 

disposal more advanced commands like "substitute the vari

able ~ hy the constant 5 and carry out all the simplifi

cations which are now possible". 

- To be used when specializing a general program. Suppose that 

in an application we want to runa highly parametized pro

gram several times with the same parameters set to the same 

constant values each time. \ve would then like to extract 

from the general program a specialized version which could 

be run more efficiently in this application. This can in 

some cases be nicely done by partial evaluation. 

This list can be extended with more areas, but it reflects 

some of the ideas we have had in mind throughout our work in 

the area of program manipulation. 

2.3 ?ROGRAM AHALYSIS 

Closely related to program manipulation is program analysis, 

where we are interested in extracting information from the pro

gram. A performance analysis is desirable and tells where in 

the program optimization is necessary. Analysis of program 

flow, variable scope, side-effects etc. mustoften be per

formed before a transformation is allowed to take place. An 

invariant subexpression with side-effects is not normally 

allowed to be removed from a loop. It is of course also use

ful to perform program analysis when programs have to be 

documented. 
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2.4 ,PROGRAM MANIPULATION SYSTEM 

One way to go ahead is to write one program manipulation pro

gram (PMP) or program analysis program (PAP) for every appli

cation. The disadvantage of this is that we shall duplicate a 

lot of work. All PMP's and PAP's must know how to scan the 

program code, in this case LISP code and must know the 

semantic properties of special functions, such as cond and 

selectg and. other special functions defined by the user. 

Different manipulation tasks need the same basic transfor

mations and analysis to be performed. Two differently written 

PMP's or PAP's will probably have different conventions, so 

it may be impossible to run them together. 

This leads us to the conclusion that it would be desirable to 

have a more integrated program manipulation system (PMS), 

which contains the basic tools to perform analysis and mani

pulation of programs. This is an analogy to all the formula 

manipulation systems which have been developed during the 

last ten years. 

Knuth (KNU74) describes in an article on structured programming 

the need for such a system. In his enthusiasm he writes: 

"The programmer using such a system will write his beauti

fullystructured, but possibly inefficient, program; then 

he will interactively specify transformations that make it 

efficient. Such a system will be much more powerful andre

liable than a completely automatic one. We can also imagine 

the system manipulation measurement statistics concerning 

how much of the total running time is spent in each state

ment, since the programmer wants to know which parts of his 

program deserve to be optimized, and how much effect an 

optimization will really have. 
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The original program P should be retained along with the 

transformation specifications, so that it can be properly 

understood and maintained as time passes. As I say, this 

idea certainly isn't my own; it is so exciting I hope that 

everyone soon becomes aware of its possibilities." 

So it is clear that it is an important task to try to con

struct program manipulation systems and to learn more about 

program transformations, both in theory and practice. 

2.5 PARTIAL EVALUATION 

Partial evaluation isa technique, which in its simplest case 

can be described as follows: 

Suppose P isa procedure of n arguments (x1 , x 2 , ... , xnl 

and that the values for the first m arguments are 

(c1 , c 2 , cm). A new procedure P' can now by partial 

evaluation be generated such that 

P' (xm+l' ... , xn) = P(cl, ... ,cm,xm+l' ... , xn) 

for all xi, i= m+l,n 

The procedure P' is generated in such a way that in the 

procedure body of P the variables xi are replaced by the 

constants ci and as many calculations as can possibly be 

performed in the procedure body are done. Functions, which 

do not have or depend on side-effects and which will now 

get constant arguments, will be applied to those arguments 

and the function call can be replaced in the body by the 

value of that application. If a predicate in a conditional 

hasa known value, either its true or false branch can be 

discarded. 

In a more general definition we can also allow other knowledge 

about the program to be used in order to perform the partial 

evaluation. 
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A short exarnple rnay be appropriate here although the rest of 

this report contains nurnerous exarnples of partial evaluation. 

Suppose foo is defined in an Algol-like language as 

procedure foo (x,y,z); 

integer x,y,z; 

begin 

integer a; 

a : = sin(x); 

if y < 3 then fie(a+z) else fie(a*2+z/2); 

print (a) 

end; 

and if x = 1 and y 

such that 

foo' (z)=foo(l,5,z) 

5 a procedure foo' can be generated 

The procedure foo' will be 

procedure foo' (z); 

integer z; 

begin 

fie(l.682942+z/2); 

print(0.841471) 

end 

We assurne that the procedure fie does not use the variables 

~, y and~ freely. Following operations have to be performed: 

a. to calculate sin(l) 

b. to reduce the if-staternent to its false branch 

c. to replace all occurrences of ~ to its value and to cal

culate a*2 

d. to rernove x and y from the argument list and~ as a 

local variable 
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2.6 RELATED WORK IN PROGRAM MANIPULATION AND PARTIAL EVALU

ATION 

In the domain of conventional prograrnming languages not many 

projects have been reported. A FORTRAN-to-FORTRAN optimizing 

compiler is described in (SCH72), in which FORTRAN code is 

improved through flow analysis, dead variable elimination, 

code rearrangement, common subexpression elimination, and con

stant propagation. Loveman (LOV76) describes a large number of 

source-to-source transformations. He has developed his own 

language, Penultima 75, which contains mast of the facilities 

found in other "well-structured" languages, in which the trans

formations can be tested. He also reports on a Language Lab

oratory, which isa tool designed to assist in the develop

ment of optimization techniques for high level programming 

languages. 

In the LISP oriented domain a large project is in progress by 

Wegbreit and Cheatham (CHE72, WEG75a, l·lEG76) in the field of 

automatic programming. They have built a system ECL, in which 

a LISP-Algol like language EL/1 is defined. Program manipulation 

is an important part of that system. They have a program ana

lysis system (WEG75b) from which they can derive closed-form 

algebraic expressions from simple LISP-program execution be

havior. The analysis establishes performance goals and these 

goals will direct the ~rocessing of transformations, which are 

carried out by local simplifications, partial evaluation of re

cursive functions, abstraction of new recursive function de

finitions from recurring subgoals and generalization of ex

pressions required to obtain =mpatible subgoals. Darlington 

and Burstall (DAR72, DAR73) describe a system which auto

matically improves programs. The main transformations in-

volved are recursion removal, elimination common subexpressions 

and combining loops, replacing procedure calls by their bodies 

and reusing discarded list cells. Later work (BUR75) describes 

transformations performed on expressions in a form of first 

order recursion equations. 
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The projects mentioned here, except the FORTRAN-to-FORTRAN 

compiler, cancern more or less idealized programs. These work 

either in a very pure LISP or in individually developed 

languages, such as EL/1 and Penultima 75. On the full INTER

LISP level we can mention work by Teitelman (TEI73, TEI74), 

such as CLISP, where a translation is made from an Algol based 

notation to LISP expressions. Our work at Datalogilaboratoriet 

in Uppsala and Linköping has been of use in the entire language, 

even if we can only handle a subset of it. We can mention some 

of our programs, REDFUN (BEC76) for partial evaluation, the 

basis for tbis report, REDCOMPILE (BEC76) a kind of compiler 

for REDFUN, REMREC (R!S73) for recursion removal, PMG (R!S74) 

a generator for program manipulation programs and FUNSTRUC 

(NOR72) for analysis of call-structure and variable usage in 

LISP programs. 

Partial evaluation has been used by several researchers for 

a variety of purposes and in Beckman et al (BEC76) some of 

them are listed with references. Among new usages of this 

technique isa project lately reported by Wegbreit (WEG76). 

His partial evaluator takes expressions such as 

where Qi isa defined function (with one argument for simp

licity) and constructs a new function P' such that 

P'(bl, ... ,bk,bk+l' ... bn) = P(Ql(bl)' ... ,Qk(bk)'bk+l' ... ,bn) 

That is, P' isa variant of P, specialized to the case where 

the first k parameters are known to be computed by o1 , ... ,Qk. 

Other related research areas are orogram verification 

automatic programming anda lot of work in programming 

languages and in compiler construction. From program veri

fication we can find methods which for instance prove that 

aset of transformations applied toa program will result in 

an equivalent program. 
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Systems for automatic programming will certainly need program 

manipulators when the program code is to be generated. Of 

interest is of course the development of new programming 

languages which are more suitably constructed in order to 

facilitate verification and manipulation of programs and 

methods for describing syntax and semantics for programming 

languages. 

"S,TEPWISE 

REFINEME~1" 
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3, AN OVERVIEW OF THE REDFUN PROJECT 

3.1 A DESIGN ITERATION MODEL FOR THE REDFUN PROJECT 

The REDFUN programs have been developed through a design 

iteration process. This rneanä that a first version is im

plemented and then tested, changed and extended successively 

while new ideas, experienced and methods are developed. After 

a while the program tends to be rather unstructured. A more 

systematic design is then perforrned anda new version of the 

program is implemented. This program is now in its turn tested 

etc and the process goes on. This model of program development 

is found when difficult tasks are tackled, and when no com

plete theory or methods for solving them exists in advance. 

This is the typical case for programs developed in artificial 

intelligence and related research areas. This reasearch 

methodology in computer science is described by Sandewall 

(SAN77). 

Figure 1 isa schematic presentation of the iteration ~recess 

for REDFUN. A row in the figure represents one iteration cycle 

anda boxa step inside an iteration. The capital letters will 

be used throughout the present report to indicate where in the 

iteration process we are at that moment. 
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3.2 FIRST VERSION 

The first REDFUN program was developed in connection with the 

work on the PCDB system (SAN71 HAR73, HAR74). It isa system 

for maintaining a data base of formulas in predicate calculus 

and can be seen as a program generator. From a specification of 

a problem stated in predicate calculus PCDB generates LISP 

procedures for storing and accessing assertions in a data base. 

From axioms it generates procedures performing the corre

sponding deduction. The program generator used a partial eva

luation technique together with beta-expansion (replacing 

procedure calls by procedure bodies after necessary sub

stitutions) and some other operations on programs, and this 

was carried out by REDFUN. This first version was designed for 

needs in PCDB and worked quite well, although some minor pro

blems occurred, which resulted either in updates in the system 

or rewriting the code in PCDB so REDFUN could process it. RED

FUN could operate on code which was written in a clean way, 

with no disturbing side-effects and assignments and E.!:2..9:

expressions restricted to its format etc. This early work 

corresponds to the steps A, Band Cl in fig 1, and also to 

same of the contributions in D. 

The next step was to try to apply REDFUN toa program, which 

was not especially designed or influenced by REDFUN. A program 

GIP/GUP, performing general input and output of information on 

property lists, was chosen as candidate. The program was very 

parametized and the task for REDFUN was to generate a soecial

ized version of the general program GUP in an application, 

where a number of these parameters had known values. This new 

experiment pointed out a number of weaknesses of the system. 

Many problems occurred because of arbitrary use of assign

ments and orog-expressions. A lot of changes and extensions 

were made to the system, so it worked sufficiently well in 

this application, although some of the fixes were performed 

more or less temporarily. In fig. 1 these steps are represented 

by boxes C2, contributions to D and box E. 
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In connection with the PCDB work to speed up the generation of 

procedures a "compiled" version of REDFUN was built, called 

REDCOMPILE. If REDFUN operates on a program P and generates 

a specialized version SP we can use REDCOMPILE to translate the 

program P toa generator version GP, which now in its turn 

can generate the specialized version SP. The generation in 

the later case is faster then in the first one, but the trans

lation of P to GP naturally takes time. If several SP's are 

to be generated, total time will however be saved, which was 

the case in the PCDB application. If REDCOMPILE is put in the 

schemata of fig 1 instead of REDFUN, that program has passed 

through the steps A, Band Cl. 

The use of the partial evaluation technique and this early 

part of the REDFUH project have been reported in "A ?artial 

Evaluator, and its Use as a Programming Tool" published in the 

Artificial Intelligence Journal {BEC76). In sections 4.1-4.4 

of this report some parts of that article will be recapitulated. 

In the schemata in fig 1 this corresponds in principle to the 

first iteration cycle {steps A to E). The study in st·ep C3 

was not included in the paper. 

3. 3 SECOND VERSIOl~ 

The rnain work described in this thesis is the next iteration 

step of the REDFUN program. It started by going back to step 

C, where a study {C3) of the appropriateness of REDFUN and the 

partial evaluation technique was performed to see if it could 

act as a more intelligent editor. The problem was to extract 

from a large file 1-JTFIX, only those parts of functions there, 

which served a special purpose, ie the ~unctions had to be 

specialized fora special application. The task was partly 

one of partial evaluation, e.g. when we knew that a variable 

in this application had a special value or values and that we 

could go through the code and make reductions. Some results 

from this study are reported in section 4.2. 
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Problems detected so far (Dl are found in sections 4.1.4 and 

4.2.1. Arnong the most important problems to solve were the 

handling of arbitrary assignments and side-effects, and to 

maintain additional information about the variables used during 

the reduction. 

A new design was perforrned of the system (F) to solve some 

but not necessarly all, of the d~tected problems. This was 

carried out among others by introduction of the q-tuple, 

whereby more than one value can be returned from a function, 

and semantic procedures, by which semantic properties about 

functions to operate on can be given to the system. 

The new implementation (G), called REDFUN-2, is described in 

section 6. A new application to let the partial evaluator ex

pand macros before compilation of LISP programs, and some new 

experiments of this (H) are described in section 7. New detect

ed problems (I) after these experiments are also reported there. 

In section 8 we discuss some directions in which the work on 

this system, the next iteration cycle, can proceed. 

The following table shows where in this report the respective 

steps in fig 1 are described 

step sections 

:} 4 .1.1 

Cl 4 .1.2 

C2 4 .1. 3 

C3 4.2 

D 4.1.4,4.2.1 

E -

F 5.1-5.2 

G 6.1-6.12 

Hl 7.3 

H2 7. 4 

I 7. 4. 3 
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" RED FUN" 
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~. T~E REDFUN SYSTEM 

4.1 SUMMARY OF THE REDFUN REPORT 

The REDFUN-report (BEC76) discusses the proposition that a 

partial evaluator can be a very useful tool for program 

development. It describes the principles and problems of par

tial evaluation, shows a number of applications and describes 

our experience of the experiments done with the REDFUN program. 

In this chapter we shall recapitulate from the report what was 

said about the REDFUN program and its use in the PCDB and 

GIP/GUP applications and summarize some of the problems which 

occurred there. 

If the contents in the REDFUN-report are familiar this part can 

be skipped and reading continued at section 4.2. In the part 

relating to the PCDB application there are some detailed 

examples showing the use of the partial evaluation technique 

at program generation. 

4.1.1 The REDFUN program (program Bin fig 1). The central 

functions in a program analysis or manipulation program are 

those which perform the scanning or traversal of the program 

code. These functions operate in a similar way as the inter

preter functions eval, evlis, ~ etc. Eval takes as argu

ment a form, evlis a list of forms etc. In REDFUN there isa 

function redform operation on a form, redargs on an argument

list, and redfun on a functional expression. 
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The mest important function is redform, which takes two argu

ments, a form and an association list. The form will be part

ially evaluated with respect to known values of variables, 

presumably free in the form and appearing on this a-list. If 

a variable is not present on the a-list or is bound to the 

special value NOBIN, the variable value is not known. 

The NOBIN value is used to conceal previous known values of 

a variable in other environments. 

Redform can be characterized by 

eval[redform[form,i],ii] = eval[form,append[~,ii]] 

Examples 

redform[A, ( (X • B) (A . Z) l] (QUOTE Z l 

redform[(CAR Ll,((L. (1 2 3lll] 1 

redform[ (COND ( (EQ (CAR Xl 'A) (FOO Yl l (T (FIE Y)) l, 

( ( X . ( A B C ) ) ) ] = ( FOO Y) 

Redargs takes a list of forms, normally an argument list and 

maps over that list and perforrns redform on each element. 

Redfun takes a function expression anda partial binding 

environment of that function, i.e. a funarg expression. 

Example 

redform [ (FUNARG (LAMBDA (X) (CONS X Yl l, ( (Y . A)) l] 

(LAMBDA (Xl (CONS X 'A)) 

We return to redform. If its form is the atom NIL, the atom T 

or a number it is returned unchanged. For other literal atoms 

a search is made through the a-list and if it is bound the 

value is returned in a quote-ed expression. See the first 

example above. 
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If the form isa list, with a function name as the first 

element, as 

(fn arg1 ... argh) 

different operations will be performed depending on which 

function class fn belongs to. They are 

PURE 

• 

for basic functions, without any side-effects, which 

can be evaluated ifall its arguments are known. We 

call this operation application of function. 

Example 

redform[ (CAR L), ( (L (X Y Z)))]= (QUOTE X) 

REDUCER for functions as cond, and, prog etc which have a 

OPEN 

special argument structure. Such a function hasa 

reducer procedure, stored on its ?roperty list under 

the property REDUCER, which describes how the argu

ment to this function will be processed by REDFUN. 

The procedure is invoked by 

apply•[getp[fn,REDUCER],arg1 , ... ,argn] 

Example 

redform[ (AND L B (SETQ X A) (FOO Y)), 

( ( A • rn L) ( B •. T) ) l = 

(AND L (SETQ X NIL)) 

where Bis eliminated because it is always true and 

will not effect the evaluation of the and-expression 

and the call to foo will never be reached because 

the setq-expression will always be false. 

for functions we want to open, i.e. replacing the 

function call with the function definition. There 

are two alternatives.The first is if the arguments 

have no side-effects and look good enough so that we 

can do beta-expansion, where the function body, 

In the REDFUN-report this class was called SPECIAL 
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in which formal arguments have been substituted by 

the actual and reduced ones, after reduction is in

serted at the place for the call. 

The second alternative is ta perform an onen special

ization, where the whole lambda-exnression is in

serted. Reduction inside the expression will also 

take place. 

Example 

Suppose foo is defined 

(LAMBDA (X Y) (LIST (CAR X) (CDR Y) X) 

and is declared open 

redform[(FOO L (CDR M)),((M. (ABC)))]= 

(LIST (CAR L) (QUOTE (B C)) L) 

is an example af beta-expansion. 

redform [ (FOO (PRINT L) (CDR M)), 

( (M (A B C)))] 

( (LA!IBDA (X Y) 

(LIST (CAR X) 

(QUOTE (B C)) X)) 

(PRINT L) (QUOTE (B C)) 

is :rn open specializc1ti::,;-,. Although the lambda 

variable is not needed any more, the actual 

version did not remove it. 

* REDUCED for functions for which specialization will be per-

formed if same argument ar free variable is known. 

The specialization can be made either open ar 

closed. By closed specialization a new function will 

be created from the specilized version. This is done 

if the function is called recursively ar if the same 

specialized code is ta be used repeatedly. 

* This class was introduced in the GIP/GUP ex-

periment, and induded in REDFUN' (program E in fig 1) 
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Bxample 

Suppose foo is defined as 

(LAMBDA (CHR N) 

(COND ( (ZEROP N) (TERPRI)) 

(T (PRINl CHR) (FOO CHR (SUBl N))))) 

A closed specialization through 

redform [ (FOO (QUOTE •) N) ,lJIL] 

will create a new function foo/1 defined as 

(LAMBDA (N) 

(COND ((ZEROP N) (TERPRI)) 

(T (PRINl (QUOTE *)) (F00/1 (SUBl N)))))) 

and the value form redform will be the exnression 

(F00/1 !~) 

for functions on which no operations are performed. 

Their arguments will however be reduced. Functions 

with side-effects such as~ and rolaca and func

tions, which depend on side-effects, such as getn 

fall typically in this group. 

Simplification. The resulting expression after ?artial evalu

ation needs often to be cleaned up. This is done by simpli

fication rules, called collapsers, such as 

(COND X (LIST y Z)) (LIST X y Z) 

(CDR (LISTXYZ)) -> (LIST y Z) 

(EVAL (QUOTE form)) form 

(APPLY* (QUOTE CAR) L) -> (CAR L) 

(SET (QUOTE A) 3) (SETQ A 3) 

These rules are procedures and are associated with the lead

ing function in the rule. They are stored on the property list 

of the function under the property COLLAPSCR. 
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Some rules are predefined by the system and new rules can be 

given by the user. An advise technique inserts new rules in 

the collapser procedure. If the resulting expression from 

redform isa list 

(fn arg1 arg2 ... argn) 

the collapser is invoked by 

apply[getp[fn,COLLAPSER],arg1 ,arg2 , ... ,argn) 

Beta-expansion. In beta-expansion a substitution is performed 

in the body of formal arguments (lambda-variables) to the 

actual ones. This is made through a substitution package in 

REDFUN, which traverses the program code similar to the cen

tral functions in REDFUN, such as redform etc. There are func

tions substform, substargs and substfun for which substitution 

is performed in a form, an argument list anda functional 

expression respectively. Special action must also be taken 

here for functions with nonstandard argument structures, such 

as cond and selectg. 

In the first and simplest version the beta-expansion was per

formed through the following algorithm: 

a. Reduce the arguments to the function, which will be opened. 

b. Perform substitution in the function body of lambda-vari

ables to these arguments, reduced in step a. 

c. Call redform with the new function body. 

This algorithm has some disadvantages. We are wasting time if 

we perform substitution on parts in the program code, which 

will later be eliminated. The arguments already reduced, which 

have now been inserted in the code will be repeatedly reduced. 
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An improvement was made in a later version. When encountering 

a cond-expression (and selectg-expression) calls to redform 

were performed on the predicates in an attempt to throw away 

the then-clause if the predicate was reduced to NIL. 

Other improvements. Another place where inefficiences occurred 

was when the collapsers had simplified an expression. A re

cursive call was then made to reform to try to reduce it 

further. 

This was necessary in cases like 

(APPLY* (QUOTE CAR) (QUOTE (ABC))) 

for which the ~-collapser will return 

(CAR (QUOTE (ABC))) 

which of course can be reduced further. But in cases like 

(CONS X (LIST Y Z)) 

which collapses to 

(LIST X Y Z) 

no further reduction is needed. 

This was solved in one application, by letting the recursive 

call to redform after a collapsing be taken away and the value 

from the collapser remain as it is. This means that sometimes 

we shall receive expressions which are not satisfactorily 

simplified. By looring on the top level of the form 

fn:=redfun[fn,al) 

until fn converges this problem is solved. This seems to be 

wasteful but in some cases an irnprovement was made. 

To speed up some conditionals a modified cond was introduced 

on the form 
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where all ~i's are those variables, which can occur in any of 

the Ei· The condvar reducer could then check ifall ~i had 

known values and in that case perform an eval instead of 

redform on every Ei· 

4.1.2 REDFUN in the PCDB application (anolication Cl in fig 1). 

The PCDB system is described in (SAN71, HAR74, HAR73). It main

tains a data base of formulas in predicate calculus and works 

as a program generator in order to create efficient LISP proce

dures for storage and retrieval of such formulas. Axioms in 

the predicate calculus are also compiled to LISP code. The 

REDFUN-rapport (BEC76) discusses the principles of the design 

considerations taken to perform the program generation in this 

application. 

REDFUN was primarily designed for this application but it was 

found that specializing of code was more general and could be 

used in other applications, so instead of including REDFUN in 

the PCDB system a separate package was made. 

4.1.2.1 Generation of stordef-procedures. Every relation in 

PCDB will have a number of procedures related to it, one for 

storage of an assertion with the relation, one for explicit 

retrieval and same others. The code generated for such a proce

dure is driven by a number of parameters, either given by the 

user or implicit calculated by the system. These parameters de

scribe different properties of the relation, such as number of 

arguments, datatype of the arguments and the "one-manyness" 

between the arguments. The method used to generate these 

procedures can be described as 

a. The different relations can be grouped together and for 

each group a general procedure was written for storage 

of a relation in that group. The same was done for the 

retrieval procedure and the other procedures. The para

meters correspond to free variables in these proce

dures. 
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b. In these procedures calls were ofter made toa library 

of auxiliary procedures. Some of them could also in 

their turn be opened and some formed aset of run time 

procedures, mostly for accessing the property lists 

(variations of ~. ~. addprop etc). 

c. When a procedure was needed fora relation a funarg

expression was created by.the general procedure with 

the free variables bound to the parameter values and 

transferred as funarg-variables. 

d. The funarg-expression was then given to redfun and the 

result was then a specialized version suitable for that 

relation. 

Some examples may clarify this. 

Suppose we give to PCDB: 

RELATION (CHILD 2 (AA AA) (ONE MANY)) 

We will then define a relation child of two arguments, both 

of datatype literal atom (AA AA). The "one-manyness" de

claration (ONE MANY) says that if we have 

child(x,y) with meaning "y isa child of x" 

then for each x there can be several y, but fora given y 

there can only be one x. 

RELATION (MARRIED 2 (AA AA) (ONE ONE)) 

defines married as a one-to-one relation. 

RELATION (AGE 2 (AA SX) (ONE MANY)) 

defines ~, whose second argument is an arbitrary s-expression, 

in this case used for an integer. Another storage convention 

must then be used. Normally if an argument isa literal atom, 

the argument's property lists are used to store the assertion, 

otherwise the relation's property list is used. 
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We can then with PCDB store assertions, such as 

STORE (CHILD ANDERS KARIN) 

STORE (MARRIED ANDERS EVA) 

STORE (AGE ANDERS 30) 

and perform retrievals, such as 

FETCH (AGE ANDERS) 

TEST (MARRIED OLLE EVA) 

Let us follow how the storage procedures for these relations 

are generated. These examples will demonstrate the complexity 

of the code this versiön of REDFUN can operate on, but also 

that the reduction, when functions on several levels are 

beta-expanded are non-trivial to follow, These examples are 

shown again in appendix I, where the beta-expansion is done 

one leve! at a time to make it easier for the reader to follow 

the reductions. 

All relations belong to the class cleanlink. For each re
lation a funarg-expression is created containing the general 

storage procedure for relations in that class. The funarg

expression is 

fFUNARG 
<LAM ROA ( A 8 I 

ICOl'm 
<IONEONE ONE l 

I PPOG (t:OOTJ 
(PETURN fCl'lND 

I f TFSTFR P A B LOC 
(CAF TYP) 
(CAnF TYP) I 

POOT) 
'I STf"PEP fl1FV 11 I 

B A CQUOTE ONFI 
Lnr. 
ICADP TYPI I 

(PPLACA POOT B> 
IT IAPPLY• (FILLAND ONE) 

Ä20120024 

IQUOTF ISTOPEP P AB ICADP ONEI 
LOC 
ICAP TYP))) 

(QUOTE (STOPEP (AEV PI 
R A I CAA ONE) 
LC'C 
ICAnP TYP> 

(P ONE LOC TYP)) 
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The variables E, one, loc and !YE_ are transferred as funarg

variables. These variables correspond to the parameters given 

by the user or calculated by default by the system. They are 

bound to values in the funarg-block (only shown here by a 

pointer). The fourth element in the funarg-expression is used 

to inform redfun \1hat variables in the funarg-block will form 

the a-list of variables with known values in REDFUN. 

The function rev returns the reversed relation and is de

faulted to concatenate REV before the relation narne 

rev[CHILD) = REVCHILD 

The functions tester, storer, getter and comparer are declared 

open and will be beta-expanded and the functions oneone, 

filland and fillfunc are pure. Their definitions are 

TESTER 

<LAMBDA IR A 8 LC'C TA TBI 
IAND ICAP ISETQ POOT !GETTER P A LOC TAIII 

IPPnGz ISETQ POOT 

T> 

STCRFP 

IAPPLY• (CO~PAPFR (QUOTE ONEI 
TRI 

ICAR ROOTJ 
Bl I 

<LA~BOA I P A B N l T I I 
IAPPLY• IFILLFUNC NI 

IGETTEP R Al TII 
fl> 
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GETTER 

<LAMBDA (R A L TI I 
IOLDCOND 

((AND (MEMB (OUOTE AAI 
TII 

IAA All 
(SELECTO L 

IARGS IGETROOJ A RII 
IPRED (RGETROOT IGETROOT 

R 

(IHF CYCYCHFI 
(GETROOT A 1111 

NI LI l 
CIANO (MEMB (OUOTE HXI 

TJ) 
( HX Al I 

I SELECTO L 

I OUOTE TRUEFOR 11 
Al I 

IARGS CGETROOT ICAR Al 
p Il 

IPRED (PGETROOT IGETROOT 
R 

((HF CYCYCHFI 

I OUOTE TRUEFORJ I 
ICAR Al 11 

IGETROOT (CAR Al 
Il Il 

NI ll l 
(C~EM8 (OUOTE SXI 

TI I 
(RGfTIIOOT IGETRQOT R (QUOTF TIIUFFORII 

A> 

COil'PARER 

<LAMBDA IN Tfl 
ICONO 

ONFONE 

((MEMB IOUOTE SXI 
TII 

I SEL ECTO N 
IMANY IFUNCTTON ~EMBERII 
IONE IFUNCTTON FOUALII 
NILI I 

(T I SELECTQ N 
IONE (FUNCTJON FQII 
IMANY IFUNCTION MEMBII 
NIL> 

<LAMROA IO"lEI 
IEOUAL ONE IOUOTF IONE ONF> 
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<LAMROA 10'-!El 
ICONO 
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IIEOUAL ONE IOUOTE IONE MANYIII 
IFUNCTI('1N REVA~IOI J 

(T (FUNCTION AND> 

FilLFUNC 

<LAMBOA CNCI 
I SELEC TO NC 

IONE (FUNCTION FILL<IOOT)I 
(~ANY (FUNCTION AnORODT)) 
NIL > 

The functions getroot and rgetroot in getter are functions which 

belong to the set of run tirne procedures. They are declared 

to belong to the function class lambda, and getroot for ex

arnple is defined such that 

car[getroot[a,p]] = getp[a,p] 

and oldcond isa variant of cond, which assurnes the last pre

dicate in a cond always to be true and can therefore be sub

stituted into T by redfun. The function filland returns either 

and or revand, where the function revand is as and but processes 

its arguments backwards. 

The funarg-block for the child-relation corresponds to the 

association list 

( (R • CHILD) (ONE • (ONE MANY)) (LOC • ARGS) (TYP .(AA) (AA)))) 

The code for child's stordef will after reduction be 

<LAMROA I A R) 
I ANO ( FILL<IOCT ( GETPnnr R I ~l)[lTE' PEVCHILnl I 

Al 
IAOO<IQ[lT IGETPOOT A l"QllrJTE CHILDI I 

B> 
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In the code fillroot and addroot corresponds to ~ and 

addprop resp. The reversed relation to father is by default 

revfather and they are both used as property names 

A collapser rule 

(REVAND X Y) + (ANDY X) 

has been used. 

The stordef procedure for married will be 

<U14BOA, IA 0) 
I PR(lG I Il OOT) 

IFIETUIIN 
ICONO 

((AND <CAR l~FTO Pnnr 
(GETPnnr A IOUOTE 14All11IFO> 

IPPOG2 ISETO llflQT 

IIOOT) 

IFO ICAII FflrJTI 
B) l 

T Il 

IIFILLROOT IGETRnrJT B IOUCTE PEVMAIIIIIEDI 
) 

and for age 

<LAMBOA (A Bl 

AJ 
IRPLACA IIC'OT B> 

(AND (FILLROCT (RGETIIOOT IGETPOOT IOUOTE REVAGEI 
IOUOTF TRUEFOFII 

P,J 
Al 

(ADDROOT (GETRnnr A (OUOTE AGEI) 
B> 

The code generated for these stordef-procedures will not store 

any assertion which contradicts the "one-manyness" declaration. 

If it contradicts, a NIL value is returned. 
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4.1.2.2 Example from the axiom compilation step. An axiom in 

the predicate calculus is given to the PCDB system as a clause 

in an implication form such as 

R(y,z) A S(x,y) A P(x) ~ T(x,z) 

R(o,w(c,a) ,s) ~ S(g(c,o,a) ,s) 

The axiom is converted toa deterministic procedural form 

after a schemata described in Sandewall (SAN73). The code is 

then generated after this form. 

An axiom can be declared to be used in one or more different 

modes, such as to answer closed questions (YES/NO questions) 

or open questions (a question returning objects from the 

data base). In the first case, if the axiom is to be used for 

forward deduction (at storage time) or backward deduction (at 

retrieval time) and finally if the deduction shall be performed 

in a breadth-first or depth-first order. 

Suppose that the first axiom (•) is to be used as a backward 

axiom, used in a depth-first manner, and to be able to answer 

open questions, i.e. of the type "fora given x find all z 

which satisfy T(x,z)". The axiom can be expressed in the 

procedural form something like 

Fora given x find all z such that 

P(x) holds and for each y such that 

S(x,y) holds create a new subquestion 

"find all z which satisfy R(y,z)" 

The steps in generation the code areas follows: 

a. For each literal, except the first one, create a pair of 

expressions containing a call to the functions bind and 

cont respectively, which are two general functions for 

accessing the data base and for maintaining the result(s) 

from the access. The arguments to these two functions are 

guote-ed expressions and accordingly known. 
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b. A E.E2..9:-expression will be created by these pairs and 

by an expression, which controls how the subquestion 

will be treated. 

c. The two functions bind and cont are declared open to 

REDFUN, so the whole E.E2..9:-expression can be given to 

redform, which performs beta-expression and partial 

evaluation on it. Some optimization of the goto struc

ture will also be done. 

d. This code will be inserted in a procedure associated 

with the triggering relation, in this case the relation 

r. 

Axioms compiled in other modes will be treated in similar 

ways. Axioms containing predicate calculus functions, as in 

the second example, will be taken careof in a special way in 

a pre-step before the compilation. This is not discussed here. 

Finally we shall show the above steps, running the example 

through PCDB and REDFUN. 
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The first two steps will produce 

<LAMBDA IN• XI 
C PR O G I Y YQU E I 

IAXNAME AXOI 
Ml I R INO Nll IQUOTE 

IQUOTE BOJ 
IQUC1TE M2 I I 

IP XIJ 

Bl ccnNT Nll IQUQTE CP XJ I 
IQUOTE BOJ 
IQUOTE M211 

M2 (BIND IQUOTE I V Il 
c ounTE CS X VII 
C QUOTE Rl I 
counTE M3ll 

R? (CmJT I QUOTE (Yl I 
(QU'1TE IS X VII 
10unn Rll 
IQU'1Tf M3ll 

"'3 I A 'lf'l (APPLY* IOUOTE AUXRECFl'IJOI 
Il !ST IQUf1TE P) 

Yll 
(PETUPN T) J 

I GC1 A2 l 
RO IRETUPIIJ> 

Bind and cent have as arguments a variable list, the literal 

and two labels. For an open question the variable list con

tains those variables from the literal for which values are 

retrieved and fora closed question it is NIL. The labels are 

used to go to if the retrieval was succesful or not. 

The code will after reduction be 

<LAMF\f1A ( 111• XI 
(pqr,G (Y YOUFl 

IAX'JAME AX21 
~l IA'IJD ISY~TEST (LIST IOU'1TE PI 

XII 
IGO ~21 l 

I cri BOI 
~2 (SET() YQLIE (SYSFf'TCH (LIST (QUOTE SI 

X I Il 
A;? I (.'l"Jf) 

IYQlJF ISETO Y ICA 0 YQUEII 
ISFTQ YQUE ICOP YQUEI l 
(Gn ~31 l 

(T (GQ FIOlll 
Y.1 IA'IJO (AUXl"ECFII\JO (LIST (QlJOTf PI 

Yl I 
I PfTLJIHJ .,., J 

I G'1 fl2 I 
flO (PfTUIHJ) 
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In this code we still have calls to systest and sysfetch, 

which are two internal functions, where systest is used to 

test if something is stored .in the data base, in this example 

if P(xl is stored, and sysfetch makes a retrieval, in this 

case binding to ~ the result given by S(x,?). These func

tions can be further opened, but they are useful to have in 

the code if one wants to trace all accesses in the data base. 

Systest is essentially defined as 

(LAMBDA (U) 

(GETP (CAR U) 

(QUOTE TESTDEF))) 

and sysfetch is defined similarly. 

If they are declared open the final code will be 

<Ll\i.<B[JA ('IJ" XI 
(p~rG (V YQIIFI 

(AXNAM[ I\X21 
'' 1 ( A'lfl ( FQ ( G[TP X ( OlJC1TE P Il 

( O!Jf"ITF TQlJFI) 

( Gll M;> I) 

( G'l EIO l 
~2 <~F·o vauF (GfTP x <ouriTF ~111 
ri? 1 co,m 

(Y')IIF (C:FTO V (CAP YOIIEII 
( C:[Tr) YQUF IC:nP YQllFII 
( r,n "11 I 

,.,. IGO E\0111 
" 3 ( A '! n ( /I I I lf D f' C F I "n ( L I S T I Q un Tf Il I 

Yl I 
(CET!J>'l TI) 

I G·7 1'121 
1~11 (CF'TIJOf',J'), 
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4.1.3 REDFUN in the GIP/GUP experiment (application C2 in fig 1). 

In this experiment we wanted to test REDFUN on a program, which 

was not particularly designed to suit or be influenced by 

REDFUN. The GIP/GUP package was developed by ö. Oskarsson 

(OSK73) and was intended for parametized input and output of 

p~operty lists. The parameters de~cribed what data to store 

or retrieve and for example what layout the user wants his 

data to be printed in, such as indentation, special characters 

to separate atoms etc. There are totally 28 parameters to use, 

almost all of them have default,values attached to them. 

This program became of course very flexible but in some 

applications, where the program was used several times with 

the same set of parameter values, it could be inefficient. The 

experiment was to try to apply REDFUN on GUP (the General 

oUtput Program) in order to partialy evaluate it. The aim of 

this experiment was to see what problems occur, when REDFUN 

is used on a program written without any restrictions in mind, 

and to see what extensions should be made to REDFUN so that it 

can manipulate a larger class of LISP program. 

One extension that was necessary from the beginning was to 

introduce the REDUCED option, i.e. closed specialization. The 

call structure between the functions in GUP was such that the 

same auxiliary functions ~ere called from different ?laces. 

Beta-expansion could not be performed because of side-effects 

and open specialization was not appropriate because of re

cursion. 

An example taken from the REDFUN report (BEC76) shows the 

complexity of a function, which was reduced. 
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XTPR is declared REDUCED, REALIND and REALPROP are declared 

OPEN and TAKEIN, TAKENDL and TAKEFL are declared PURE. XTPR/Fl 

is the new version of XTPR generated by REDFUN. The function 

OUTIND has been reduced to OUTIND/Fl, but is not shown here. 

It uses however IDTI, IDTP and CARRTERM as free variables, 

which are bound in XTPR/Fl. 

Before: 
( P EAL IND 

<LA'4Af)A ( I I 
<CO'IJD 

((GETL ILI (Qunn !NTNA"F> 
(T I>I 

(PEALPJ;f")P 
<Lfl I.IA[)A ( 11 

I Cr:J'Jn 

( XTPQ 

((TAKEFL FLI (OUOTE FUNCII 
I AP P L Y• I A I I 

(T (GETP A l>I 

<LA'48DA ( I X I 
I PPf'G (P ILI FLI CADPTEPM ! SAVF PUTFlJNC IDTI 

IOTPI 
(SETQ ILI (C)C !XII 
(SETQ IX (CAP TXII 
<cn~m 

((MlJLL (ATnM ICAP TLIIII 
I SETQ FLI I [AP TU Il 
15FTQ ILI (COP ILJ> 

IS E TO 'lLJTFlJNC ( T hK f I'! Il I ( OUOTE OUTFU'JC 11 I 
(SFTQ I (PEALT'-IF IX)) 
(SF"!"O P (~FALPC(1P Jll 
<CO'-JO 

(CllJTFl_l'IJC (SFTQ p (APPLY• ("UTFI_IN( P> 
I C 'l'!D 

( I NULL PI 
(RFTUD'Jll) 

(<:FTQ InTJ (PlllS ( TAl<'FPI Il T I QUOTE l'JDENTJI , 
IOTCIJ 

(<::ETQ (f)TP (PLUS ITA'<EIN IL T (QW1TE INOENTP) , 
IOTJ, J 

(SFTQ CAQtTEP' (TAKP!Ol. !LI 1ounrr CAPDTEPM) , , 
(r•JTJ~ln I p ( TAKEFL FL [ ( Qll"TE VEPT, J I 
<Cn~J() 

((SETQ </\VE (TAKFI"! lll (QUOTE SAVEIII 
(DPL~CA ~AVE (APP[MO (CAD SAVEI 

(rJTST P> 
( P F TUF ~'> l 
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After: 

IXTPR/Fl 
<LAMRDA NIL 

IPROG IP CAPRTEIIM IOTI IOTPI 
ISFTQ P IGETP A IQUnTE PELATIONIII 
ICOND 

I INULL PI 
(IIETUIINll 1 

ISETQ IDTI 21 
ISETQ IDTP 41 
ISETQ CAPPTEPM IQUnTE :)I 

IOUTINO/Fl NIL PI 
I A FTUPN> I 

Remark. Notice that there are no goto's in the XTPR-function. 

This REDFUN-version (step E in fig 1) could not handle 

assignrnents properly when goto's were involved. 
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4.1.4 Conclusions from the usage of the REDFUN program (step D in 

~- Here we shall list some of the problems, which occurred 

during usage of REDFUN in these applications and experiments 

and propose a nwnber of extensions toa revised version, which 

we shall call REDFUN-2. 

4.1.4.1 Experiences from the PCDB·application. The REDFUN pro

gram was from the beginning designed for the specific needs 

found in PCDB. The hierarchical structure of the auxiliary 

functions made the beta-expansion straight forward to perform 

and the restricted use of P!.2.9:'s made the analyzing of P!.2.9:

statements fairly simple. Some minor problems which occurred 

can however be mentioned. 

During the beta-expansion a variable in an auxiliary function 

was substituted more than once by an expression, which made 

a property list access. During execution this access was made 

unsatisfactorily several times. This did not introduce any 

incorrectness, but efficiency suffered. An example occurred 

in a function defined as 

[LAMBDA CR Bl 
CCOND 

( CNULL CCAR R>) 
(RF'LACA R Bl> 

( <EO (CAR R) 
Bl 

T> 
<T NILJ > 

and the larnbda-variable E was bound at opening to 

(GETROOT SA) 

where getroot was defined earlier in section 4.1.2.1. 
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((NULL (CAR (GETROOT SA))) 
<RPLACA (GETROOT SA) 

B» 
<<ED (CAR <GETROOT SA)) 

B> 
T) 

CT·NILJ) 

was not satisfactory. The problem was temporarily solved in 

PCDB by rewriting the few functions in which this occurred, 

to .e.E.9..9:'s and toa .e.E.9..9:-variable binding the value after the 

property list access, such as 

[LAMBDA <R B) 
(PROG ((ROOT 

<RETURN 
R» 

<CON[I 
<<NULL <CAR ROOT)) 

<RPLACA ROOT B>) 
< <ED (CAR ROOT> 

B) 

T> 
< T NILJ 

Another problem occurred when the bind function was extended 

also to take an optional argument indication what access func

tion should be used. Instead of sysfetch, which finds explicit 

stored facts, one can use for example sysrecfind also to find 

facts implicitly stored (see the example in section 4.1.2.2). 

The bind-expression will then appear as 

<BIND (QUOTE (Y)) 
( QUOTE ( S X Y) ) 
<DUOTE Bll 
(QUOTE M3) 
(QUOTE SYSRECFIND>> 
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Bind was defined approximately as 

[LAMBDA CQVARS LIT B M SYSFN DEPTH) 
CCOND 

CCNULL SYSFN> 
CSETD SYSFN CSYSFNDFLT DVARSJ ... ] ) 

and if a function is not supplied, one is calculated by de

fault. REDFUN however could not handle this case, when a 

variable, which was known, received a new value. The bind 

function was rewritten ta 

[LAMBDA CDVARS LIT B M SYSFN DEPTH) 
CBINDAUX DVARS LIT B M <BINDSYSFN SYSFN DVARS) 

DEF"THJ > 

and bindsysfn as 

[LAMBDA CSYSFN DVARS) 
CCOND 

<<NULL SYSFN> 
<SYSFNDFLT DVARS>> 

<T SYSFNJ) 

and bindaux as the old bind, in which the cond-expression was 

deleted. Bind and bindaux are declared open and bindsysfn is 

declared pure. Instead af rebinding a known variable by a setg 

it is rebound through a function call, which REDFUN could 

handle. 

The collapsers were in same cases not generally written, but 

restricted ta use in PCDB. If however PCDB is changed ar ex

tended, cases may easily occur which will be erroneously trans

formed by these collapsers. Such an example is the collapser 

for~*, which performs the following transformations 

(APPLY• 'CAR I (A B Cl l -+ (CAR I (A B C)) 

(APPLY• 'CAR L) -+ (CAR Ll 

(APPLY• 'AND 'X I Yl -+ (AND X Y) 

but will transform incorrectly 

(APPLY* 'AND X Yl ta (AND X Yl 
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There is no way to escape from a collapser without doing a 

transformation and if we return with the same expression, the 

collapser will recursively be called again and we enter an in

finite 1-oop. 

4.l.4.2Experiences from the GIP/GUP experiment. In the 

GIP/GUP experiment we expected more problems, which would 

probably force us to make a redesign of REDFUN. The reduced 

option was introduced directly in order to make closed special

ization. 

One main problem was assignment of variables. It is natura! 

fora programmer to use assignments, particular in .2.!:29:

expressions. ·There were cases like 

(LAMBDA (X Yl 

( P ROG ( P 1 P 2 P 3 l 

(SETQ Pl (CAR Xl l 

(SETQ P2 (CADR Xl l 

(SETQ P3 (CADDR Xl l 

l l 

in which x was known through the call and then naturally both 

p 1 , p 2 and p 3 would be known. 

A more difficult problem to solve was when the assignment was 

inside a conditional expression as in 

(COND 

( (EQ X 'Al (SETQ Z (CAR Ll l (FOO Zl l 

(T (FIE Z l l l 

If we assume that 1 hasa known value then z will be known in 

the true-clause after the assignment, but we know nothing about 

z in the false-clause and in statements following this cond

expression. When conditionals appear within each other and 

assignments are done on different levels the problem of keep

ing track of them will become rather complicated. 
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The first version of REDFUN could not take care of these assign

ments, but in the experiment the problem was solved by intro

ducing free variables which could notify reducers that assign

ments had been performed. This solution was of a more temporary 

nature anda more systematic design of this problem was desir

able. 

Prog-expressions have only been reduced in a restricted way. 

In principle every statement will be reduced by redform and 

a simple clean-up of ,!!2.'S and labels is done. When assign

ments occur in a ~, which happened in the GIP/GUP case, 

they could only be taken care of when they occurred before 

the first label. After that label no assignments, even if they 

were assigned to eons tant value_s, were taken care of. 

At beta-expansion it has already been discussed that efficiency 

problems can occur both in the substitution phase - substi

tutions are done in parts, which will later be eliminated -

and in the following reduction in the body - the arguments, 

which have alreadey been reduced will be overhauled again by 

redform. Another problem in REDFUN is that if the user intro

duces his own functions, which have a special argument struc

ture, he must insert code in substform to show how substi

tution had to be performed in the arguments. 
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4.1.5 The REDCOMPILE program. This program will not be in

cluded in this work, but will be referenced in sections 7 and 

8. Here follows a very short description of the ideas in that 

program. The purpose with REDCOMPILE was to speed up the reduc

tion process. It is useful when REDFUN operates on a program P 

several times with the same set of variables with known values 

every time. REDCOMPILE can then generate a generator version 

of P, which in its turn is used to generate the specialized 

version. 

Let us· follow an example. Suppose foo is defined as 

[LAMBDA (X Y 2) 
(COND 

(X CCOND 
(Y CCONS X 2) > 
(T 2))) 

<T (LIST Y 2] > 

If we assume ~ to be a variable with known value, REDCOMPILE 

can transform this code into a program foo' 

[LAMBDA , , , • 
CCDND 

[(GETVAL X) 
<LIST (QUOTE COND> 

(LIST CGETARG Yl 
(LIST (QUOTE CONS) 

CGETARG X) 
(GETARG 2))) 

(LIST T CGETARG 2] 
(T <LIST (QUOTE LIST> 

CGETARG Yl 
CGETARG ZJ 

When executed, this program will generate the appropriate 

specialized version of foo. 

Exactly how the lambda-variables are bound is left aside here, 

but getval and getarg retrievs the value resp. the forma 

variable stands for. 
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The first cond can be evaluated at generation time, but the 

second one is postponed to execution time (of the generated 

program). 

At opening of 

(FOO 'A (CARL) (FIE L)) 

foo' will directly generate 

(COND ( (CAR L) (CONS 'A (FIE L))) 

(T (FIE L))) 

The actual version of REDCOMPILE has been used in PCDB and all 

functions there, which are defined as open, have been run 

through REDCOMPILE. Stilla lot of problems remain to solve in 

order to get a REDCOMPILE system, which can process more comp

lex code. Some problems are more difficult to solve in 

REDCOMPILE than in REDFUN, and have to be solved either by 

running REDFUN as a post-processor, or by instructing 

REDCOMPILE to insert calls to redform into the code it gene

rates. 
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4.2 A STUDY OF MANIPULATION IN THE WTFIX FILE (STEP C3). 

The INTERLISP system implemented on the IBM 360/370 was 

developed in such a way that a large portion of the LISP 

code could be directly transfered from the INTERLISP-10 

system when some minor changes had been performed. Some 

features in INTERLISP-10 have been excluded in the basic 

INTERLISP 360/370 system, for example history, CLISP and 

DWIM. Some of these packages have been implemented locally 

in the INTERLISP 360/370 system. This work was mainly done 

by Jim Goodwin. One problem with these packages was that 

they were spread over many file. When the history package 

was implemented, one task was to extract from the file WTFIX 

those parts which were used only by that package, omitting 

those parts which were included there to serve the packages 

DWIM and CLISP. This extraction was done manually, by scanning 

down the code in the file and marking what parts could be 

deleted. This task is not so trivial as it perhaps sounds. 

One must know the functions and variables which are only 

used by these "unwanted" packages and find all special cases 

in code which are there only to serve them. When this task 

is made manually the comments in the texts gives of course 

a lot of valuable information. 

Our question was then, what should an autornatic system look 

like in order to help us in this case. A discussion with Jim 

Goodwin resulted in a list of all changes done in the file. 

We then analyzed this list to see if any of our program mani

pulation programs, especially REDFUN, could perform such 

changes. What we think we need isa more intelligent editor, 

which not only knows about the syntax, but also more about 

the semantics of the language, and therefore is able to per

form more advanced changes in the code. 

No such "intelligent editor" was written, but the detailed 

study of the problems resulted in some requirements on apart

ial evaluator. We shall here discuss the example from that 

point of view. 
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Changes of a partial evaluation character. A nwnber of flags 

in the source code, eg dwimflg and clispflg specified ex

plicitly parts of the code that could be removed. These flags 

could be assumed to have the value NIL and the reduction is 

then a typical task for REDFUN to perform. There were also 

some calls to functions, which should be deleted, and for 

which we could assume a constant value to be returned. The 

reduction could then be performed like for variables. 

There was also a case where a variable was three valned and 

one value could be excluded. Parts in the code where the vari

able had this excluded value, could be deleted. Partial eval

uation with respect of the set of permissible values fora 

variable, or the information that a variable can not have 

certain values, can not be done by REDFUN, and was selected 

as one requirement on the next generation program. 

In another case we had 

(SELECTQ (CAR FAULTX) 

a number of cases ,, 

anda number of these cases had to be removed because no 

special treatment should be performed in these cases. This 

task could be seen as a partial evaluation task if we could 

say something like "In the lists that are possible values 

of faultx, the first element can not be any of a 1 , a 2 etc", 

or perhaps more correctly, "if the first element is one of 

a 1 , a 2 etc we are not interested in special treatments of 

such lists at any place in the code". This case can not 

either be done by REDFUN. 
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Changes where partial evaluation is not sufficient. A nwnber 

of variables, mostly .P..E29.-variables, and calls to certain 

functions had to be deleted entirely from the code. This 

deletion can not be performed as a partial evaluation task, 

because we can not assume any value(s) for these variables 

and function calls. Special care must also be taken when they 

are deleted from the code. The question is if any of the en

vironment, in which the variable or call is placed, also had 

to be deleted. 

In the example 

(COND ( (LISTP X) (CAR Z)) 

(T (FUM X))) 

where z is assumed to be deleted, the whole car-expression can 

be removed, but the user had to tel1 if he wants to keep the 

listp-check or not. We can either get 

or 

(COND ( (LISTP X)) 

(T (FUM))) 

(FUM X) 

Another example. In WTFIX there was a variable fixclk, which 

had to be deleted. The assignment 

(SLTQ FIXCL~ (CLOCK 2)) 

has therefore no sense, but it is not obvious if the third 

form in the expressions also should be deleted. If the assign

ment is performed in a context, where the value of the assign

ment is of interest, it can not simply be deleted, and also if 

it performs side-effects. In other cases the expression can 

be taken away, eg if the assignment is performed as a statement 

in a .P.!29.· 
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Transformations. To clean up in the code we wanted to per

forma nwnber of transformations, such as 

to 

(SELECTQ (CAR FAULTX) 

(T •••> 
NIL) 

(COND ((EQ (CAR FAULTX) T) •••)) 

Most of them could be performed through colla~ser rules in 

REDFUN. 

Still of course there isa nwnber of cases which are really 

difficult to perform automatically. They involve a rather deep 

understanding and knowledge of the whole INTERLIS?-system and 

can only be carried out manually. 

4.2.1 Conclusions from the study. Partial evaluation and the 

other operations in REDFUN could ~erform some of the tasks 

found in this study. New requirements on the next version of 

REDFUN was to extend the ability to handle more information 

about the values a variable can be bound to. In this study 

we could use the knowledge that a variable could only have two 

different values. Another requirement was to handle information 

about list structures, such as the case when we knew that the 

first element in a list only could be certain object5. In the 

next version REDFUN-2 the first requirement will be included. 
The second one is much more complex to realize in a general 

way and will therefore be excluded. 

In other discussions about requirements of the REDFUN system 

there isa need to keep track of the datatype(s) of the values 

a variable can be bound to. Redundant datatype checks can then 

be removed from the code. This will also be included in REDFUN-2. 
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5, DESIGN ALTERATIONS FOR REDFUN-2 

In this chapter we will first list the new features which will be 

included in the new version of the REDFUN program. This new 

version is called REDFUN-2 to distinguish from the old version. 

The main design considerations in this implementation are de

scribed in the second section. These two parts correspond to 

step Fin the design iteration scheme shown in chapter 3. 

The actual implementation of REDFUN-2 will be described in 

chapter 6. 

5.1 NEW FEATURES IN REDFUN-2. 

The experiments with REDFUN, reported in the former section, 

and other desirable features led us to propose the following 

main extensions: 

5.1.1 Extended range of information about variable values. In 

REDFUN we could only make use of the fact that a variable had 

a eons tant value. We would like to extend this also to make 

use of the fact that we at a specific point in the program 

know 

- all the different values a variable can be bound to 

- values a variable cannot be bound to 

- the datatype(s) of the values a variable can be bound to 

Suppose that X has the value A 

Y has one of the values B, C or D 

Z cannot have the value A 

V is an integer 
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We can then perform the following reductions: 

(COND ( (EQ X 'A) (FOO X)) 

(T (FIE X))) 
... (FOO A) 

(COND ( (EQ y 'A) (FOO X)) ... (FIE X) 
(T (FIE X))) 

(COND ( (EQ Z 'A) (FOO X)) (FIE X) 
(T (FIE X))) 

(COND ( (LISTP V) (FOO X)) ... (FIE X) 
(T (FIE X))) 

This extension isa natural next step and the need of it has 

been found both in the WTFIX-study (4.2) and in other dis

cussions of the usefulness of the REDFUN system. 

Our system will not be able to manage logical expressions in 

order to describe the values a variable can be bound to, such 

as 

"the variable x has the value 5 if either y is 2 or z is 6" 

The system would have needed a more advanced deduction capa

bility in order to handle such expressions and we decided not 

to include it in this version. 

5.1.2 Handling of values from expressions. The extended range 

of information about variable values will make it necessary 

for the system to be able to keep track of value information 

about arbitrary expressions in the code. If x can have either 

1 or 2 as value the expression addl[x) will consequently have 

the values 2 or 3. Every branch in a cond-expression can have 

known values and it is then possible to derive all the values 

the cond-expression can return. The expression 

(COND ( (EQ X 'A) 10) 

((EQX 'B) 3) 

(T 5)) 

will naturally return either 3,5 or 10 as value. A number of func

tions will always return a value of a certain datatype, which in 

many cases can be useful to know. 
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For some functions the value can be derived even if we only 

have partial knowledge about its arguments. For the expression 

(PUTA B 'VALUE) 

we know from E..!!!'s definition that its third argum~nt will 

always be returned as value. Another case is if we know in 

an ~-check that its first argument can only have A or B as 

values and its second argument cannot have those values we 

can conclude that the ~-check will always be false. We call 

this a pseudo-computation, when the value can be calculated 

without really evaluating the expression. 

5.1.3 Systematic handling of side-effects, especially assign

ments. All side-effects, such as assignments, destructive 

changes in list structures, input/output etc must be detected 

and carefully processed. A form performing side-effects can 

normally not be deleted from the code. Rearrangements af such 

forms can only be done in restricted cases. If side-effects 

interact with each other ar with other code they must af course 

occur in the same order in the rearranged co<le. 

In side-effects appear in an argument ta a pure-function and 

the value af this argument is known, we shall want ta apply 

the function ta its arguments. The form with the side-effect 

must remain in the resulting expression. Suppose we have 

(CONS (PUT A B 'C) '(D E)) 

and if eons is pure the form could be reduced ta 

(PROGN (PUTA B 'C) (QUOTE (CD EJ)) 

In every form an analysis must be performed ta find those 

variables which can be assigned there, but also ta distinguish 

between variables, which will always be assigned and those 

which will only be assigned in same branch af the expression. 
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Here we shall show some different cases which the system must 

be able to handle. Suppose ~ has the value A and~ one of the 

values LHL or B. 

a. {PROGN {CONS {SETQ X Z) {FOO X)) {FIE X)) 

The assignment of ~ will have the result that ~ both at the 

call to foo and fie will have one of the values NIL or B. 

b. {PROGN (AND Z (SETQ X Z) {FOO X)) {FIE X)) 

The assignment here will have the result that at the call to 

foo, ~ will have the value B. If z has the value NIL the 

evaluation in the and-expression will be ended and the assign

ment never performed. At the call to fie we cannot be sure 

if the assignment has been done and can only deduce here that 

x will have one of the values NIL, A or B. 

c. (PROGN (AND (SETQ X Z) {FOO X)) (FIE X)) 

In this case, when the assignment is done first in the and

expression it will always be performed. At the call to fie 

we can exclude the old value A for~' otherwise it works as 

in the case b. 

In cond-expressions an analysis must also be performed to 

check if a variable will always be assigned there regardless 

of the path taken in the expression. 

To take care of assignments in a proper and systematic way is 

probably the mest important extension compared to the basic 

REDFUN version (program Bin fig 1). In the PCDB application 

(4.1.2) there were no assignments in the code which was pro

cessed by REDFUN, but in the GIP /GUP-program ( 4. 1. 3) the assi•Jn

ments caused a lot of problems for REDFUN, although some of 

these problems could be solved temporarily in the REDFUN'

version (program E in fig 1). If one wants REDFUN to process 

ordinary written code one cannot expect such code be written 

without assignments. 
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5.1.4 Extraction of variable properties from the code. In con

ditionals the predicate often gives information about vari

ables, which can be used during the processing in the different 

branches. If we have 

(COND ( (EQ X 'A) (FOO X)) 

(T (FIE X))) 

and nothing is known about ~ before the cond-expression, we 

can in the true branch derive that x has the value A and in 

the false branch that it cannot have A as value. 

The systemshall also be capable of deriving datatype in

formation about values a variable can be bound to, such as 

(COND ( (LITATOM X) (Fl X)) 

(T (F2 X)))) 

Here we know that x isa literal atom at the call to fl and 

that x cannot be a literal atom at the call to f2. 

It is clear that a program contains masses of information 

which could be extracted but we must here restrict ourselves 

to extracting only that information about a variable which 

can be obtained reasonably economically. 

In our system information will be derived for pure LISP predi

cates, such as~, memb, litatom etc. and for logical functions 

and conditional expressions. We restrict the extraction only 

to be done if the information about a variable can be de

scribed in one of the three ways mentioned in 5.1.1, and 

accordingly to that not when a logical expression is needed 

to describe the information. 
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In the expression 

(COND ((OR (EQ X 'A} (EQ X 'B}} (FOO X}} 

(T (FIE X}}} 

we can derive that x is either A or Bin the true branch and 

that x cannot be A or Bin the false branch. In the expression, 

(COND ((OR (EQ X 'A} (EQ Y 'B}} (FOO X}} 

(T (FIE X}}} 

however, we can only derive information about the variables, 

x and y in the false branch, i.e. that ~ cannot have the value 

A and y not the value B. In the true branch we cannot know 

which of the two forms in the or-expressions was calculated 

to true. The information of x and y in the true branch can 

only be described by a logical expression and will not be de

rived. 

5.1.5 Reduction of prog-expression. REDFUN could only handle 

restricted structures of ~-expressions. In REDFUN' (program 

E in fig 1) assignments of variables were only taken care of 

before the first label and after that label no information 

about the variables was assumed to be known. In arbitrary 

loop-structures it isa complicated task to perform a per

fect analysis of assignments and how these assignments will 

affect the reduction. In REDFUN-2 an analysis will be per

formed to find the goto-structure and to detect loops, and 

those variables which may be assigned in these loops. A vari

able assigned in a loop is often treated as to have an un

known value at the reduction in the loop. In some cases, if 

the variable is assigned to constant values or values of cer

tain datatype, such information can be used to avoid that the 

variable is assumed to have unknown values at reduction of the 

loop, such as in the example 



(PROG (Y) 

(SETQ Y 0) 

LOP 
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(COND ( (FOO X Y) (GO OUT)) 

(OR X (SETQ Y 1)) 

(SETQ X (FIE X Y)) 

(GO LOP) 

OUT 

.) 

Here we know that the variable y only can have the values 0 

and 1 in the loop (if we assume foo and fie not to perform 

any side-effects of y). 

This analysis of side-effects has to be performed before the 

reduction. Therefore assignments in parts which should be 

eliminated may sometimes affect the knowledge we have about 

a variable before the reduction of the loop. A small example 

illustrates such a case which we assume the new system not 

to be able to reduce completely. 

(PROG (X Y) 

(SETQ X 2) 

LOP 

(COND ( (FOO X) (GO OUT))) 

(AND (EQ X 1) (SETQ Y 3)) 

(SETQ X (ADDl X)) 

(AND (EQ Y 3) (SETQ X (MINUS X)) 

(GO LOP) 

OUT 

A loop is detected and the assignmentanalysis reports that the 

variables ~ and y may be assigned there. The variable y can 

get the value 3 and ~ can be assigned to an integer. Depending 

on this analysis, the variable information about ~ and y be

fore the reduction of the loop will be that x is an integer 

and y can have either NIL or 3 as value. 
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After same reasoning, however, one can show that ~ can never 

be 1 (if we assume the function foo not to perform any side

effects on x and y) and therefore y never be 3. The correct 

reduction should be to eliminate the two and-expressions. This 

example shows that in the general case we need a deduction 

capability to prove properties about variables. 

This is not included in this version of REDFUN. By this new 

scheme, however, a larger class of E..!:Q.9:-expressions will be 

reduced in a satisfactory way. 

5.1.6 Other features. Opening of fucntions has to be looked 

over anda more systematic implementation is desirable of the 

various ways a function can be opened. Beta-expansion and 

open specialization come from REDFUN (program B) and closed 

specialization from REDFUN'(version E). It would also be 

desirable to have an automatic procedure which can choose an 

appropriate way to open a function call depending on the 

arguments and the definition of the function. 

The collapser part has to be extended, so it can handle cases 

described in secion 4.1.1 in a correct way. What one really 

would like isa more general pattern matching system in order 

to describe the transformations one would like to perform in 

the code, but this will not be included in the REDFUN-2 

generation of the system. 

Extension of the number of function classes. A function can 

belong to several classes depending on the arguments to the 

function. The function car is treated as a pure if its argu

ment isa list and as a reducer if the argument isa literal 

atom, in which case car performs an evaluation of a global 

variable. 
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5.2 PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE DESIGN OF THE NEW SYSTEM 

RELATIVE TO REDFUN 

In this section we shall discuss the main changes in the de

sign of REDFUN-2 relative to REDFUN. A number of concepts, 

which will be used in the rest of the report, will also be 

defined here. 

The section 5.2.1 gives also some background of the design of 

the program structure used at the implementation of REDFUN. 

5.2.1 Design of the program structure. The first version of 

REDFUN was a fairly straightforward and well-structured program. 

The code traversal and the various actions performed on the 

code were done through the main functions redform, redargs 

and redfun (described earlier in section 4.1.1). The closeness 

to the interpreter functions eval, evlis, ~ etc. made these 

functions easy to understand. The functions in the substitution 

package followed the same pattern. So, when we process an ex

pression we normally first recursively process its subex

pressions, in principle the recursive decent method in com

piling techniques (GRI71) Information is brought from a 

higher expression down toa subexpression through parameters 

and we cannot underneath from an expression reach its super

expressions. 

The REDFUN-2 system follows in principle the same design, but 

compared to REDFUN information can be sent back from a sub

expression to higher expressions. 

Another design criterium is that the traversal in the code is 

made as much as possible in a one-pass manner. This means that 

property extraction from the code is made parallel with the 

reduction. This cannot always be done, e.g. in a E!:2..9:-ex

pression a sweep through the code has to be done in order to 

analyze the goto-structure and the assignments before the re

duction is performed. 
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In the PRD-technique discussed in the REDFUN-report (BEC76) 

and in Sandewall (SAN76) a program is organized in a "data

driven" way where procedures associated with data items from 

the problem domain are stored on property lists. One advantage 

in structuring a program in this way is that it is easier to 

extend the program by adding new procedures. In REDFUN it was 

used for reducers and collapsers and in REDFUN-2 it is also 

used for the "semantic" routines, which are used to supply 

information about LISP functions. 

5.2.2 Value-descriptors. In REDFUN, a variable from the 

processed code was stored in an association list (a-list) together 

with its value, if it was known, or together with the atom 

NOBIN. In REDFUN-2 the variable will be stored together with 

a value-descriptor. Such value-descriptors can be of 4 differ

ent types. 

VALUES 

NOVALUES 

DATATYPE 

to describe the values a variable can be bound 

to or be returned from a form. We will use the 

notation 

Xvalues= {ABC} 

meaning that x can have either A, Bor C as 

value and no other values. 

to describe values a variable or a form cannot 

have and is written as 

Xnovalues= {l 21 

with meaning that ~ cannot have 1 or 2 as value. 

to describe the datatype of those values, which 

can be bound toa variable or be returned from 

a form. We write this as 

Xdatatype= integer 



NOBIN 
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to show that no information is available for 

a variable and is written as 

A value-descriptor is simply implemented as a pair which first 

element decribes the type and the second element the value(s). 

The values example above is represented as 

( :VALUES • (A B C)) 

5.2.3 The q-tuple. In order to return information from a 

processedexpression, from a called procedure in REDFUN-2 to 

its caller, a g-tuple will be returned. Such a tuple consists 

of six elements 

< form, values, side-effect, truectxt, falsectxt, assinginfo > 

where 

form 

values 

side-effects 

truectxt 

falsectxt 

assigninfo 

is the reduced expression 

isa value-descriptor specifying the 

value(s) form can return when evaluated 

isa flag indication whether a side-effect 

can be performed or not in form when eva

luated 

is ana-list of variables and value

descriptors where the value-descriptor 

represents information extracted fora 

variable from form which holds when form 

has been evaluated to true 

as truectxt but which holds when fonn 

is evaluated to false 

is ana-list of variables and value

descriptors for those variables which may 

be assigned in form. The value-de

scriptor describes the value(s) the form 

can be assigned to 
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When an ordinary form is processed by redform the argwnents 

are first reduced through redargs. Redargs will now after every 

reduction of an argument check if there is any information in 

the q-tuple about assignments in the form which can affect the 

a-list before the next argwnent has to be reduced. When all 

argwnents are reduced a new q-tuple is created for the form 

with information extracted from the arguments's q-tuples. 

An example 

Consider the expression 

(COND ( (EQ X Y) (Fl X)) 

(T (F2 X))) 

anda-list information that 

holds before the expression. When the ~-expression has been 

reduced following information is found in the q-tuple. 

(EQ X 'A), 

NIL, 

false, 

[xvalues= {AJ], 

[xnovalues= IA)], 

NIL > 

Some remarks. The possible values returned from the ~

expression will not be stored in the q-tuple. The ~-expression 

stands in a predicate- position and the value is therefore 

of no interest here. When the .D_-expression is reduced the 

a-list will contain 

[AJ and 

and when the !±_-expression is reduced 

Yvalues= {A} a nd xnovalues= [Al 

No side-effects can occur in this form and that element in the 

g-tuple is NIL. 
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5.2.4 Semantic procedures. Pseudo-computations described in 

5.1.2 and the property extraction of variable values described 

in 5.1.4 will be performed by semantic procedures which can 

be associated with every function. These procedures can be seen 

as a procedural description of some semantic property, which 

holds for the fucntion. The system will contain a basic set 

of such procedures and the user should be able to supply 

additional procedures for systemfunctions or functions 

he writes hims~lf. 

5.2.5 Redesign of the prog-reducer. The extended scheme to 

reduce ~-expressions described in 5.1.5, will cause a 

total redesign of the ~-reducer. The necessary programs 

for the analysis of the goto-structure and the assignments in 

the ~-expression and programs which clean up in the ex

pression after the reduction (postprog-transformations) will 

be generated with the support by the PMG-system (RIS74). The 

traversal of the code in these programs follows the PMG

standard which makes it easier when there are user-defined 

functions which do not follow the standard argument evaluation. 

5.2.6 Redesign of the substitution package. REDFUN contained a 

separate substitution package used when functions were beta

expanded in order to substitute formal arguments against actual 

ones. This caused some problems. When a new function with 

special argument structure is going to be processed by REDFUN 

code had to be inserted in the substitution package in order 

to perform the substitution correctly. There were also an 

efficiency problem because substitutions were made in parts of 

the code which later will be reduced away. In our new system 

these problems can be eliminated if we extend the a-list in

formation also to include substitutions-descriptors, which is 

simply the forma variable has to be substitutied for. The 

actual substitution will then be performed during the reduction 

process when the variable is encountered in the code. This 

causes that the substitution package can be thrown away in our 

new system. 
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5.2.7 Reduction in contexts. Consider the form 

(CONS (PUT A I 'Kl '(L Ml l 

Usually, this form should be reduced to 

(PROGN (PUT A I 'Kl '(K L Ml l 

However, if the form should appear in a context where its 

value is insignificant (for example a statement in a PROG 

expression, or in a non-terminal position in a PROGN ex

pressionl, it can instead be simplified to 

(PUT I A I I I Kl 

It is also important to know the context a form appears in if 

extraction of variable properties should be done or not. If 

such properties never can be used they should not be cal

culated for efficiency reasons. Consider the expression 

(COND ( (EQ X 'All 

(T (FOO Xl l l 

If the cond-expression isa statement in a E.E.2..9. there is no 

use of extracting the information that x has the value A when 

the ~-expression is evaluated to true. It is either no use 

here of calculating the possible values the cond-expression 

can return. 

Therefore, for each form that REDFUN-2 encounters during its 

recursive descent into an expression, the program should know 

the context in which the expression is to be evaluated. 

The following are the significant different cases: 

novalue-context 

value-context 

boolean-context 

no value(sl of the form has to be corn

puted 

compute value(sl if possible 

it is sufficent to know if the form is 

true of false 
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There shall also be a way to distinguish if property ex

traction from the form should be performed or not described 

by the example above. 

A similar context mechanism is found in a LISP compiler (URM77). 

There isa value- anda novalue-context. In a novalue eon-

text no code for returning a value will be generated. There 

are also contexts for branches in conditionals indication 

whether a jump will be performed or not if the predicate 

is evaluated to true or false. 

"Q-TUPLE" 



BO 
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6, THE REDFUN-2 SYSTEM 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

In this chapter the new system REDFUN-2 is described. Every 

section covers apart of the system and describes its im

plementation. A number of examples are shown and discussed 

about restrictions and problems are also included. 

In the description of the implementation we are trying not 

to go down to the LISP code level. When code is shown in 

this chapter it is done in order to give the reader an idea 

of the complexity of the code, rather than to actually de

scribe it in detail. Appendix V contains the acutal LISP code 

for some of the central functions, such as redform, redargs and 

tryapply. and for one of the reducers 

A number of the examples used in this chapter are run through 

REDFUN-2, and the results are shown in appendix VI. These 

examples are marked in this chapter with (EX 4) corresponding 

to example 4 in the appendix. 

In the examples in this chapter (and in the whole report) 

there are often calls to the procedures foo, fie, fum, fl, f2 

etc. When nothing else is stated about them in an example we 

assume that these functions are "nice", meaning that they will 

not perform any side-effects or similar which may spoil the 

example. 
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Although the REDFUN-2 program is implemented in INTERLISP/20, 

the program processes code written in the INTERLISP 360/370 

dialect. Only minor changes in the program are required to 

let it also process the INTERLISP/20 dialect. One difference 

between the dialects is the use of ~ toaccessa global value. 

In INTERLISP/20 this access has to be performed by the new 

function gettopval. Similarly, instead of using rplaca to 

assign a global value, one must use the new function settooval. 

The following sections are included in this chapter 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

6.5 

6.6 

6.7 

6.8 

6.9 

6.10 

6.11 

6.12 

Extended range of information about variable values 

Quoted-expressions 

Computing values of forms 

Extraction of variable properties 

Handling of side-effects 

Variable assignments 

Extended function class authority 

Reduction of prog-expressions 

Opening of functions 

Collapsers 

Reduction in contexts 
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6.2 EXTENDaD RANGE OF INFORUATION ABOUT VARIABLE VALUES. 

6.2.1 A-list. In REDFUN there was only a simple a-list to 

hold the variables with known values. If the variable was 

bound to l'lOBIN, it had no known value and this fact was used 

to conceal other values for this variable bound on the a

list used in other environments. 

In Rl::DFUN-2 the a-list is extended to contain pairs of vari

ables and value-descriptors. A value ~escriptor is represented 

either as NOBIN or as a pair 

(type . val) 

described by following table 

type of type val 
value-descriptor 

values* :VALUE a value 

:VALUES a list of values 

novalues :NOVALUES a list of values 

datatype :DATATYPE a datatype 

Example 

The a-list 

( (X ( :VALUES (1 2 3))) (Y . NOBIN) 

( Z ( : DATATYPE . INTE GER) ) 

(Y ( :VALUE . T)) (V . ( :NOVALUES . (A B C)))) 

carries the following information 

X can have either 1, 2 or 3 as value 

for Y nothing can be said 

Z is of the datatype integer 

V cannot have any of the values A, Bor C 

* A distinction is made between the cases when there isa 

single value and several values. 
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6.2.2 Datatypes. The datatypes used in REDFUN-2 are the nor

mal datatypes in INTERLISP, such as 

SEXPR 

ATOM 

LITATOM 

INTEGER 

SMALLINTEGER 

LARGEINTEGER* 

FLOAT 

LIST 

STRING 

ARRAY 

s-expressions 

literal atoms 

floating point numbers 

list structures 

but do not include datatypes such as stack pointers, funarg 

blocks, function indicators etc. Other datatypes combined of 

those above are also included, such as 

NUMBER for integers and floating point numbers 

and variants of those, to which NIL can belong, such as 

SEXPR-NOTNIL 

ATOM-NOTNIL 

LITATOM-NOTilIL 

LIST-NOTNIL 

S-expression except NIL 

atom except NIL 

literal atom except NIL 

list structure except NIL 

These datatypes are all true and are therefore useful in 

true/false - checks. 

A variable known only as true resp. false is re~resented as 

(:NOVALUES . (NIL» resp (:VALUE . NIL) 

• In an early version of REDFUN-2 this type was called 

BIGINTEGER, but the INTERLISP 360/370 system was always 

obstinate to enter an infinite loop when it encountered 

the atom BIGINTEGER during reading. 
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Every datatype is also associated with a tyoefn procedure, 

which checks if its argument is of that type. We have for 
exarr:ple 

LIST : TYPEFt'1 

(LAMBDA (X) 

* 

(OR (NULL X) (LISTP X))) 

ARRAY : TYPEFN 

ARRAYP 

SEXPR-NOTNIL : TYPEFN 

(LAMBDA (X) 

(AND X (OR (ATOM X) (LISTP X)))) 

Internally in the system there is also a negated version of 

these data types. For INTEGER there is an NEG-INTEGER, in

dicating that a variable with this datatype can not be an 

integer. 

* This notation means that the atom list under the property 

name ~ has the lambda-expression as property values. 
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6.2.3 Reductions of value-descriptors. Two value-descriptors 

can be combined either through an or-reduction or an and

reduction. This happens when more information has become 

available fora variable during the processing of the code. 

Suppose 

xvalues {AB Cl 

holds before the expression 

(COND (L (SETQ X 'B)) 

(LL (SETQ X 'D)) 

(T NIL)) 

From this expression we shall extract new possible values for 

~ and will receive 

xvalues = {P D} 

The value-descriptor after the cond-expression will be cal

culated by the or-reduction 

xvalue 5 = {A B Cl v xvalues 

resulting in 

xvalues = {AB c Dl 

{B D} 

If we instead have the expression 

(COND ( (MEMB X '(B C D)) (FOO X)) 

(T (FIE X))) 

and the same value-descriptor <•> holds for x before the cond

expression, the new value descriptor at the call to foo for 

~ can be calculated by the and-reduction 

xvalues= {AB Cl A xvalues= {B CD} 

resulting in 
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and at the call to fie it is calculated by 

xvalues 

resulting in 

{ABC) A xnovalues = {B CD) 

xvalues = {A) 

In some reductions, however, information will be lost when 

datatypes are involved. The following expression 

xdatatype = integer v xvalues = {3 A NIL) 

will be reduced to 

xdatatyp~ = atom 

Another example is that there is no way in this scheme to 

express that a variable can be bound only to values, which 

are either floating-point numbers or literals. There is no 

such combined datatype in the system. A reduction of 

xdatatype = float v xdatatype = litatom 

will result in 

xdatatype = atom 

The information that the variable cannot be bound toan integer 

is then lost. 

There isa table containing all datatypes showing the re

lationships between them and which is used when reduction are 

performed. The table contains also all subdatatypes fora 

datatype. The datatype NUMBER has the subdatatypes INTEGER, 

SMALLINTEGER, LARGEINTEGER and FLOAT. 

A reduction between datatypes is called a d-reduction. 

This scheme for handling datatypes is appropriate in most 

cases, although one often, in a non-declarative language as 

LISP uses, for example, a temporary variable for different 

purposes in the code and therefore lets it hold objects of 

different datatypes. 
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The reduction schemata of the various types of value-de

scriptors is finally shown in two tables. 

B values novalues 

(l 

va lues values -
CJ U B 

no values novalues novalues 
(l - B ** (l n B 

da tatype datatype novalues 

d-reduce those ele-
(l and the ments in B 
datatypes which are 
of the not of the 
elements datatype Cl. 

in B. If no such 
element exists 
a nobin value-
descriptor is 
returnd. 

Table 1 or-reduction * 

B values novalues 

(l 

va lues values -
(l n B 

no values values novalues 
B - Cl (l u e 

da tatype values datatype 
those ele- (l 

ments in B 
which are 
of datatype 
(l. 

Table 2 and-reduction * 

*, ** see next page 

datatype 

-

-

datatype 

d-reduce 
(l and B. 

datatyoe 

-

-

datatype 
d-reduce 
(subdata-
ty!_:>es of 
a) n (sub-
datatypes 
of B 
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These tables should be read as follows. Suppose we want to 

reduce 

xnovalues = 0 v xvalues= B 

In the or-reduction table under values/novalues we find this 

to be reduced to 

xnovalues = 0 
- B 

The expression 

X = o Il datatype xvalues= B 

is reduced through the and-reduction table under values/ 

datatypes to 

xvalues "those elements in B which are of datatype a 

and with o literalatom and B {AB 1 1.5) we shall get 

xvalues {AB) 

Remark. And-reduction of a novalues anda datatyoe, ie 

xnovalues = 0 11 xdatatype = B 

is choosen to be reduced to 

xdatatype = 8 

It could also be reduced to 

xnovalues = 0 

In both cases we loose information about the variable and it 

is not obviuos which of them is the most appropriate. If the 

later reduction would be desirable in some application it is 

trivial to change the program. 

* The or-reduction and the and-reduction are commutative 

operations and therefore only the lower half of the tables 

are filled in. 

** a - B is the set difference between a and B 
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6.3 QUOTED-EXPRESSIONS 

The q-tuple, which holds a reduced form and information ex

tracted from it, is simply represented as a list, with the 

atom QUOTED as the first argument. Such a list is called a 

guoted-expression. The structure is 

(QUOTED form values side-effect truectxt falsectxt assigninfo) 

where form is the reduced form, 

values a value descriptor, 

side-effect the atom :SIDE if side-effects occur, other

wise NIL, 

truectxt ana-list of variables and value descriptors, for 

information which holds when the form is evaluated 

to true 

falsectxt as above, but which holds when the form is evalu

ated to false 

assigninfo ana-list of variables and value descriptors 

for those variables which may be assigned in 

the form. 

A guoted-expression is only created if there is any information 

available to store there. 
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Example 

Suppose we want to reduce following form 

[AND (ECl X Yl 
(CON[I 

<<NUMBERP X> 
(FOO X>> 

<T <SETCl Z <FIE X)) 
<SETCl V (ClUOTE BJ 

with the a-list 

( (Y . ( :VALUE A))) 

(EX 1) 

We assume also foo and fie not to perform any side-effects. 

Following quoted-ex~ression will be the result 

(ClUOTEII [AND <ECl X (ClUOTE A>> 
<PROGN (SETCl Z (FIE (ClUOTE A))) 

<SETCl V (ClUOTE BJ 
<:VALUES NIL B) 
:srnE 
<<V lSETClVALUE lVALUE , B) 
(Z, NOBIN) 
<X :VALUE , A» 

((X lNOVALUES A)) 
<<V lAIIIIVALUE :VALUE , B> 

<Z :ADIIVALUE , NOBIN))) 

Explanations for each element in this expression 

Some reductions could be performed. The cond-expression is 

reduced to its false branch. 

?ossible values from this reduced form is NIL and B. 

- The assignments caused the side-effect flag to be set. 

* \/hen output is printed directly by the LISP system the pairs 
are not so clearly written. Remember that the expressions 

( :VALUES lHL B) 

and 

( :VALUES . (NIL B)) 

are identical. 
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- If the form is evaluated to true we can derive that x has 

the value A, ~ has an unknown value and v has the value B. 

The :SETQVALUE in v's value-descriptor indicates that v has 

been assigned in the form to that value. 

- If the form is evaluated to false we can derive that x 

cannot have the value A. 

- In the form,~ and~ may be assigned, ~ to the value Band 

z toan unknown value. The :ADDVALUE in these value-de

scriptors indicates that the assignments may be performed. 

If :ADDVALUE was not there the assingments will always be 

performed when the form is evaluated. 
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6.4 COMPUTING VALUES OF FORMS. 

6.4.1 Application of function. For pure-functions the operation 

application of function has been extended. Ifall arguments to 

a pure-function are known and no side-effects disturb them, 

then the function will be applied to its arguments. This oper

ation can also be done when the arguments are of the values

type, when we know all the values an argument can be bound to. 

If we have 

(ADDl X) 

and ~·s value-descriptor is 

(:VALUES . (3 4 5))) 

an evaluation of addl will be done on each possible argument 

value and the results will be 4,5 and 6. 

This can also be performed fora function of two or more 

arguments. We must then apply the function to all the con

binations of argument values which can appear. Su:,ipose foo 

is defined as 

(LAMBDA (X Y Z) (PLUS X (Tit-1..ES Y Z))) 

and we perform 

redform[(LESSP (FOO ABC) 6), ((A 

(B 

(C 

( : VALUES . ( 3 4 5) ) ) 

( :VALUE . 2)) 

(:VALUES. (2 -2))))] 

we shall :1ave 6 ( 3 x 1 x 2) argument combination to compute 

(FOO A B C) 

which will result in the values -1,0,1,7,8 or 9, and 

(LESSP (FOO ABC) 6) 

is consequently calculated for 6 (6 x 1) argument combinations 

with the result NIL or T. 
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A problem arises here. The combinations of arguments can be 

very many or the evaluation of the function very ex~ensive, 

so we cannot afford to compute them. This is solved in REDFUN-2 

since the user can for every pure-function give the maximum 

number of combinations it may have, in order to allow the com

putation to be done. A default maximum for functions can be 

set and is actu-ally in the present system set to 20. Another 

way could be to let the system ask the user what to do in this 

situation, for situations can of course arise where these com

putations can be the crucial ones in order to be able to per

form reductions in the program. The best thing would of course 

be if we had a smart analysing program, which could tel1 when 

and where it is worth spending time on such computations. 

In some cases this evaluation with all argument combinations 

can be made more efficient by a semantic procedure. Su~pose 

(EQ X Y) 

and that x and y can have 50 different values each. In order 

to find out if this ~-expression will always be evaluated to 

NIL, instead of applying ~ on 2500 argument pairs, we can 

make a check if an intersection of x's and y's values will be 

empty or not. If it is empty no ~ and y are equal and we can 

therefore deduce the value always to be NIL. 

For some functions whose arguments are of the novalues-type 

similar computation can be done, such as for 

(ADDl X) 

and when x's value descriptor is 

(:NOVALUES . (2 3 4)) 

we can then compute the value to 

( : NOVA:WUES (3 4 5)) 

This can only be done for functions where there is an one-to

one mapping between the arguments and the value. Actually there 

are not so many for which this holds. In the present system 

we have only included addl, subl, and~ and they are 

called evalnovaluefns. 
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The functions eons and list also belong to this category hut 

there is probably not much point in performing this computation 

for them. The user can of course extend this category with 

other functions. 

6.4.2 Computing values from conditionals and logical functions. 

For conditionals it is possible to deduce what value(s) can be 

returned, if we have enough knowledge about the value(s) for 

the different branches. 

Fora cond-expression its value-descriptor can be calculated 

in the following way. Suppose we have 

and that valdescr(ej) is the value-descriptor for ~j· 

a. Start with the empty set y. 

b. For each pi, which is not known as false, add if ~i exists 

valdescr(ei) otherwise valdescr(pi) to y. If En is not known 

as true add the descriptor (:VALUE . NIL) to v. Make anor

reduction of v. 

c. The remaining element is the value-descriptor for the cond

expression. 

We can have cases where side-effects in predicates prevent us 

from removing false predicates, such as in 

(COND ((FOO X) 10) 

( (SETQ Z NIL)) 

(T 12)) 

Here the possible values are 10 and 12. 

For an or-expression and selectg-expression it is simple to 

perform an or-reduction of the different argument's resp. 

cases's value-descriptors. 
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For an and-expression 

(AND e 1 e 2 ... en) 

an or-reduction is done on valdescr(en) and (:VALUE . NIL) 

Consider 

(AND (FOO X) (FIE X) 'A) 

and we know nothing about foo and fie, we shall receive the 

values A or NIL. 

6.4.3 Pseudo-comoutations. In many cases we can perform 

pseudo-computations of functions when we only have partial 

knowledge about its arguments or when application of function 

cannot be performed because side-effects are involved. By us

ing a pseudo-computation a value can be calculated fora form 

although we have not actually evaluated it. 

For some functions we know the value by its definition. The 

function ~ returns its third arguments as value, so if we 

know the value(s) that argument can have, we also know the 

value(s) which will be returned, for example 

(PUT A P 'VAL) 

will result in 

(QUOTED (PUTA P 'VAL) f:VALUE . VAL) :SIDE) 

The expression is also marked to perform a side-effect when 

it is evaluated. 

A number of sematic procedures, which perfom various type of 

pseudo-computation can be associated with a function. 

The function ~ will have a valuefn-procedure, 

[LAMBDA (C F' V) 
CGETVALUES VJ 

where getvalues fetches the values-element from a quoted

expression. 
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A function foo, which returns the constant 'A can be associ

ated with 

FOO : VALUEFN 

[LAMBDA (X) 
(MAKE:VALUE (OUOTE AJ 

where make:value creates a value-descriptor. 

For pure-functions we can anticipate that evaluations of a 

function for all argument combinations will be performed by 

using a valuefn-procedure instead (also discussed in 6.4.1). 

This is useful in cases, such as when we have 

(EQ X Y) 

and~ and y can each have several different values. It is then 

interesting to know if this expression will always be eva

luated to false and inst~ad of actually performing all evalu

ations of the form we can calculate it by a procedure de

fined as 

EQ : VALUEFN * 

[LAMBDA <X Y) 
<COND IIINTERSECTION c:VALUES X) 

c:vALUES Y)) 
NIL> 

(T (MAKEFALSEVALJ 

If the intersection of x's and y's values is empty, then we 

can deduce that the expression always will be false. The func

tion makefalseval, makes the value-descri?tor representing 

the false value. 

* If NIL is returned from a semantic procedure it was not 

applicable, otherwise a value-descriptor is returned. 
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Exarnples 

redform[ (EQ X Y), ( (X ( :VALUES (A B))) (EX 2) 
(Y ( :VALUES (C Dl) J) I 

NIL 

redforrn[ (EQ X Y), ( (X ( :VALUES (AB))) (EX 3) 
(Y ( :VALUES (A C))))] 

(EQ X Y) 

Consider the same exarnple again 

(EQ X Y) (EX 4) 

and ana-list, which looks like 

( (X . ( :VALUES (B C))) (Y . ( :NOVALUES . (A B C)))) 

We can also here deduce that the ~-expression will always 

be false. The function ~ will also have a novaluefn-proce

dure, which performs that cornputation. The procedure is de

fined as 

[LAMBDA 
(AB> 
<PROG 

( (A (VALUEFY A)) 
<B (VALUEFY B) > 
(VAL-NOVAL (VAL-NOVAL? AB))) 

(RETURN 
< SELECTQ 

VAL-NOVAL 
<VAL-NOVALS (AND (MEMB AB) 

<MAKEFALSEVAL>)) 
(VALS-NOVALS (AND <EVERY A 

(F/L <X> 
(MEMB X B> >) 

<MAKEFALSEVAL))) 
<NOVALS-VAL (AND (MEMB B A> 

< MAKEFALSEVAL> > ) 
(NOVALS-VALS (AND (EVERY B 

NILJ 

(F/L (X) 
(MEMB X A)) > 

( MAKEF ALSEVAL> ) ) 
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where valuefy and val-nova!? decide which combination af 

:value, :values and :novalues the value-descriptors af the 

arguments belong ta. This procedure is invoked when at least 

ene argument is af the novalues-type. 

There is also a novaluefn-procedure for memb. If we arrive 

at a situation where 

(MEMB X I (A D)) (EX 5) 

and ~·s value-descripor is 

( :NOVALUES (A B C D)) 

we can deduce that the memb-expression will be false. 

The INTERLISP predicates, which test datatype authority, such 

as listp, arrayp, fixp etc. have an associated datatypefn

procedure which simply cheks if the argument ta such a predi

cate will result in a true* ar false value. If we have 

(FIXP X) 

and x isa !arge integer, the procedure returns a true value

descriptor. If it isa literal atom a false value-descriptor 

is returned ar finally if ~isa number nothing can be said 

about the value. 

* Actually in INTERLISP, same p.redicates return Tand other 

return its argument as the true value. 
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Finally there isa semantic procedure, the tryapplyfn-proce

dure, to cover all other possibilities. This is used in the 

same way as the collapsers and the user provides contributions 

which are inserted in the procedure by an advise-technique. The 

procedure is associated with a pure-function, and the arguments 

are passed over to the procedure, where any computation can 

be performed, depending on the arguments. It is used for 

example on ~ to check if its arguments are of different and 

disjoint datatypes, in which case we know that ~ will be 

false. 

EQ : TRYAPPLYFN = 

[LAMBDA ICTXT X Y) 
I PROCi ([IX DY> 

(RETURN (COND ((AND (SETQ DX 
(GETlDATATYPE 

X)) 

The expression 

(EQ X I A) 

with 

ISETQ DY 
<GETlDATATYPE 

Yl> 
<DISJOINTDATATYPE 

DX DY)) 
<MAKEFALSEVAL)l 

IT NIL] 

(EX 6) 

( (X • (: DATATYPE • INTEGER))) 

will result in 

NIL 

11

PStUDO C.OMPUTAT 1otJ" 
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6.4.4 The tryapply-procedure. The application of function 

to constant arguments and the invocation of these semantic 

procedures are performed in REDFUN-2 by the function tryapply. 

Here we shall summarise the different actions which this 

function performs fora pure LISP function. 

Tryapply has three arguments, a function fn, an argument list 

args anda context* to reduce in rctxt. The arguments have 

been reduced through redargs. The following cases can now 

appear: 

a. An empty argument list. The function will be evaluated by 

res := apply[fn,NIL] 

and the value from 

qwote[res] 

is returned. The function qwote puts res in a quote-ex

pression, except for NIL, Tand numbers. 

The arguments will be classified into one of the following 

classes: 

b. "allqwoted". All arguments have a single known value 

and no side-effects will interfere, so an evaluation can 

be done and the value from 

qwote[eval[cons[fn,args]]] 

will be returned. 

* That context is described in section 6.12 
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c. "allsinglevalue". As b. but side-effects are involved 

among the arguments. Ä ~-expression of the arguments, 

in which side-effects will be performed at evaluation, 

is created and the value of the expression will be cal

culated, when arguments with side-effects have been re

placed by their values. This value will then be con

catenated at the end of the ~-expression. An example 

of this is the form 

(LIST (SETQ X Z) V (PUTA P X)) 

in which list is supposed to be~ and with the a

list 

((Z (:VALUE. ADAM))) (V. (:VALUE. DAVID))) 

The result will be returned as 

(QUOTED (PROGN (SETQ X (QUOTE ADAM)) 

( :VALUE 

:SIDE 

... ) 

(PUT A P {QUOTE ADAM)) 

(QUOTE (ADAM DAVID ADAM))) 

(ADAM DAVID ADAM)) 

d. "allknownvalues". The arguments's value-descriptors are of 

values-type, i.e. we know all the values the arguments can 

have and side-effects can be involved. The following cases 

can appear here: 

dl. The number of argument combinations exceeds the maxi

mum combinations allowed for the com?utatlons to be 

done (see 6.4.1) in which case just the value of the 

form 

cons[fn,args] 

is returned. 

d2. Application of the function to every argument combi

nation will be performed. We can then get one sicgle or 

several values from these computations. If we get one 

value and there are no sl~e-e[fects in the arguments, 

an expression will be returned as in b. and with side

effects a 12.E.2..9.!:-expression as in c. 
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Examples 

(LESSP X Y) 

with a-list 

((X. (:VALUES. (1 2))) (Y (:VALUES . (5 7 8)))) 

will result in 

T 

but 

(LESSP X (PUTA P Y)) . 
witn the same a-list will result in 

(QUOTED (PROGN (PUTA P Y) T) (VALUES . T) :SIDE)) 

d3. Finally if there are several results 

(QUOTED eons[ fn,args] ( :VALUES . (all values)) ... ) 

e. "allnovalues". Ifall arguments involved are of novalues

type and the function is defined to be an evalnovaluefn, it 

will be applied to all argument combinations and the re

sults will be the values which the form cannot have. This 

was described earlier in 6.4.1. An example 

(ADDl X) 

with the a-list 

((X. (:NOVALUES . (1 2 3)))) 

will result in 

(QUOTED (ADDl X) ( :NOVALUES . (2 3 4))) 

f. If none of the above computations has been done success

fully then sematic procedures are invoked. 

fl. If at least one argument is of novalues-ty~e the 

novaluefn-procedure is called. 

f2. If at least one argument is of the data~-ty~e the 

datatypefn-procedure is called. 
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f3. If none of these was successful then the tryapplyfn

procedure is called. 

g. If the function fn returns values of a certain datatype, it 

is notified in the quoted-expression, such as for 

(PACK L) 

which will result in 

(QUOTED (PACK L) (:DATATYPE . ATOM)) 

The datatype of the result can for some functions de~end 

on the datatypes of their arguments, i.e. plus, difference 

etc. If the arguments are all integers the result will also 

be an integer, but if one of the arguments isa floating 

point number the result will be so too. Different cases 

can therefore occur 

(PLUS 2 X) 

in which x is an integer, will result in 

(QUOTED (PLUS 2 X) (:DATATYPE . INTEGER)) 

and 

(PLUS 2.5 X 3) 

in which nothing is known about x will be 

(QUOTED (PLUS 2.5 X 3) (:DATATYPE . PLOAT)) 

and finally 

(PLUS 2 X) 

in which we know nothing about ~ will be 

(QUOTED (PLUS 2 X) (:DATATYPE . NUMBER)) 

A specialization of the function plus can also be done 

to give either iplus or fplus, as in the examples above, 

by collapser rules. 
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h. Ifall different values a function can return are known 

and stored as fn: values, a value-descriptor is cre.ated ty 

these values. 

Example 

(GRATERP X Y) 

results in 

(QUOTBD (GREATERP X Y) ( :VALUES . (T NIL))) 

i. In all other cases 

cons[fn,args] 

is returned. 

6.4.5 Summmary of the semantic procedures. 
valuefn invoked by expr-functions• and sideexor-functions*, 

e.g. P.!:!! and print. Used when a value can be calculated from 

such a function. Also used by pure-functions to anticipate 

evaluations of functions applied to several argument com

binations when that calculation can be performed in other ways. 

novaluefn invoked by pure-functions, when at least one argu

ment is of novalues-type. Useful for~ and memb for example. 

datatypefn invoked by a pure function, when at least one 

argument is of datatype-type. The INTERLISP predicates which 

test datatype authority have such a procedure. 

tryapplyfn invoked by pure-functions. 

These categories and classes of semantic procedures must not be 

seen as an exhaustive classifying of LISP functions. They only 

demonstrate some properties of these functions and some cases 

which it is useful to separate in this application. 

* expr and sideexpr are function classes described in section 

6 .8 .1. 
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6.5 EXTRACTION OF VARIABLES PROPERTIES 

6.5.1 True- and false-branches. In conditionals, such as cond 

and selectq and in logical functions, such as and and or, it 

is possible to extract properties of variables occurring in 

the predicates and forms respectively which hold if we assume 

that the predicate or form will be true or false. 

If we have 

(AND (EQ X 'A) (FOO X) ••• ) 

we know that if the first form is true then x in the second -- -
form will have the value A. We call the remaining forms after 

the first one to be in a true-branch with respect to the first 

form. There can also be a false-branch. 

In a cond-expression these branches are defined as follows. 

(COND (pl e 1 ) 

(p2 e2) 

The true-branch with respect to Ei is the expression ~i' i.e. 

the form(s) which will be evaluated if Ei is true. The false

branch with respect to Ei consists of the succeeding clauses. 

(pi+l ei+l) 



In a selectg-expression 

(SELECTQ case 

(pl el) 

(p2 e2) 

en) 
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the true-branch with respect to case=pi (or case E pi) is the 

expression ~i and the false-branch the expressions ~j' j=i+l,n. 

In an and-expression 

(AND e 1 e 2 ... en) 

the true-branch with respect to ~i is the rest of the ex

pressions ~j' j=i+l,n. The false-branch is empty. 

In an or-expression 

the false-branch with respect to ~i is the rest of the ex

pressions ~j' j=i+l,n. The true-branch is empty here. 

6.5.2 The truectxt- and falsectxt-elements. The information 

which has been extracted from a form, i.e. pair of variables 

and value-descriptors, which holds in the true-branch with 

respect to the form, is stored in the truectxt-element in 

the guoted-expression. Information which holds in the false

branch is stored in the falsectxt-element. 

The or-expression in 

(COND ( (OR (EQ X 1) {EQ X 2)) (Fl X)) 

(T (F2 X))) 
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will after the reduction appear as 

(QUOTED (OR (EQ X 1) (EQ X 2)) 

NIL 

NIL 

((X ( :VALUES (1 2)))) 

((X ( :NOVALUES (1 2)))) 

NIL 

In the true-branch the truectxt-element gives that x has the 

value 1 or 2, and in the false-branch the falsectxt-element 

gives that ~ cannot be 1 or 2. 

• 6.5.3 Example. Let us follow an example 

(COND ( (EQ X 'A) (Fl X)) 

( (MEMB X 1 (A B)) (F2 X)) 

( (EQ X 'D) (F3 X)) 

(T (F4 X))) 

Suppose we also know that 

Xvalues= {A 8 C} 

holds before the cond-expression. 

(EX 7) 

• We assume fl, f2 etc. not to perform any side-effect on the 

variable x. 
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From the first ~-expression we can deduce that in its true

branch ~ must have the value A. In its false-branch a speciali

zation is performed af what is known about x before the cond

expression and the fact that ~ cannot have the value A, which 

results in the and-reduction 

Xvalues= {ABC) A Xnovalues= {A) ~ Xvalues= {B C} 

The memb-predicate will transfer ta its true-branch the in

formation that x must have the value B, which is also done 

after an and-reduction 

Xvalues= {B C} A Xvalues= {AB}~ Xvalues= {B} 

Ta the false-branch is transferred the information that x will 

have the value C, so the next ~-expression will always be 

false and can be eliminated. The whole cond-expression can 

consequently be reduced ta 

* 

(COND ( (EQ X I A) (Fl I A)) 
* ( ( MEMB X I ( A B) ) (F2 'B)) 

(T (F4 'C))) 

A collapsing af the memb-expression ta 

(EQ X 'B) 

might be preferable. Such collapsing can only be done if it 

is not important what true-value will be returned. The Qemb

expression will return (B) but the ~-expression T. 
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6.5.4 Pure functions and ctxtfn-procedures. The extraction of 

variable properties from pure LISP predicates is performed by 

ctxtfn-procedures. Every predicate has such a procedure 

associated. The user can also define own procedures. A ctxtfn

procedure returns a ctxt-descriptor 

(:CTXT truectxt falsectxt) 

in which truectxt is ana-list of variables and value-de

scriptors which holds in the true-branch and similarly for the 

falsectxt. The elements in the ctxt-descriptor will be in

serted as the corresponding elements in the quoted-expressions. 

6.5.4.1 Examples. The ctxtfn-procedure for~ is defined as 

[LAMBDA 
(RCTXT X Yl 
<PROG 

(VALX VALY> 
<RETURN 

<CDND 
[(AND <VARIABLE X) 

(SETQ VALY (GETVALUES Y))l 
(COND 

((AND <VARIABLE Yl 
<SETQ VALX <GETVALUES X))) 

(MAKE:CTXT (LIST (CDNS <VARIABLIZE X) 
VALY> 

(CDNS (VARIABLIZE Y) 

VALX>) 
<LIST <CDNS (VARIABLIZE X) 

<DPPDSITVAL VAL Yl) 
<CDNS (VARIABLIZE Y) 

<DPPOSITVAL VALX))) 
RCTXT)) 

<T (MAKE:CTXT <LIST (CDNS <VARIABLIZE X) 
VAL Yl) 

<LIST <CDNS (VARIABLIZE X) 
(DPPDSITVAL VALY))) 

RCTXTJ 
<<AND <VARIABLE Yl 

<SETQ VALX (GETVALUES X))) 
<MAKE:CTXT (LIST (CDNS <VARIABLIZE Yl 

VALX)) 

< T NILJ 

(LIST (CDNS <VARIABLIZE Yl 
<DPPDSITVAL VALX))) 

RCTXT)) 
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The arguments in the ~-expression which are bound to ~ and y 
can be quoted-expressions. Variable tests if the form actually 

isa variable and variablize extracts it from a quoted-ex

pression. The function getvalues extracts the value-descriptor 

and make:ctxt creates a ctxt-descriptor. The function 

oppositval returns a value-descriptor describing the values 

opposite to the ones given. 

opposi tval [ (: VALUE . AJ ] = (: NOVALUES . (A) ) 

oppositval[ (:DATATYPE . ATOM)) (:DATATYPE . NEG-ATOM) 

The ctxtfn-procedure will for the expression 

(EQ X 'A) 

return the ctxt-descriptor 

(:CTXT ((X. (:VALUE. A))) ((X. (:NOVALUES. (A))))) 

For the expression 

(EQ X Y) 

and with the value-descriptors 

a nd Yvalues= {B C) 

we can obtain information about both ~ and y. 

Por litatom the ctxtfn-procedure appears as 

[LAMBDA 
<RCTXT UV) 
(PRDG 

(VAL> 
(RETURN 

(CDND ((VARIABLE U) 
<MAKE!CTXT 

[LIST <CDNS (VARIABLIZE U) 
<MAKE!DATATYPE (QUDTE 

LITATDMJ 
[LIST <CDNS <VARIABLIZE U) 

<MAKE!DATATYPE (QUDTE 
NEG-LITATOMJ 

RCTXTJ 
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The function make:datatyoe creates a value-descriptor of the 

datatype-type. For 

(LITATOM X) 

the following ctxt-descriptor will be obtained 

( :CTXT ( (X . LITATOM)) (X • NEG-LITATOM))) 

6.5.5 Logical functions and conditionals. For logical functions 

and conditionals the respective reducer is responsible for 

collecting the information about properties of variables which 

holds in the true- and false-branch, i.e. the truectxt-element 

and the falsectxt-element in the quoted-expression. 

6.5.5.l And- and or-expressions. An and-expression is true if 

every argument is also true and the truectxt-element can then 

be derived from the truectxt-element for each argument. 

In the expression 

(AND (EQX 'A) (MEMBY '(12 3))) 

we can derive that x is A and y one of 1, 2 or 3 when the 

whole expression is true. What can be derived when it is false? 

In this case we cannot know which of the two arguments was 

calculated to the value NIL and cannot derive anything about 

either ~ or y to be used in the false-branch. The same happens 

with or-expressions. For them we can derive information when 

it is false, all arguments have then been evaluated, but cannot 

always extract information to be used in its true-branch for 

the same reason that we cannot know which of the arguments was 

calculated to true. But in some cases, however, information 

can be derived. In the expression 

(OR (EQ X 'A) (EQ X 'B)) (*) 
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we will of course know that x will be either A or B if the 

whole expression is evaluated to true. If a truectxt-element 

is available fora variable in every argument (which is not 

known always to be false) in the or-ex~ression a truectxt

element can be calculated for the whole or-expression and is 

calculated by an or-reduction for that variable's value-de

scriptors which holds in the true-branch for each argument. 

The same holds for the and-expression when it is calculated 

to false. 

6.5.5.2 Cond-expression. For cond-expressions it isa little 

more complex to derive this information, both to find those 

variables for which something can be said, how the information 

is extracted from the cond-expression and to calculate the 

value-descriptor which holds for the variable when the ex

pression is calculated to true and false respecitely. 

Let us follow an example. 

(COND ( (EQ X 5) T) 

( (EQ X 7) NIL) 

(T Y)) 

(EX 8) 

We assume no information about x and y is available at the 

entry of the expression. For the variable y nothing can really 

be said. The cond-expression can be both true and false in the 

first two clauses regardless of the value of y. For the vari

able ~ however, information can be derived to be used both in 

its true- and false-branch. The cond-expression can be true 

either in the first clause or in the third one. From these 

two clauses the following value-descriptors for~ hold 

from the first clause and 

Xnovalues= ( 5 7 l 

from the last one. 
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The value descriptor which holds generally for~ in the true

branch can then be deduced from these two by an or-reduction 

which will result in 

Xnovalues= {7 l 

i.e. the conclusion is that x cannot have the value 7 if the 

whole cond-expression is evaluated to true. 

By the same reasoning for x when the whole cond-expression is 

false, the or-reduction 

xvalues= {7 } v xnovalues= {5 7 l ~ xnovalues= { 5 } 

gives the result that x cannot have the value 5 in its false

branch. 

6.5.5.3 Algorithms. Two algorithms are used to extract vari

ables properties in a cond-expression andherewe shall show 

those for extraction information for variables while holds in 

the true-branch. The corresponding algorithms for the false

branch are very sirnilar. 

Algorithm I 

To find those variables, for which a truectxt-element can 

be created. 

Algorithm II 

To collect for such variables value-descriptors in the 

cond-expression from which the resulting value-descriptor 

to be inserted in the truectxt-element can be calculated. 

The re~son for having two separate algorithms is that it is 

more economical first to scan through the clauses in the cond

expression and find those variables ~or which it is worth 

collecting value-descriptors and performing reductions. The 

latter algorithm is much more resource consuming than the 

first one. 
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We assume 

(COND c 1 c 2 ... en) 

where ~i isa clause either (pi ei) or (pi). 

A true clause isa clause, which will always return a true 

value. A false clause will always return a false value. The 

two procedures trueclause and falseclause check this. 

The procedure pred returns the predicate in a clause and the 

procedure ~ returns either ~i if the clause is of type 

(pi ei) or pi if of type (pi). 

The procedures truectxtvars and falsectxtvars return those 

variables for which information is available to be used in the 

true- resp. false-branch. 

Algorithm I 

a. Initialize the variables truebranch and falsebranch to 

false. They are used to flag if a true resp. a false 

clause has been encountered. 

Set vars to the empty set. 

b. for i := n to 1 do 

comment the clauses are processed backwards; 

pi := pred (ci); 

ei := expr(ci); 

if falseclause(ci) 

then if falsebranch false 

then falsebranch := true; 

vars := vars u falsectxtvars(pi) 

else vars := vars u truectxtvars(pi) 

else if truebranch = false 

then truebranch := true; 

vars := truectxtvars(ei) U truectxtvars(p1 ) 

else vars := vars n (truectxtvars(ei) U 

(truectxtvars(p1 )); 

if not(trueclause(ci)) then falsebranch := true; 
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c. The variables, for which a truectxt-element can be 

created are to be found in vars. 

Algorithm II 

Var is the variable from vars after step c. in algorithm I. 

For each clause Ei' which is nota false clause, calculate the 

value-descriptor fro var, which holds after expr(ci). Collect 

those value descriptors and perform an or-reduction and the 

result is the wanted value-descriptor. 

Let us follow the algorithms for the example 

(COND ( (EQ X 3) NIL) 

((EQXS) (EQYS)) 

( (EQ Y 3) T) 

(T NIL)) 

clause 1 

2 

3 

4 

(EX 9) 

Algorithm I will process the clauses backwards and we shall 

repeat step b. 4 times. The values of the variables in the 

algorithm are shown in the following table after that a clause 

has been processed. 

clause 4 

3 

2 

1 

truebranch 

false 

true 

true 

true 

falsebranch vars 

true NIL 

true (Y) 

true (Y) 

true (Y X) 

The algorithm II will consequently be performed for both 

variables x and y. A true value from the cond-expression can 

be received from clauses 2 and 3 and the next table shows the 

value-descriptors for~ and y in these clauses 

clause 2 

3 

or-reduc
!:.ion 

X 

X 

X 

values = { 5} 

novalues = (3 

novalues 
= { 3} 

y 
values 

= { 5} 

5} y 
values 

= { 3) 

y 
values = { 3 5} 
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\'lhen the cond-expression is true it holds that x cannot have 

the value 3 and that y will have one of the values 3 or 5. 

6.5.6 Own "datatynes", With this scheme the user can himself 

introduce his own "datatypes" for variables and be able to 

remove redundant datatype checks for example. Suppose we have 

in an application a new datatype which we call persrecord, 

implemented as a free property list headed by a datatype marker 

PERSREC. We will then have a predicate persrecp, which tests 

if its argument is of that datatype. It can simply be defined 

as 

(LAMBDA (L) (AND (LISTP L) (EQ (CARL) 'PERSREC))) 

Anormal technique is then to introduce a number of small 

primitive functions to access or test fields in such records. 

To be careful one should always check in these procedures that 

the datatype they operate on is correct and otherwise make an 

error-message or perform some other action. We can for example 

have a function getage to access the ~-property of such 

record, and this can be defined as 

(LAMBDA (L) (COND ( (PERSRECP L) (GET (CDR L) 'AGE)) 

(T (ERROR-ROUTINE-FOR-WRONG-DATATYPE)))) 

In a production system it can be expensive with all these data

type checks and opening these primitive procedures would 

probably be desirable so redundant checks and superfluous 

code for error-routine calls could be removed. 

In REDFUN-2 we can declare the persrecp function as pure and 

associate a datatypefn- anda ctxtfn-procedure 
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We can define the datatypefn-procedure as 

(LAMBDA (L) 

(COND ((EQ (GET:DATATYPE L) 'PERSREC) (MAKETRUEVAL)) 

((EQ (GET:DATATYPE L) 'NEG-PERSREC) (MAKEFALSEVAL)) 

(T NIL))) 

and the ctxtfn-procedure 

(LAMBDA (RCTXT L) 

(COND (lVARIABLE L) (MAKE:CTXT (LIST 

(T NIL))) 

(CONS (VARIABLIZE L) 

(MAKE:DATATYPE 'PERSREC))) 

(LIST 

(CONS (VARIABLIZE L) 

(MAKE:DATATYPE 'NEG-PERSREC))) 

RCTXT) 

Consider now cases where the code is 

(AND (PERSRECP L) (GETAGE L)) 

which after opening of getage will result in 

(AND (PERSRECP L) (GET (CARL) 'AGE)) 

In getage we know that ! has already been checked to be of the 

right datatype so the desirable reduction could be performed. 

••SIDE EFFECTS" 
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6.6 HANDLING OF SIDE-EFFECTS. 

Special care must be taken when side-effects occur in the code. 

A form which can perform a side-effect when it is evaluated 

will be marked in the quoted-expression. Example 

(QUOTED (PUTA B C) NIL :SIDE) 

We can distinguish some different cases. 

- Side-effects among arguments toa pure-function. This has 

been discussed in 6.4.4. The principle was that if the 

valµes of the arguments are known, the value of the whole 

expression can be calculated anda progn-expression will be 

created by those arguments with side-effects together with 

the value. 

Suppose 

(MEMB (SETQ X 'A) (CONS (SETQ Y 'C) Z)) 

and ~·s value-descriptor 

( :VALUE . (B A)) 

(EX 10) 

The cons-expression can be calculated and reduced to 

(PROGN (SETQ Y 'C) '(C B A)) 

The whole expression will then be 

(PROGN (SETQ X 'A) (SETQ Y 'C) '(A)) 

- Functions performing side-effects. These are normally de

clared as a sideexpr or a sidefexpr. Fora sideexpr func

tion the arguments will first be reduced and by the valuefn

procedure a pseudo-computation can be performed to obtain 

its value if enough information about the arguments is 

known. A sidefexpr function will not be affected and is 

only marked to perform side-effects. For special cases one 

can have a reducer-property and perform the necessary 

processing oneself. 

- Side-effects depending on variable assingments are described 

in next section 6.7. 
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6. 7 VARIABLE ASSIG,<MENTS. 

Assignments must be taken care ofina systematic way. A vari

able which has had known value(s) can be assigned toa new 

value which can be known or unknown, or a new variable can be 

assigned known value(s). The a-list in REDFUN which holds the 

value-descriptors of such variables must be updated. 

When assignments are done in conditionals, logical functions 

and .E.E.2.S_'s the problem of keeping track of these assignments 

is rather complex. Here follow same cases which Can be dis

tinguished. Assignments in nrog-expressions are described in 

6. 9. 

6. 7 .1 Assignments in arguments to a function of pure, ·eJdpr or 

sideexpr-type. If an assignment will always be performed when 

the arguments are evaluated, the assignment must affect the 

a-list in REDFUN when processing the remaining arguments in 

that form and the succeeding forms after that function call. 

Example 

(CONS (SETQ Z 5) (LIST (SETQ X Y) (FOO X Z))) 

If we do not know anything about y and foo performs no 

assignments on ~and~' we can deduce that when the foo

expression is processed the a-list contains 

((X. NOBIN) (Z. (:VALUE. 5)) .... ) 

The same a-list will be used for the forms following this 

cons-expression. 

6.7.2 Assignments inside conditionals and logical functions. 

In such expression we can not be sure that the assignment will 

be performed, so we must keep track of the different cases 

which can occur. If an assignment is done in a branch in a 

cond-expression that assignment is only performed if its 

corresponding predicate is true, such as in 

(COND ((EQ X Y) (SETQ Y 5) (FOO X Y)) 

(T (FIE Y))) (EX 11) 
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In the foo-expression we know that y has value 5, but after 

the cond-expression we can only deduce that an assignment may 

have been performed and that a possible value for y is 5. 

In 

(COND ( (NULL X) (FOO Y)) 

( (EQ X (SETQ Y 5)) (FIE X Y)) 

(T (FUM Y))) 

(EX 12) 

the assignment is done in a predicate of a clause and it holds 

that this assignment affects both the rest of the forms in 

the clause and the remaining clauses in the expression. After 

the cond-expression we can also here only deduce that a 

possible value of y is 5. 

If, however, the assignment is done in the first predicate 

this assignment will hold for all clauses and also for the 

forms after the cond-expression, such as in 

(COND ({EQ X (SETQ Z 5)) (FOO X Z)) 

(T (FIEXZ))) 
(EX 13) 

The same case occurs also in and- and or-expressions in which 

the first form is always evaluated, such as in 

(AND (EQ X (SETQ Y 5)) (FOO X Z)) (EX 14) 

But it is not so simple that an assignment in the first form 

will always be performed. This form can of course also in its 

turn be a conditional, as 

(AND (OR L (SETQ Y 5)) (FOO Y)) (EX 15) 

If an assignment is done on a variable in every branch we know 

that the variable will be assigned when evaluated under the 

assumption that one predicate will always be true. An example 

is 

(COND ( (NULL X) (SETQ Y 1)) 

((EQXY) (SETQY2)) 

(T (SETQ Y 3))) 

(EX 16) 
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Other cases may also occur 

(COND ( (NULL X) (SETQ y 1)) 

( (EQ X Y) (SETQ y 2)) (EX 17) 
( (FOO (SETQ Y 3)) (FIE X Y)) 

(T (FUM X Y)) 

In both these cases y will have either 1, 2 or 3 as value 

after the cond-expression has been evaluated if we assume that 

none of the functions foo, fie and fum performs any assign

ments of y_. 

6.7.2.1 Algorithm. The following algorithm is used to find 

those variables which will always be assigned in a cond

expression: 

(COND (pl e 1 ) 

(p2 e2) 

Let varassinged(form) give those variables which will always 

be assigned in form. 

a. Let vand~ be empty sets. The set~ is used for the re

quested variables and the set 

x is used to hold candidates 

for such variables. 

b. v := varassigned(p1 ) 

x := varassigned(e 1 )* 

* In the case where the clause is of type (pk), varassigned(ek) 

will return the empty set. 
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c. Perform for i form 2 to n-1 

d. 

v := v U (x n varassigned(pi)) 

if, (pi is known always to be false) 

if (pn is 

then v := v n varassigned(e.)* 
l. 

known always to be true) 

then V := V u (x n varassigned(en)) 

else V := V u (x n varassigned(pn)) 

e. ~ contains the requested vafiables. 

• 

This algorithm works under the assumption that El is not always 

known to be false. This cannot appear in REDFUN-2 because such 

a predicate will be broken out from the cond-expression into 

a E..E.2.!l!!., as in the example 

(COND ( (SETQ X NIL)) 

( (PUT A B NIL)) 

( (FOO X) (SETQ y T)) 

( (SETQ Y NIL)) 

(T (FUM X Y))) 

which is transferred to 

(PROGN (SETQ X NIL) 

(PUT A B NIL) 

(COND ((FOO NIL) (SETQ Y T)) 

( (SETQ Y NIL)) 

(T (FUM NIL NIL)))) 

(EX 18) 

In the above example both ~ and y will always be assigned . 

.. In the case where the clause is of type (pk), varassinged(ek) 

will return the empty set. 
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6.7.2.2 Setq's reducer. The place in REDFUN-2 where an assign

ment is discovered is in the setq's reducer-procedure. The 

result of the assignment will be stored in the assigninfo

element in the quoted-expression. The expression 

(SETQ X 5) 

will result in 

(QUOTED (SETQ X 5) 

( :VALUE . 5) 

:SIDE 

NIL 

NIL 

( ( X • ( : VALUE . 5) ) ) ) 

(EX 19) 

If the value(s) of the assigned variable is unknown it will 

be marked as NOBIN. This assignment information will then be 

transferred upwards to all super-expressions, i.e. every form 

which performs an assignment will contain that information in 

its quoted-ex~ression. The expression 

(FOO (CONS (SETJ X A) B) (SETQ Y NIL)) (EX 20) 

will, if we assume foo not to perform any assignments and no 

information about 2 exists, result in 

(QUOTED (FOO (CONS (SETQ X AJ B) (SETQ Y NIL)) 

:SIDE 

NIL 

NIL 

((X. NOBrn) (Y. (:VALUE. NIL))) 

6.7.2.3 The :ADDVALUE-descriptor. In the cases where we cannot 

assume that an assignment will always be performed, such as in 

the conditionals, it must be marked in the assigninfo-element. 

Such a variable is marked by a value-descriptor of the form 

(:ADDVALUL . value-descriptor) 
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The expression 

(AND (FOO X (SETQ X 3)) (SETQ Y 'A)) 

will result in the following assigninfo-element 

( (X • ( :VALUE . 3)) (Y . ( :ADDVALUE . ( :VALUE . A)))) 

If the variable a-list before this expression contains 

( (X • ( :VALUE 1)) (Y . ( :VALUES . (V X))) 

it will after the and-expression be changed to 

( (X • ( :VALUE . 3)) (Y . ( :VALUES . (V X JI.))) ••• ) 

For~ a replacement of the value is performed, but for y an 

extension of its value range is made. This extension is per

formed through an or-reduction of the two value-descriptors. 

6.7.2.4 The :SETQVALUE-descriptor. Consider the two examples 

(COl,/0 ( (AND (SETQ X Y) (EQ X 'A) (l'OO L)) (FIE X)) 

and 

(T ••• ) ) 

(COND ( (AND X (FOO (SETQ X NIL) L)) (FIE X)) 

(T ••• ) ) 

During the processing of these two and-expressions the variable 

x will both be found to be assigned and it will be possible to 

extract property information about it which holds in the true

branch. When information is gathered from the guoted-expression 

of the elements in order to build U? the guoted-expression 

for the whole and-expression it is important to take in con

sideration the order between the assignment of a variable and 

the form giving the latest truectxt-information about it. 

If a variable was assigned to the value which is stored in the 

truectxt-element, that value-descriptor must be marked by a 

:SETQVALUE-descriptor and will a?pear as 

(:SETQVALUE . value-descriptor) 
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The two examples will create following truectxt-element in 

the quoted-expression for the whqle and-expression. The first 

example gives 

((X • (:VALUE . A))) 

and the second example 

({X . (:SETQVALUE . (:VALUE. NIL)))) 

If an assignment will not always be performed, i.e. the case 

when the value-descriptor in the assigninfo-element is marked 

by :ADDVALUE (described in 6.7.2.3) it is marked in the same 

way in the truectxt-element. In the example 

(COND ( (AND X (OR Z (SETQ X T))) (FIE X)) 

the and-expression will cause the truectxt-element 

( (X • ( :ADDVALUE . ( :VALUE . T)))) 

to be created. 

6.7.2.5 Specialization, replacement and extension of a value

descriptor. The three different value-descri::>tors obtained from 

the previous examples in 6.7.2.4 will be treated indifferent 

ways when the new a-list is built up for the true-branch. They 

correspond toa specialization, a replacement and an extension 

of a value-descriptor. 

We define a value-descriptor before the entry toan expression 

to be cr and the value-descriptor in the truectxt-element to 

be a. The new value-descriptor to be used in the true-branch 

will then be created by the following table. 

operation resulting value-descriptor 

specialization and-reduction of cr and a 

replacement a 

extension or-reduction of cr and a 
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A final example. Consider the following a-list 

( (X 

(Y 

( z 

( :VALUES 

( :VALUES 

( :VALUES 

and the expression 

(AB C))) 

(X Y Z))) 

(1 2 3)))) 

(AND (MEMB X '(B C D)) (SETQ Y '\·/) (AND L (SETQ Z 4))) (EX 20) 

The q~oted-expression for this cxpression will be 

(QUOTED (MD (MEMB X '(B C D)) 

(SETQ Y 'W) 

(AND (SETQ Z 4))) 

( :VALUES . (lHL 4)) 

:SIDE 

( (X ( :VALUES . (B C D))) 

(Y (:SETQVALUE. (:VALUE. \'/))) .. truectxt-elemcnt 

(Z ( :ADDVALUE . ( :VALUE . 4)))) 

NIL 

( (Y 

(Z 

( :ADDVALUE 

( :ADDVALUE 

( :VALUE 

( :VALUE 

1-l))) 

4))))) 

The value-descriptors for the variables ~ y and~ to be used 

in the true-branch are calculated as follows. 

For~ a specialization is done of the previous value-descriptor 

and of the one in the truectxt-element by an and-reduction. 

( :VALUES . (A B C)) A ( :VALIJES . (B C D)) -+ ( :VJI.LUES . (B C)) 

For y a replacemcnt of the old value-descriptor is done and 

we obtain 

( :VALUE . W) 

For z an extension of .the value-tlescriptor will be done through 

an or-reduction of the value-descriptor 

( :VALUES . (1 2 3)) v ( :VALUE . 4) -+ ( :Vi>.~UES . (1 2 3 4)) 
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,6.7.3 Transfering of assignment information. The implementation 

of the transfer of assignment information is basically as 

follows. The setq-reducer discovers the assignment, as al

ready has been described in 6.7.2.2. Transfer of assingment 

information from one argument to the next is done by redargs, 

which is simplified defined as 

(LAMBDA (ARGS AL TEMP) 

(COND ((NULL ARGS) NIL~ 

(T (CONS (SETQ TEMP (REDFORM (CAR ARGS) AL)) 

(REDARGS (CDR ARGS) 

(ADD-ASSIGNINFO AL TEMP))))))) 

Transfer of the information from the arguments to the form is 

done for pure functions in tryapply, which in principle seans 

through the arguments and extracts the assigninfo-information. 

For reducer-functions this is done in their reducer-procedures. 

6.7.4 Assignments by the function set. A function which can 

spoil all work here is set. If we receive a set-expression 

and have no knowledge about its first element, all information 

about variables must be removed. What must be done in such 

situations is that the user must supply information about 

which variables can be affected by this set. 

Some cases can of course be handled by the set-reducer. The 

expression 

(SET 'X 10) 

is trivial. It will be collapsed and processed further by the 

setq-reducer. If the first argument performs a side-effect, as 

in 

(SET (SETQ VAR 'X) 10) 

the side-effect expression is broken out into 

(PROGN (SETQ VAR 'X) (SET 'X 10)) (EX 21) 

and the set-expression is further processed as above. 
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If the first argument to set is of values-type, such as in 

the example 

(COND ( (FOO X) (SETQ VAR 'A)) 

( (FIE X) (SETQ VAR 'B)) 

(T (SETQ VAR 'C))) 

(SET VAR 10) 

(EX 22) 

we know that one of the variables ~, ~ or ~ will be set to 10 

and the assigninfo-element for the set-expression will be 

( (A 

(B 

(C 

( :ADDVALUE 

( :ADDVALUE 

( :ADDVALUE 

( :VALUE 

( :VALUE 

( :VALUE 

10))) 

10))) 

10)))) 

indicating that a possible value for these variables is 10. 

If the first argument is of novalues-type, all variables on 

the a-list except those in the value-descriptor must be set to 

NOBIN. Nothing certain can be said about the variables in 

the remaining cases. 

6.7.5 Global variables. In INTERLISP there are global vari

ables. They can be assigned and accessed by rolaca*(~ 

~) resp. car; but will also be assigned or accessed by 

setg and by the variable itself respectively, if the vari-

able is not bound on the parameter stack. The use of rplaca 

and car on globals is usually done for efficiency, the stack 

does not need to be searched every time the global variable 

is accessed, but also because the variable may have been used 

locally, i.e. bound as a lambda or EE.29:-variable, and we really 

want to access its global value. The first case is not diffi

cult it is only necessarry to treat such variables as if they 

were bound in a global block regarding them as local variables. 

The other case can be more difficult to handle. 

• Follows the INTERLISP 360/370 implementation. 
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It is not always possible to know in a function if a vari

able will be used as a local or global one. The user can de

fine that a variable shall always be considered as a global 

variable when ambiguity appears. 

In REDFUN-2 the implementation is such that if the value is 

to be known fora global variable it is bound on the a-list. 

To distinguish it from locally bound values, the global vari

able var will be renamed as var-GLOBAL. The assignment and 

access will then be performed as follows: 

(SETQ X ••• ) 

(SETQQ X ..• ) 

(SET I X ... ) ) 
( RPLACA I X .... ) } 
(RPAQ X ... ) 

(RPAQQ X ..• ) 

(CAR 'X) 

X (when evaluat

ing the vari

able) 

If x is not defined as global use X, 

or i~ x is already bound on the a

list use X, otherwise use X-GLOBAL. 

Use X-GLOBAL. 

Use X-GLOBAL when searching the 

a-list. 

Seach a-list first with X, if not 

stored and if x is defined as global 

search for X-GLOBAL. 

,.VARIAe>LE A~\GtJMENT" 
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6.8 EXTENDED FUNCTION CLASS AUTHORITY. 

A function will normally be classified as belonging toa func

tion class. In some cases this function class must depend on 

the actual arguments of the function. For example car isa 

pure-function if its argument isa list, otherwise if it is an 

atom it belongs to another class and must be treated different

ly. 

6.8.1 Function classes. Here follows a description of the 

various classes in REDFUN-2: 

PURE fora function, which does not perform or 

depend on any side-effects, and which can be 

evaluated at reduction-time if its arguments 

have known values. 

2XPR 

SIDEEXPR 

For such a function redform will perform 

tryapply[car[form],redargs[cdr[form], 

al,rctxt],rctxt] 

where tryapply was described earlier in 6.4.4 

and form, al and rctxt are arguments to 

redform. 

for functions of expr- or fexor-type (if the 

arguments will be evaluated in the normal 

order). The arguments will be reduced. Redform 

will perform 

cons[car[form],redargs[cdr[form],al,rctxt]] 

for an eval-function* performing side-effects. 

Redform will perform 

sideexpr[car[form],redargs[cdr[form], 

al,rctxt],rctxt] 

where sitleexpr in principle returns a q-tuple. 

* In INTERLISP either expr, exor•, ~. ~·· subr or subr•. 
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SIDEFCXPR 

REDUCER 

OPEN 
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<cons[fn,unquoted[args]], 

apply[getp[fn,VALUEFN],args], 

:SIDE, 

NIL, 

NIL, 

collected-assigninfo-from-arguments> 

fora noeval-function, which does not perform 

any side-effects. The form is returned un

changed. 

fora noeval-function for which nothing is 

done for its arguments anda quoted-expression 

is returned which marks it to perfor~ side

effects. 

fora function normally with special argument 

evaluation. A reducer-property must then be 

associated with the function which perforrns 

the necessary reductions. 

Redform will perform 

apply[getp[car[forrn),REDUCER],cdr[forrn],rctxt] 

fora function one wants to open. This includes 

beta-expansion where a function call is re

placed by the function body, open speciali

zation, where the call is replaced by 

an open lambda- or proq-expression, and closed 
specialization,where a reduced version of the 

function is created and thecall is replaced by 
this reduced version. 

Reform will perform 

expand[car[form],redargs[cdr[form], 

al,rctxt]] 
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where ~ decides what opening to per

form, depending on either a sub-declaration 

for the function or an automatic procedure 

which decides what is most appropriate in 

this situation. The expression to insert in

stead of the call is returned from expand. 

This is discussed further in section 6.11. 

6.8.2 Functions belonging to several classes. The function 

which performs this classification is extended not only to 

classify with respect toa function but also to the whole 

form. For those functions which can belong to several classes 

a fnclassfn-procedure must be associated with the function and 

that procedure can then deside to which class the form belongs. 

Some functions belong to different classes depending on the 

datatype of its arguments and in this class we have car, which 

if its argument is a list .is treated as pure, but if it is an 

atom it depends on side-effects - the global assignment of 

variables. In that case car hasa reducer-property. It may be 

desired to treat the function 2:!E, which also depends on 

side-effects, in some situations as a pure-function if the 

property value is stored on the property listat reduction 

time, otherwise it should be treated as a sideexnr-function. 

Actually one can in REDFUN-2 declare those properties which 

will treat 2:!E as a pure-function. 

6.8.3 The function class of eons. A function which is really 

troublesome in this case is eons. It unquestionably per-

form side-effects, allocating a new eons-cell every time it 

is called. If we are not performing any side-effects on that 

structure created by eons, we can treat it as a ~-function 

and consequently evaluate it when its two arguments are known. 

If we make rplacd's, nconc's etc later on in the structure we 

may not be able to treat it as a E._1:!Fe· A good example of this, 

which appeared in our work, was together with the REMREC pack

age. A recursive function will be translated there into a prog

expression and the values from the function will be stored in 

a queue. 
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This queue is built up by a header and the elements are 

nconc-ed inte that queue. The header is set up by 

(SETQ HEAD (CONS)) (•) 

and later in the code values are put inte it by 

( NCONC 1 HEAD • • • ) 

Every time such a function is called we shall need a new header 

anda new queue, but if eons is treated as pure the REDFUN 

package will transform the .-expression to 

(SETQ HEAD (QUOTE (NIL))) 

Which will have the consequence that every time we enter the 

function we shall start to build upon the old queue and an 

erroneous result will appear. 

This problem is not only valid together with eons. It holds 

for all lists which will be treated as constants. If we have 

bound a constant list toa variable and later perforrn side

effects on it erroneous results can occur, shown by some 

examples 

(SETQ X I (A B C)) 

(COND ( (FOO Y) (NCONC X '(D E)) (FIE X)) 

(T (FUM X))) 

where the value of ~ in the truebranch will be changed to 

(A B C D E) 

and an erroneous result will occur if the a-list is not up

dated. 
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These changes in list structures are not so simple to detect, 

as in the example 

(SETQ X ' (A B C)) 

(SETQ Y (CONS 'X (CDDR X))) 

(NCONC (CDR Y) '(D E)) 

(FIE X) 

A more careful analysis of side-effects performed on list

structures is desirable but has not been studied in this 

project so far. 
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6.9 REDUCTION OF PROG-EXPRESSIONS 

A E.E.9..9:-expression reduces in principle by giving every state

ment to redform. If a reduced statement does not contain any 

side-effects it can be deleted. A clean-up of E.E.9..9:-variables 

no longer used, unnecessary assignments, goto's, labels etc 

are also desirable. 

6.9.1 Assignments in a prog-expression. The main problem here 

occurs when assignments must be taken care of. REDFUN-2 is 

built up in such a way that information about assingments is 

collected in parallel with the reduction. The traversal in 

the code is done in the same order as the evaluator and when 

a form is processed all the information necessary to per-

form the reduction has already been collected. This works as 

long as we are not processing E.E.9..9:-statements. In a E.E.9..9: the 

evaluator can take several different paths which makes it 

difficult to collect all the information before the reduction 

takes place. If there are no loops in the ~~it can be solved 

if one reduces the statements in such an order that all state

ments which can be evaluated before one arrives at a state

ment a are reduced completely before a is reduced. When loops 

are included an anlaysis must be performed to find those 

variables which can be assigned in the loop and for them only 

a limited amount of information can be found and used. 

"PROG REDUC.TIOIJ" 
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6.9.1.1 Prog-expressions without loops. Let us follow an 

example containing a .P.!:2..9 without any loops. 

(PROG (X Yl 

START 

(SETQ Y Sl 

(OR (FOO Xl (GO Bl) 

(SET'Q Y lOl 

A (PRINT Yl 

(RETURN ••• ) 

B (OR X (SETQ Y 7l) 

(GO A)) 

We assume that these assignments are the only ones performed 

to the variable y. 
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We can first illustrate the SQ..t,Q-structure better by a directed 

graph. The statements between two labels forms a block and is 

represented as the code in the graph. 

START 

(SETQ y 5) 

B 

(OR (FOO X) (GO B)) ) (OR X (SETQ Y 7)) 

(SETQ y 10) 

..... \, 
A (PRINT Y) 

Fig 6.9.1 (RETURN ... ) 

The first step is to build a table of this structure 

label come from 

START -

A (START B) 

B (START) 

A topological order of this graph gives us an order in which 

these blocks must be reduced ~nd one such order is 

START, Band A 
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When a .9:2.-statement oralabel is reached during the re

duction the information which holds about variables is 

associated with that label. When we proceed the reduction in 

a new block we collect that information. For each variable for 

which there is information we perform an or-reduction of its 

collected value-descriptors. 

At label A in the example it holds that when comming from 

START 

and from B 

Yvalues= 15 7 J 

and the or-reduction gives that 

Yvalues= 15 7 lO} 

holds at the label A. 
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6.9.1.2 Prog-expressions with loops. When one or several loops 

occur in the ~ an analyses is performed to find those vari

ables which are assigned inside a loop. Assume following 

directed graph representing a ~-expression. 

START 

(SETQ X 10) 

A .!, 

(Fl X Y) 

C B 

(SETQ Y (FOO X)) (SETQ X (ADDl X)) 

> 
E j, D 

D (PRINT X) 

Fig 3. 
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The three blocks A, Band C forma loop. There are two vari

ables x and y which may be assigned in that loop. When we en

counter the block A during the reduction we must here assurne 

these two variables to have unknown values. 

Some information can be gathered about a variable in a loop 

and be used by the system at the reduction. If a variable is 

assigned to constant values or to values of a certain datatype 

that information can be used. Assume following graph 

START 

(SETQ X 1) 

A 
"}'r------'--------, 

(OR Y (SETQ S 2)) 

Fig 4. 

We can here use the fact that ~ has the value 1 or 2 at the 

entry to the block A. 

The order in which the blocks are reduced is also here deter

mined by a topological order, but all blocks in a lOO? are 

treated as one single block. The blocks inside a loop are then 

also ordered. The blocKs in the example described in fig 3. 

are ordered as 
START, A, C, B, E and D 
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6.9.1.3 Some problems occurring in this method. The analysis of 

the assignments found inside a loop is performed without using 

any knawledge about the variables. Parts of the code which 

will be eliminated can contain assignments which ought not to 

be included in the analysis. An example of such a case is 

(PROG (X Y) 

LOP 

(COND ( (EQ X T) (SETQ Y• 1))) 
(COND ( (NULL Y) (FIE X)) 

(T (FUM X))) 

(GO LOP) 

We assume no other assignments to the variables ~ and y can 

occur. The analysis detects the loop and finds y to be a vari

able which may be assigned there. At reduction of the loop the 

variable y is assumed to have either NIL or 1 as value. The 

result after the reduction will then be 

(PROG (X Y) 

LOP 

(COND ( (NULL Y) (FIE NIL)) 
(T (FUM NIL))) 

(GO LOP) 
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The fi•rst cond-expression was eliminated and therefore also 

the assignrnent of the variable y. 

The second cond-expression could be further reduced, now when 

we know that the only possible value for y was NIL. This pro

blem can be solved in this case if we perform another ana

lysis and reduction step in the E.E2..9:-expression. 

Another case which appeared in the application of REDFUN-2 to 

the iterative statement is described in section 7.4.3.3. 

The same problem can also occure in the analysis of loops. 

Assume the example 

(PROG ( ... ) 

LOP 

(OR T (GO LOP)) 

We assume that the only (GO LOP) appears in the or-reduction. 

The analysis will assume a loop here but in the reality we can 

never enter the loop. This can also be solved by performing 

one more analysis and reduction step. 

6.9.2 Postprog-transformations. After the reduction of a orog

expression it is normally desired to perform a nurnber of extra 

transformation steps of more or less cleaning-up nature, e.g. 

removing E.E2..9:-variables not used in the E.E2..9:, removing 

assingments to variables which will never be accessed, cleaning 

up the goto-structure etc. 
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There are lot of transformations which could be desirable to 

perform fora :eE2.9:-expression, but different applications need 

different transformations. In the present version of REDFUN-2 

some basic transformations are included and new transformations 

can be included when they are needed. Following transformations 

are included 

g. Find :eE2.9:-variables which never will be accessed in the 

~-expression or used as a free variable underneath. 

These variables can be deleted from the E~-variable list. 

b. Remove assignments tö, variables which are never accessed. 

Such assignments can remain after constant propagation, 

i.e. when a variable is assigned toa constant value and 

that constant has replaced all occurrenoes of the variable. 

If the form beeing assigned contains side-effects the form 

must be left in the code. 

c. Cleaning-up the goto-structure and removing unnessesary 

labels. 

Other transformations of ~-expressions are also performed 
by collapser-rules. We can here mention the rule 

(PROG NIL stm1 stm2 (RETURN stmn)) ~ 

(PROGN stm1 stm2 ... stmn) 

if no returns ~re performed in stmi, i=l,n and there is no 

gotos involved. 

Some transformations and anlaysis can be made by programs 

automatically generated by PMG {R!S74). Around a skeleton, 

which in principle performs the code traversal, the user can 

specify to PMG what actions he wants to be performed at 

specified points in the code, for example an action performed 

for every variable encountered in the code, an extra ooeration 

fora certain function etc. This user supplied code is then 

integrated in the skeleton or put as "macros" anda complete 

program is generated. An advantage in using PMG-generated 

procedures is that th~y all follow the same conventions. 
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For functions with special argument structure these "macros" 

indicate how the traversal must be done. The user must di

fine his own "macros" if such functions have to be processed 

in the code. 

In REDFUN-2 the postprog-transformations a. and b. have been 

generated by the PMG-system. 
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6.10 OPENING OF FUNCTIONS 

6.lG.l Open classes. Here we shall discuss both beta-expansion 

and specialization of functions. In the present system the 

following cases can occur 

BETA 

LAMBDA 

PROG 

REDUCED 

beta-expansion 

an open specialization by a lambda-expression 

an open specialization by a orog-expression 

a closed specialization 

These are sub-declarations to the function class OPEN, and 

called open classes. 

These concepts were defined in the section on REDFUN. New 

here is the PROG-case, which is only a variant of open specia

lization. 

One can notice here that BETA and LAMBDA correspond to INTER

LISP's substitution and open macros respectively for the com

piler, although the substitution of the lambda-variables is 

done by the compiler without taken care of special functions 

with non-standard argument structure. The third macro variant 

for the INTERLISP compiler is the computed macro, which in 

principle corresponds to the code that REDCOMPILE produces. 

6.10.2 Exarnples of open classes. Let us follow an example. 

Suppose foo is defined as 

[LAMBDA (X Y 2) 
(COND [(ATOM X> 

<COND ((NULL Y) 
NIL> 

(T (FIE X Y ZJ 
(T <FOO (CAR X> 

<CAR Y> 
ZJ 
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6.10.2.1 Beta-expansion. A beta-expansion of 

(FOO 'A (CARL) NIL) 

will result in 

(COND (CNULL (CARL)) 
NIU 

<T <FIE (QUOTE A) 
(CAR Ll 
NIU)) 

and can be done because ~ in foo is known to be an atom, so 

the recursive call to foo again has been eliminated. Nor were 

there any side-effects in the arguments to foo which could 

disturb the substitution. Another criteria for allowing beta

expansion is that the lambda-variables in foo are not used 

freely in any function called from foo, so we must assume 

fie not to use any variables freely in this example. 

Although the first argument to foo isa list, but with known 

value, beta-expansion can be performed. The opening will then 

be made recursively. 

(FOO ' ((X)) (CAR L) NIL) 

will be replaced by 

(COND ([NULL (CAR (CAR CCAR LJ 
NILl 

(T IFIE CQUOTE XI 
( CAR ( CAR C CAFi L..I I I 
NILl I I 

At beta-expansion the code can grow very quickly, especially 

in cases where the expansion is made recursively oron several 

levels. 

"~-EXPANSION .. 
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6.10.2.2 Open specialization. For the expression 

(FOO 'A (PRINT (CDR L)) NIL) 

a beta-expansion is not appropriate. The form will if it is 

substituted in the body be evaluated twice and then per-

from the print twice, which is not what one normally wants to 

be done. An open specialization solves this and the code would 

then be 

( [LAMBDA < Y> 
CCOND C(NULL Y> 

NIU 
CT CFIE COUOTE A> 

Y NILJ 
CPRINT (CDR L>>> 

or by a ~-expression 

[PROG [CY CPRINT (CDR LJ 
CRETURN CCOND CCNULL Y> 

NIU 
CT CFIE COUOTE A> 

Y NILJ 

It is assumed also here that fie does not use x or z freely. 

If that was the case these variables must be left in the 

variable list and the arguments to bind them must be left on 

the argument list. 

"OPENING A FUNCTION" 
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6.10.2.3 Closed specialization. If nothing is known about the 

first argument and the third argument isa constant, a closed 

specialization is appropriate. For the expression 

(FOO (CDR L) AL 'Q) 

a new function foo/1 will be generated 

[LAMBDA <X Yl 
(COND [(ATOM Xl 

CCOND ((NULL Yl 
NIL) 

(T <FIE X Y (QUOTE QJ 
<T <F00/1 (CAR Xl 

<CAR YJ 

The foo-expression is replaced by 

<F00/1 CCDR Ll AL) 

These examples show that it is not always trivial to say how 

a function ought to be opened. In many cases the usage of the 

function is controlled by the user anda suitable opening class 

can be given, but in other cases it is difficult and errors 

can easily be introduced. There is also the balance between 

execution and size of code to consider. If the code grows, 

the locality in the code can get worse, which can affect the 

execution of the code. 

6.10.3 Automatic procedure to decide ooen class. In REDFUN-2 

the user can either give the sub-declaration for an o~en

function himself or let the system use a procedure to decide an 

appropriate class. In the first case the user must be aware 

of the problem which can appear if side-effects etc. are in

volved. 
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The open class procedure makes the decision depending on the 

following information: 

a. side-effects among the arguments? 

b. is the function directly recursive, i.e. the call is 

done to itself in its function body or in a function 

which will be inserted in the body through beta-expansion? 

c. are there any assignments of the lambda-variables in the 

function body? 

d. are any of the lambda-variables used freely in functions 

calls from this one? 

The desirable ordering is firstbeta-expansion, then onen 

specialization and last closed specialization. 

Case a. above is simple: the arguments have already been re

duced an information about side-effects can be found in the 

q-tuple. For cases b. and c. one could go ahead and directly 

perform an analysis in the function body whether the function 

is recursive or not and check for assignments. The problem with 

such a scheme is that we include parts of the function body in 

our analysis, which may later be elirninated. This gives a 

worst case analysis. In the earlier example the function foo 

could in such a case only be ODened to closed s~ecialization. 

A slightly better analysis will be done if we first make a re

duction of the function body with those larnbda-variables whose 

values we know something about. Information about assignments 

will be collectedautomatically anda check whether the resulted 

body is recursive is simple to perform. 

The procedure works as follows: 

Suppose we have 

fn[arg 1 ,arg2 , ... , argn] 

which must be opened and the definition 

fn[x
1

,x2 , ... , xn] = fnbody 

The arguments~. have been reduced when entering this 

procedure. 
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a. Will any of ~i perform a side-effect? In this case a 

beta-expansion will not be performed. 

b. Reduce fnbody through redform, with the a-list extended 

by those lambda-variables ~i bound to its corresponding 

value-descriptor for ~i· If no value-descriptor is 

available the variable is bound to NOBIN. llle shall 

receive a reduced body fnbody'. 

c. Check in fnbody' whether a recursive call is made to fn. 

If so, a closed specialization must be performed. 

d. Will any ~i be assigned in fnbody'? If so, a beta

expansion cannot be done. 

e. Does any function called from fn use any ~i as free 

variable? In this case a beta-expansion cannot be per

forrned. 

From this procedure and the desirable ordering an appropriate 

open class will be given. 

This procedure will in some cases choose open specialization 

although beta-expansion could be used. When side-effects occur 

in the arguments a beta-expansion can be done if these forms 

are to be substituted in the body in such a way that when the 

body is evaluated the side-effected forms will only be eva

luated once and in the right order with regard to other forms 

which depend on side-effects performed there. There are other 

cases too where the procedure makes a bad choice, but it seems 

to be rather complex to perform the analysis in order to cover 

such cases. 

For beta-expansion the function body fnbody' must be reduced 

once more through redform, where the remaining lambda-variables 

are replaced by actual argument forms. This must be done to 

allow collapser rules to be invoked, which in its turn can 

cause further reduction to be done. The resulting body will 

be inserted in the code. 
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For open and closed specialization the function body fnbody' 

must be embedded in a lambda- or prog-expression, where those 

variables which were not affected in steps a, d or e in the 

above procedure could be removed. 

6.10.4 Substitution package. A problem in REDFUN was that beta

expansion in some cases could be very ineffective. There were 

two problems. First, substitution was made in parts of the 

code which would later be eliminated. Some modifications 

there were done ih order to let conditionals be processed more 

effectively. The second problem was that arguments which had 

just been reduced after substitution in the code were reduced 

again. 

The first problem is solved if we can perform the substitution 

and the reduction in parallel. This is done in REDFUN-2 in 

such a way that the lambda-variables in the function to beta

expand are bound on the a-list to the forms which will be in

serted there. There isa subst-descriptor which holds such a 

form and it is then redform's task to perform the substitution 

when the variable is encountered in the code, The whole sub

stitution package can then be thrown away. A subst-descriptor 

looks like 

(:SUBST . form) 

The second problem is solved by the fact that every argument 

is enclosed in a guoted-expression and is not therefore re

duced any further. By collapser rules however, one can force 

a reduction to be performed, which is necessary in some cases. 
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Some minor problems must be taken care ofin this scheme. Con

sider the expression 

(FOO X) 

where ~·s value-descri~tor is 

( :VALUES . (1 2 NIL)) 

and foo defined as 

(LAMBDA (L) 

(COND ( (NUMDERP L) (ADDl L)) 

(T L))) 

When the cond-expression is encountered at reduction the a

list contains 

((L (:SUBST. (QUOTED X (:VALUES. (12 NIL)l)l) 

(X (:VALUES. (1 2 NIL)).) 

In numberp the variable 1 is substituted for x and information 

about x to be used in the true-branch tells us that x must 

be a number there. At addl the a-list is 

( ( X ( : VALUES . ( 1 2) ) ) 

(L (:SUBST. (QUOTED X (:VALUES . (1 2 NIL))))) 

(X ( :VALUES . (1 2 NIL))) 

Here also 1 is substituted for~. but when a variable is in

serted in the code a scan must be performed on the a-list to 

see if that variable has got another value-descriptor. In this 

case that descriptor must naturally be used instead, so addl 

need only be evaluated for the values 1 and 2. 
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Another problem. Suppose we have the expression 

(FOO (EQ X 'A) (FIE X)) 

and foo is defined as 

(LAMBDA (BL) 

(COND (B L) 

(T ••• ) ) ) 

When b is substi tuted for the ~-expression it is in a 

position where a form should be reduced also to extract in

formation for its true- and false-branch. No reduction will be 

performed after the substitution so that information must al

ready have been extracted. This will only be done if a eon

text reduction pattern•to foo is given saying that its first 

argument must always extract such information. 

"CAR C.OLLAPS ER" 

• See section 6.12.5 
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6.11 COLLAPSERS. 

Some extensions of collpsers have been performed. In REDFUN a 

call to redform was always performed again after a collapsing 

rule had been invoked which caused efficiency problems and 

is solved in REDFUN-2 by the user explicitly performing such 

a call in the collapsing rule. This is done for the rule 

(APPLY (QUOTE fn) (QUOTE arg
1

) 

~ (fn argl ... argn) 

but not for 

(CAR (CAR X)) ~ (CAAR X) 

(QUOTE argn))) ~ 

There is also a possibility of escaping from a collapsing rule 

by returning the atom NOCOLLAPS, which solves the problem dis

cussed in 4.1.4.1. The expression 

(APPLY• (QUOTE AND) X Y) 

cannot be collapsed. 

In some cases one must set restrictions when a collapsing rule 

can be used. The rule 

(CAR (LIST X Y)) ~ X 

can only be used under the assumption that Y does not perform 

any side-effects, in which case either the form is returned 

as it is or if one wants to avoid the conses an expression 

such as 

(PROGl X Y) 

is used. However this introduces a problem in REDFUN-2. When 

the call to the collapser is made, all information about the 

sub-expressions in the form to be collapsed is lost. 
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6.12 REDUCTION IN CONTEXTS. 

6.12.1 Reduction in contexts. The previous sections described 

how information is extracted from the forms being reduced. Such 

information includes the value(s) of the form and properties 

of variables to be used in the true- or false-branch, and is 

stored in a guoted-expression. Getting this information is in 

some cases rather time-consuming. It is therefore important 

to prevent this computation from being performed if we know 

that this information will never be used. 

Examples. 

In a E.E!:?..9:-expression the values of the statements are 

of no interest and need not be calculated. 

- Consider 

(COND ( (MEMB X Y) (FOO X)) 

(T (FIE X))) 

and that x's and y's value-descriptors before the cond

expression are 

(:VALUES. (ABC)) resp. (:VALUE. (AXCY)) 

For the mewb-expression we are here only interested 

whether it is true or false and not in the true-case 

what values made it true. The arguments to memb are 

known and will be classified to "allknownvalues" (see 

6.4.4). All argument combinations must be calculated. 

Here we can interrupt that calculation when we have got 

at least one true and at least one false value, in which 

case we know that the memb-expression will not have the 

same boolean value and unnecessary computations are 

saved. 

If however we perform 

(SETQ Z (MEMB X Y)) 

the values are of interest and should be calculated if 

possible. 
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6.12.2 Contexts. Depending on its position in the code a form 

will be reduced with respect toa context. We have following 

contexts: 

- value context, the value(s) of the form had to be cal

culated if possible 

boolean context, it is only needed to calculate if the value 

is true or false if possible. 

- novalue context, the value had not to be calculated. 

The extraction of variable properties is not useful to per

form if the form is in such position in the code that these 

properties never can be used. For the value context and the 

boolean context we can also include there if such properties 

had to be extracted to be used in the true-branch, false

branch or both. 
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6.12.3 Context table. The different ocntexts can be represented 

in a table with abbreviated context manes which will be used 

in the text. 

value boolean value no value 

- V B N 

Properties about 
variables is to 
lbe extracted to VT BT -
lbe used in the 
true-brauch 

Properties about 
\ariables is to 
be extracted to VF BF -
lbe used in the 
false-branch 

Properties about 
variables is to 
be extracted to VTF BTF -be used both in 
the true-branch 
and the false----
branch 

Table 3. Context table 

We shall first give examples of forms in these different eon

texts and then give formulas showing how the context changes 

for the arguments in conditionals, logical functions and 

some other functions. 
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6.12.4 Examples of a form in the different contexts: 

VALUE (V) 

NOVALUE (N) 

BOOLEAN (B) 

VALUE + TRUE BRANCH (VT) 

VALUE + FALSE BRANCH (VF) 

VALUE + TRUE and FALSE

BRANCH (VTF) 

BOOLEAN + TRUE BRANCH (BT) 

The cond-expression in 

(PRINT (COND ((NULL L) 1) 

(T 2))) 

The cond-expression in 

(PROG (X) 

(COND ( (NULL L) (SETQ X 1)) 

(T (SETQX2))) 

The ~-expression in 

(COND ( .....• ) 

( (OR FLGA FLGB 

(EQ X Y)) ••• ) ) 

The variable y in 

(AND AB (SETQ X Y) ••• ) 

The ~-expression in 

(OR A B (EQ X 10) ... ) 

The variable y in 

(COND ( (SETQ X Y) ... ) 

(T ••• ) ) 

The ~-expression in 

(AND A B (EQ X I A) •... ) 
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BOOLEAN + FALSE BRANCH (BF) The ~-expression in 

(PROG (X) 

BOOLEAN + TRUE and FALSE 

BRANCH (BTF) 

(COND ( (NULL L) (SETQ X 1)) 

( (EQ X 'A)) 

(T (FOO X))) 

The ~-expression in 

(COND ((EQ X 'A) .•. ) 

(T ••• ) ) 
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6.12.5 Changes of contexts. We shall here show how the context 

changes in some different functions. For the function orogn 

it can be described as 

(PROGN o ••• o al 0 N 

a ctxt 

which is interpreted as: 

When a progn-expression is reduced in the context ctxt then 

all the arguments but the last one will be reduced in eon

text N no value context and the last one in context ctxt. 

The interpretation of a capita! in order to describe a 

context is found in table 3 in section 6.12.3. The eon

text ctxt is used as the context in which the whole ex

pression is reduced in. 

For the similar functions E!:29:l and~ we get 

(PROGl O a • • • al 

(PROG2 o a o ••• ol 

Logical functions. 

(AND o1 o 2 ... on-l al 

a 

tBTF if oi 

BT if o. 
1 

V 

VT 

if ctxt 

B 

BT 

o = ctxt 

a N 

0 N 

a ctxt 

tBTF if ctxt = VT,VTF,BF 
or BTF 

BT in remaining cases 

BTF and falsectxtflgi = true 

BT ar falsectxtflgi false 

VF 

VTF 

BF 

BTF 

and falsectxtflgn-l 

ctxt in remaining cases 

false 
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To extract information for an argument to its falsectxt-element 

in an and-expression is only useful if such information is 

available for the same variable in all arguments. A flag 

falsectxtflg checks if there isat least one variable for 

which this holds and otherwise signals to change context. The 

flag is initialized to true. 

Example 

(AND L (EQ X 'A) (EQ Y 'B)) 

If the expression is reduced in a BTF context 

Lis reduced in BTF 

(EQ X 'A) also in BTF 

(EQ Y 'B) only in BT 

This has been discussed earlier in section 6.5.5.1 

(OR "1 "2 •. • "n-1 B) 

"i+l 

B 

VTF 

VF 

if ctxt 

BTF 

BT 

VTF or VT 

V or VF 

BTF or BT 

B,N or BF 

t if truectxtflgi-l 

= V~ if ctxt VTF 

BF if ctxt BTF 

V VT 

VF VTF 

if ctxt and 

B BT 

BF BTF 

ctxt in remaining cases 

truectxtflgi 

truectxtflgn-l= 
false 

In the same way as for and in its false-branch, a flag 

truectxtflg is used to signal a context change for its true

branch. 
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(NOT o) B if ctxt V or B 

BF if ctxt VT or BT 

0 BT if ctxt VF or BF 

BTF if ctxt VTF or BTF 

N if ctxt N 

Conditionals. 

(COND (al 8) al BTF 

8 ctxt 

(yi) 

BF B,BF or N 

VF V or VF 
(C:' 

n a» 
yi if ctxt 

BTF BTF or BT 
alt. (yn)) VTF VTF or VT 

{BTF if ctxt = VF,VTF,BF or BTF a n BT in remaining cases 

Yn ctxt 

(SELECTQ a a = V 

(- 8) 8 ctxt 

(- 8) 

8) 

Prog-expression 

(PROG ( (- 8) ... ) a N 

0 8 V 

y ctxt 

a 

(RETURN y) 

0 
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In cond, selectg and 12.!:29:, ~ stands for the whole implicit 

progn-expression, so if there is more than one form in that 

position they are reduced in an N context with the exception 

of the last form. 

Assi~nment 

(SETQ - a) 

0 ,{: 

if ctxt V or Bor N 

if ctxt VT or 13T 

if ctxt VF or BF 

VTF if ctxt VTF or BTF 

For other functions a context reduction pattern can be 

associated. It is simply a list describing the context each 

argument should be reduced in. This pattern contains either 

an abbreviated context name from the table 3 or a special 

element 

$RCTXT meaning the context the whole form is reduced in, 

$VALUE as $RCTXT, but if the whole form is reduced in a 

novalue-context it means V, or in a boolean eon

text where the corresponding value context is 

chosen. 

Examples 

PUT has pattern (N N $RCTXT) 

RPLACA has pattern (V $VALUE). This pattern is used 

when the first argument is an atom, when a global 

assingment is done. The value of the second argument 

is then of interest. 

By default a function will change context as 

(FN et ••• a) a = V 

In appendix II is shown an example how these contexts changes 

in an expression. 
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7, A NEW APPLICATION AND NEW EXPERIMENTS WITH REDFUN-2 

In this chapter we will first briefly discuss macros and 

especially macros in the INTERLISP system. The reader who is 

familiar with this can continue reading at section 7.3. In 

that section there isa discussion of how macros used by the 

INTERLISP compiler can automatically be generated and processed 

before compilation. The next section reports an experiment 

with the REDFUN-2 system on a fairly complex program. This 

program was written without any knowledge about our partial 

evaluation methods and gives a good idea about the complexity 

of code the REDFUN-2 system can manage. 

7.1 A PARTIAL EVALUATOR AS A MACRO EXPANDER. 

A macro in a programming language is normally a nurnber of 

statements in that language, which will be substituted into 

the code instead of the macro call. Mast assembly languages 

have macro facility and can also be found in high level 

languages. The macro expansion is normally performed in a pre

step before the actual assembling or compiling. A macro can 

normally be used with parameters and special macro or assembly 

variables are used to conditionally expand them. 

As shown earlier in the report, opening of functions and 

beta-expansion isa kind of macro-expansion. By partial eva

lutation the macro can be expanded conditionally. It is inter

e'sting to notice here that a user of a macro needs to dis

tinguish between macro variables used at expansion time and 

those variables used when executing the code. In partial eva

luation the user need not really separate these two types of 

variable usage and this task is taken over by the partial 

evaluator. 
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In this new approach to viewing macros we can see every funtion 

or procedure as a macro candidate. Many implementations suffer 

today because a function or procedure call is rather expensive 
and the use of procedures is in many cases avoided for effici-

ency reasons. The use of procedures normally gives a more 

readable code, easier to maintain and debug. When the program 

goes into production simple procedures for which the over

head of performing a function call is high, can be treated 

as macros and expanded by the compiler or in a pre-step. 

7.2 MACRO-EXPANSION IN THE INTERLISP SYSTEM. 

Before compiling, a number of functions in INTERLISP are ex

panded through macros. ~-functions are expanded to E.E.29:

expressions and can therefore be more efficient when compiled. 

The user can also introduce his own macros for functions he 

has defined. In some LISP-systems there is also a macro facilty 

whereby the code is expanded at evaluation time, but this will 

not be discussed here. 

The macros in INTERLISP are of three kinds: 

- open macros. The lambda body is inserted directly in the 

code and corresponds in REDFUN-2 toan open specialization. 

- substitution macros. The lambda variables are substituted 

for the arguments in the function body which is then in

serted in the code. This corresponds to beta-expansion. 

- computed macros. The code to insert is calculated by the 

macro and corresponds toa function generated by 

REDCOMPILE (described in 4.1.5) 

One can notice that the substitution in a substitution macro 

is simply done through subpair, i.e. all occurrences of the 

atom, which corresponds toa lambda-variable, replaced regard

less of whether it acts as a variable or not. This can natur

ally introduce errors as in the following example. 
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(LAMBDA (Xl (SELECTQ X 

(X 'Al 

(Y 'Bl 

'Cl l l 
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isa definition of a substitution macro for foo. The expression 

(FOO Ll 

will be expanded to 

(SELECTQ L 

(L 'Al 

(Y 'Bl 

'Cl 

where the substitution of the X in the first case statement 

in the selectq is erroneous. 

The reason for using macros when compiling is obviously to re

move function calls. For an open and substitution macro it is 

simple to give the function definition as a macro. One must 

be careful not to give recursive functions as macros. Side

effects and the way substitution is performed in the sub

stitution macro also require caution. A computed macro is nor

mally more complicated to write. It is important that the 

original function is consistent with the computed macro and 

when the original definition is changed the macro must be re

written appropriately also. 

7.3 DISCUSSION OF MAP-FUNCTIONS (APPLICATION Hll 

Before compilation a ~-function is expanded through a com

puted macro into a E.!29'.· If one looks at the macro definitions 

of a ~-function it seems rather complex and it is somewhat 

difficult really to find out how it works. A number of errors 

in these definitions have occurred indifferent versions of 

Il~TERLISP. The macro has not been consistent with the parent 

functions definition. Erroneous code has been generated if the 

function which is applied to each element is of nlambda-type. 
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This has been the case both with INTERLISP/10 of the version 

used some years ago, INTERLISP/360-370 and also in the LISP 

compiler developed by Urmi (URM77). Compilation of the funa

tion notany has also been erroneus on INTERLISP/360-370 if 

there was no third argument in the call. This shows the 

difficulty of writing a computed m~cro, which in all different 

cases which ~an appear, is consistent with the definition. 

Our approach here is instead to generate the macros auto

matically. The steps could be as follows: 

a. Write a ~-function with a recursive definition. This 

should be the only version to be maintained. 

b. Run this recursive version through a recursion remover, 

e.g. REMREC (R!S73) and an iterative version is generated. 

This version can be compiled and used as the system func

tion 

c. During compilation of a ~-expression, a partial eva

luation of the iterative version in LISP format with 

regard to the arguments can be performed. The result 

could then be compiled. 

Partial evaluation in step c. can seem a little inefficent 

to perform every time anda redcompilation of the iterative 

version in LISP format is desirable. 

Using this scheme there is only one version to maintain, the 

recursive version, and all other versions are generated auto

matically. The only problem which remains is of course to be 

sure that the various program generators generate correct 

programs. 

One can go further. Instead of defining all these different 

~-functions one could write one or a number of more general 

maproutines and then by partial evaluation generate a recursive 

version for each of these basic ones. 
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Appendix III shows some examples of these different steps. The 

function mapcar was defined recursively and the various 

versions were generated and processed. The other map-functions 

follow the same scheme but have not been run through these 

steps. The REDCOMPILE system could not properly generate code 

for the .P.I2.9:-expressions but with some help it worked in this 

test. 

7.4 EXPERIMENTS WITH TH~ ITERATIVE STATEMENT (APPLICATION H2) 

7.4.l Description of the application. The iterative statement, 

based on the one in CLISP (TEI74 section 23) has been im

plemented as a LISP program by Jim Goodwin during his stay at 

Linköping University. The program can handle a large nUI!lber of 

variants of such statements as. 

(FOR I FROM l TO 10 DO (PRINT I)) 

(FOR I FROM l TON BY 2 SUM I) 

(WHILE (LESSP I 5) DO (FOO I) (SETQ I (SUBl I))) 

anda more fancy one as 

(FOR X IN L BIND Y FIRST (SETQ Y 0) DO 

(IF (ATOM X) THEN (SETQ Y (ADDl Y))) 

FINALLY (RETURN Y)) 

which returns the number of atoms in a list. 

The program is implemented in two steps. 

1. The iterative statement is parsed and during the parsing 32 

variables are bound to values which fully describe the 

statement. 

2. A .P.I2.9:-expression is set up in order to bind local and 

loop variables f1:1om the statement. It contains only a 

call to the function which executes the statement. All 

the variables set up in step l are then free vari

ables in this e~ecutor function. The .P.I2.9:-expression 

is then evaluated and the iterative statement per

formed. 
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This implementation of the iterative statement differs from 

the one in CLISP, where the statement is parsed directly inte 

LISP code. This translating is only performed once, the first 

time the iterative statement is encountered in the code during 

evaluation. A problem with this solution is that on must keep 

two different versions of the statements. The translated version 

should be invisiable to the user and therefore the editor, 

prettyprint routines, file package etc. must be able to handle 

these two versions correctly. 

We shall not discuss these two different approaches but only 

establish the fact that we have the package written by Jim 

Goodwin and see what can be done with it. In an interpreted 

environment one can let the parsing and the execution remain 

as it is, although it can seem a little inefficient to per

form the parsing every time the statement is evaluated. It is 

more serious when the iterative statement has to be compiled. 

In such code it is unsatisfactory toparseand execute the 

statement in this manner. One line of approach is to write a 

macro for the statement and wecomeback to the problem that 

we have different versions of the program to maintain. 

The method we use is instead to let the program remain as it 

is as the only version to be maintained. At compiling time an 

iterative statement will be processed as follows. Perform the 

parsing and create the simple E.E.2.9:-expression. Beta-expand the 

call to the executor and its sub-functions and partially eva

luate. Hopefully the result will be a specialized version of 

the executor which corresponds to this iterative statement 

and which can be efficiently compiled. 

These experiments are also a good test of REDFUN-2, especially 

since the program was written by an expert LISP programmer, 

and without any knowledge of REDFUN-2 or our partial evaluation 

ideas. 
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7.4.2 Perforrnance. The parsing step is left aside here and the 

point of interest is the executor functions. Appendix IV shows 

the LISP code for these functions and illustrates the com

plexity of the code we are operating en. 

These examples has be~n run through the system succesfully. 

The problems which occurcedcould easily be fixed and they are 

discussed in section 7.4.3. The iterative statement is rather 

complex in itself and covers many possibilities and it is 

difficult te say if REDFUN-2 has processed all the different 

cases which can appear, and in a satisfactory way. 

We start by showing the results from the first two examples 

given before. 

Exarnple 1 

(FOR I FROM 1 TO 10 DO (PRINT I)) 

Reduced code from REDFUN-2: 

<PROG <RANGE!LEFT I> 
<SETO RANGE!LEFT 1) 
(SETO I 1> 
ULP 
(SELECTQ <GREATERP RANGE!LEFT 10) 

(T (GO UOUT>) 
NIU 

(PRINT I> 
(SETO I (SETO RANGE!LEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 1))) 
<GO ULP> 
UOUT 
(RETURN NIL>> 
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Exarnple 2 

(FOR I FROM 1 TON BY 2 SUM I) 

Reduced code from REDFUN-2: 

CPROG CRANGElLEFT TOlLEFT I ITERTMP ITERlVALUEJ 
CSETQ RANGElLEFT 11 
CSETQ I 1) 
CSETQ TOlLEFT NI 
CSETQ ITERlVALUE OJ 
$$LP 
CSELECTQ CGREATERP RANGE:LEFT TO:LEFT> 

CT CGO $$0UTJ) 
'NIL) 

CSETQ ITERTMP I) 
CSETQ ITER:VALUE (PLUS ITER:VALUE ITERTMP>> 
CSETQ I CSETQ RANGElLEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 2))) 
CGO $$LP> 
$$0UT 
CRETURN ITER:VALUE)) 

we may clarify some details of how the iterative statement 

works in this implementation. We can see from the examples 

that there are two loop variables, the externa! one given in 

the statement an in this case !, and an interna! variable 

range:left. Both are increased in every step, the externa! one 

is used when the loop body is executed and the interna! one 

only to control the loop. The upper bound for the loop is 

bound (in ex 2) toa variable to:left, which is used whe~ 

checking the exit condition. This scheme prohibits the user 

from changing the loop-conditions inthe loop, although the ex

terna! variable i can be changed. 

On these assumptions the code in these exarnples is nearly 

as good as one can write it. 
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7.4.3 oetected problems. We shall now discuss some problems 

which arose, which cannot be generally solves by REDFUN-2 and 

the actions taken to overcome these problems. These are items 

I; in the figure in section 3 of the thesis. 

7.4.3.1 Unrolling of prog-expressions. 

a. The problem. 

Arnong the subfunctions for the executor there was one function, 

segmap, which was written as a ~-expression. The function 

was defined as 

(LAMBDA <**L **R FNJ 
(F'ROG <**VI 

**LP(COND 
((EO **L **Rl 

(RETURN **Vll 
( (NLISTF' **U 

(!TERROR SEGMAPlll 
(SETQ **V (APPLY* FN CCAR **Llll 
(SETQ **L (CDR **Lll 
CGO **LPJl 

A typical call to the function is 

(SEGMAP '((PRINT I) (SETQ I (ADDl I))) NIL (FUNCTION EVAL)) 

Actually, this is the function which executes the body in the 

iterative statement. 

This function should be opened, but REDFUN-2 can only per

form an open specialization and leave the ~--expression as 

it is. The first argument, however, isa constant list and it 

would therefore be desirable to perform unrolling of the prog

expression and receive 

(PROGN (PRINT I) (SETQ I (ADDl I))) 

when expressions like 

(APPLY* (FUNCTION EVAL) ' (PRINT I)) 

have been collapsed to 

(PRINT I) 
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b. Analysis of the problem. 

To unroll a loop is to repeat the statements in the loop se

quentially and to perform appropriate substitutions of the 

loop-variable, described by the example 

(SETQ I 5) 

LOP 

(COND ( (EQ I 7) (GO ON))) 

(PRINT I) 

(FOO I) 

(SETQ I (ADDl I)) 

(GO LOP) 

ON 

can be unrolled to 

(PRINT 5) 

(FOO 5) 

(PRINT 6) 

(FOO 6) 

In arbitrary loop-structures unrolling isa difficult task to 

perform, if it is possible at all. The difficulty is to 

identify the loop variables and the actions performed in every 

iteratun of the loop. For ~-functions or for-expressions, 

such as in the iterative statement, it is simpler to do this 

because the loop variable is explicitly given in the state

ment or is implicitly given through the implementation (for 

~-functions). Naturally one could have an analysis program 

which could detect simple structures which directly corre

spond toa for-loop ur the like, and perform unrolling i r 

them. 
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c. Temporary solution. 

This problem can be solved if we define ~ recursively, 

simply as 

[LAMBDA <**L **R FN **V> 
CCOND 

CCEQ **L **R> 
**V> 

CCNLISTP **L> 
CITERROR SEGMAP)) 

IT CSEGMAP CCDR **L> 
**R FN CAPPLY* FN CCAR **LJ) 

If we define segmap now to belong to the function-class OPEN 

and open-class BETA, REDFUN-2 will recursively beta-expand it 

and the desired result will be achieved. 

This caused, however, another problem which is discussed next. 

Remark. This was the only change performed in the original 

code in order to be able to process it by REDFUN-2. 

The author of segmap has further remarked that the 

function was written iteratively in the first place 

mainly because the existing compiler did not handle 

recursion efficiently, i.e. lacked recursion-to-prog 

conversion. 

7.4.3.2 Beta-expansion. 

a. The problem 

The following case arose when the function segmap was 

recursively beta-expanded. When a recursive call to segmap is 

beta-expanded, the fourth argument will never appear in the 

resulting code if another recursive expansion follows. This 

happens because the variable **v does not exist in the third 

branch of the cond-expression. Unfortunately, if there isa 

side-effect in this fourth argument, the side-effect disappears 

also, incorrectly. 
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b. Analysis of the problem 

At beta-expansion, arguments performing side-effects, and 

never inserted in the resulting code, must remain. 

If foo is defined 

(LAMBDA (X Y) 

(COND ( (ZEROP X) NIL) 

(T Y))) 

the expression 

(FOO O (SETQ Z I)) 

if beta-expanded, must result in 

(PROGN (SETQ Z I) NIL) 

c. Solution 

REDFUN-2 was updated to handle this case. 

7.4.3.3 Interrelation between reduction and analysis of code. 

As long as we are not processing code containing loops, the 

reduction and the analysis of assignments can proceed in 

parallel. When loops are included the analysis and the reduction 

must be performed in separate steps. 

a. Problem 

A case which appeared in this application was the following 

(simplified) 

(PROG ((BY:TEST 'GREATERP) ... ) 

LOP 

(SELECTQ BY:TEST 

(GREATERP (GREATERP RANGE:LEFT TO:LEFT)) 

(COND 

( ... 
(T ••• ) ) ) 

(AND (NUMBERP BY:TEST) (SETQ BY:TEST 1)) 

(GO LOP) 
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Before the loop the variable by:test is bound ta GREATERP. The 

analysis af assigrunents will find that by:test can be assigned 

ta 1 and therefore REDFUN-2 will asswne that the two possible 

values for by:test in the loop are GREATERP and 1. The assign

ment af by:test ta 1 can never be performed if the initial 

value af by:test is GREATERP: Therefore we could exclude this 

as a possible value. 

b. Analysis af the problem 

This problem has earlier been discussed in section 6.9.1.3. 

This case, however, cannot be solved by performing another 

step af analysis af assigrunents and reduction. This depends an 

the fact that the variable by:test also occurs in the condition 

which centrals the assigrunent af that variable. The and-ex

pression will therefore never be eliminated. We need a reason

ing based an the induction principle ta be able to conclude 

that the variable by:test never can be assigned ta a nwnber. 

c. Temporary solution 

The assignment af the variable by:test is performed in a sub

function ta the executor which will be beta-expanded. This 

assignment appears only in a very special use af the iterative 

statement. In this test example we excluded that variable from 

the list af variables which may be assigned in that sub

function. 

7.4.3.4 Set-expressions 

a. Problem 

A set-expression was encountered during the analysis af assign

ments. This set-expression assigns the externa! loop-variable. 

b. Analysis af the problem 

We must know what values the first argument ta set can take, 

i.e. which variables may be assinged by that expression. If 

the first argument varies in the loop this can be a problem. 

As· shown earlier it is difficult ta extract information about 

a variable in a loop, and here we must extract such information 
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on two levels. 

c. Temporary solution 

We assumed that the first argument in the set-expression would 

not change value in the loop. When that expression is en

countered during the analysis we can simply look up in the a

list and see if it hasa known value. In our application, 

this variable was always bound to the externa! loop-variable 

so there were no other problems. 

7.4.4 Other amendments. In order to make the examples go 

through successfully it was necessary to give some additional 

information and transformations to REDFUN-2. 

a. A collapser 

(OR X NIL) ~ X 

which of course should be included as a standard 

collapser. 

b. The information that the functions greaterp, lessp, 

zerop and nlistp only can return T oc NIL values (de

clared on the property list of these functions). 

A remark here. A problem in a system like REDFUN-2 is that 

it is difficult to know what information is really needed in 

the system. One question was whether it was necessary to know 

that these "predicate" functions, including ~ and many others, 

could only return T or NIL as values. One would expect that 

these functions would only be in a predicate context and that 

we are therefore only interested in whether the value is true 

or false. We decided not to include this information in the 

system. In the first real experiment there was in fact a need 

for it. The code arising after simplification was: 

(SELECTQ (GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10) 

(T (GO $$0UT)) 

(SKIP (GO $$ITERATE)) 

NIL) 
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which obviously should be reduced to 

(SELECTQ (GREATERP AANGE:LETF 10) 

(T (GO $$0UT)) 

NIL) 

c. Postprog-transformations performed. 

cl. To find those variables in a ~, which will never 

be accessed, and remove them from the ~-variable 

list. 

c2. Remove the assignments to those variables found in 

step Cl. 

c3. Remove initializations of variables in the ~

variable list if the variable will also be assigned 

before the first label in the ~-expression• 

Example 

(PROG ( (I 1) X) 

(SETQ I 2) 

LOP 

is transformed to 

(PROG (I X) 

(SETQ I 2) 

LOP 

c4. Remove labels not used in the ~-expression. 

• This transformation will only be performed if the variable is 

not used before the assignment and is not applicable on the 

example 

(PROG ( (I (FOO J))) 

(PRINT I) 

(SETQ I 1) 

LOP 

·) 
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8, CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter will evaluate the REDFUN-2 program and summarize 

some conclusions and experiences gained from this work and 

propose some directions for further development of the 

REDFUN-project. 

8.1 SUMMARY OF THIS THESIS 

This thesis has described the progress of the REDFUN-project. 

An analysis of a former version and gained experiences from 

experiments with that version led us to propose a new version, 

the REDFUN-2 program. The background for this work, the new 

design, the implementation and experiments have been reported 

in the chapters 3 to 7. We will in this section evaluate the 

REDFUN-2 program and summarize some conclusions and experiences 

made so far found <luring the work with the system. 

8.1.1 The REDFUN-2 program. REDFUN-2 isa quite large program. 

It consists of about 400 LISP functions and takes about 7000 

lines (120 printout pages) to print in a prettyprinted format. 

It occupies 60000 words (120 memory pages) in the INTERLISP/20 

system on a DEC-20. Fora comparison, the first version of 

REDFUN (program Bin fig 1) consisted of about 1000 lines 

prettyprinted code and REDFUN' (version E) of about 1500 lines. 

This new version is consequently about 5-7 times larger than 

its forerunners. If the next version grows in the same speed 

as this version it will be a fairly large program. The LISP 

coded part of INTERLISP/360-370 is prettyprinted on about 

300 pages and the INTERLISP/20 system must be 2-3 times larger. 
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8.1.2 The feasability of the proposed design. The design 

which was the basis for the REDFUN-2 implementation was 

described in section 5.2. The design has in most cases been 

sufficient in order to implement the new features and exten

sions described in section 5.1. The g-tuple has contained 

enough information with information from the code needed to 

perform appropriate reductions and by the semantic proce

dures it has been easy to include relevant properties about 

LISP-functions needed during the reduction. The design, how

ever, is not ~ufficient to handle all cases which can appear 

in E!251-expressions (when arbitrary goto's are performed). 

This does not cause REDFUN-2 to perform erroneous trans

formations, but the analysis will in some cases not be as 

good as we would like, and it will cause that some reductions 

are never performed. Some problems have already been reported 

in section 7.4.3. These problems, however, were of such nature 

that they were caused by the absence of features which the 

system was not intended to manage. Next section will show 

some other cases where the design was not appropriate. 

8.1.3 Some weaknesses in the proposed design. 

8.1.3.1 Handling of go-statements. It is necessary to keep 

track of ~-expressions in the same manner as assignments. A 

new element in the g-tuple is desirable in order to handle the 

~-information in an expression. It is necessary to know 

whether from an expression we can continue to the next one 

or whether we always leave the expression by a branch (unless 

we are not branching toa label following the expression). 

Consider the example 

(PROGN 

(COND ( (NULL X) (GO A)) 

((EQ X 'A) (GO B)) 

(T (GO C))) 

(FOO X)) 

We can not continue from the ~ond-expression to the following 

foo-expression and that expression can therefore be eliminated 
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from the code. It is also important during the loop analysis 

to consider such cases. The same problem occurs also when 

return-expressions are involved. A solution is to mark in the 

q-tuple to which labels we may branch and if we can pass 

through the expression without performing a !l.2· The only re

duction of dead code in a P.!:2..9:-expression is performed 

between a top level (unconditional) !l2_-statement and the 

following label, such as in the example 

(PROG (X) 

(GO A) 

(FOO X) 

A 

)) 

and also after a top level return-statement. 

The !l2_-statement can also effect the handling of assignments. 

In the example 

(COND ( (NULL X) (GO A)) 

( (EQ X 'A) (SETQ X 1)) 

(T (SETQ X 2))) 

an assignment of the variable ~ has always been performed 

when the following expression is encountered. In our system 

this case will be treated as if an assignrnent of ~ may have 

been performed. 

8.1.3.2 Handling of side-effects. In the q-tuple we only flag 

(with a true of false value) whether a side-effect may occur 

in an expression or not. We must, however, distinguish between 

different kinds of side-effects, especially whether an assign

ment in a P.!:2..9:-expression is performed toa local variable 

or a global one. Inside the P.!:2..9:-expression the assignment 

must be treated as a side-effect but outside it should not be 

treated as such. When the P.!:2..9:-reducer in our system checks 
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for side-effects it cannot find out from the q-tuples of the 

reduced statements, if there are only side-effects on local 

variables or not. In the first case the whole eE29:-expression 

should not be marked to perform a side-effect and in the second 

case it should be marked. 

8.1.3.3 Problems in collapsers and postprog-transfornations. 

When a forn has been processed and its q-tuple is created, all 

information is forgotten about the arguments in the form. Some

times when we perform posttransfornations on an expression we 

would like to extract that information again. Consider the 

example 

(PROG (X Y Z) 

(SETQ X 10) 

(SETQ Z (PUTA B 'C)) 

(FOO X (SETQ Y 5)) 

(RETURN (FIE X Y Z))) 

We assume foo and fie not to perforn any side-effects. When 

this expression has been reduced we can apply the postprog

transformation which remove variables (and assignments of such 

variables) which are never accessed in the code. When such 

assignments are removed the second argument in the setq

expression must remain in the code if the assignment is 

perforned in a value-context or if the second argument per

forms side-effects. This information, however, must be re

computed and cannot in our system be extracted from the 

g-tuple. Another solution is to let the second argument re

main in the code and perform another reduction step. 

A more general solution is to let all information about a form 

remain. Such information can be associated to the code through 

hash-arrays. The risk with this scheme is naturally that we 

will get an explosion of information saved about a program 

and we may probables run into space problems. 
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8.1.4 Complexity. Is REDFUN-2 complex? The answer is yes. A 

goal when implementing the system was to structure the pro

gram in a good way. In many cases we have succeeded; reducers 

and semantic procedures are examples of that. 

There is, however, another complexity involved in the program. 

A large number of transformations, analysis, property extrac

tions from the code etc go on in large portions of the pro

gram. A reducer is responsible for the reduction of an ex

pression and to collect and process all nessecary information 

from its arguments g-tuple in order to create the new g-tuple. 

Further, at every place where reduction of code is performed 

this transfer and processing of information from g-tuples 

must be performed. A user which writes a reducer fora func

tion must also know about all this processing and include it 

there. 

Some complexity can be removed if reductions, evaluation 

order of arguments in special functions, handling of assign

ment information etc could be described in a more high-level 

notation. Reductions and simplifications can for example be 

described by production rules. 

8.1.5 Generality. Is REDFUN-2 general? The answer is yes, 

relatively general, if one means that REDFUN-2 can operate 

on arbitraty written code and not be limited toa subset of 

LISP or toa very "pure" version of it. Naturally there are 

!imitations in the code we can process, especially in a 

language as LISP in which in principle everything is allowed. 

The experiment with the iterative statement isa good example 

of its generality, where the code was written by an expert 

LISP programmer and was written without any knowledge about 

our partial evaluation ideas and the REDFUN-programs. 

The answer is no, if one means that we should be able to per

form all kinds of transformations by the system. The purpose 

with this system is to manipulate programs where the main 

operation is based on partial evaluation, and we have included 
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some other operations which seem to be useful in connection 

with that method. 

8.1.6 Reliability. Is REDFUN-2 reliable? The answer is no. 

There isa real problem to manipulate LISP code where the user 

is allowed to do more or less what he wants. The statement 

(EVAL (READ)) 

spoils all analysis and knowledge we have about the program, 

if there is no information about what statements can be read 

in and evaluated by that expression. As described in section 

6.7.4 the function set can spoil all information we have 

about variables in program if we do not know which variables 

may be assigned by that set-expression. The functions rplaca 

and rplacd are also difficult to handle, and were briefly 

discussed in 6.8.3. The reliability requirement is however 

not as strong when the system is used interactively, and the 

user can watch what is going on in the system, and the system 

can ask for additional information from the user during 

processing. The reliability requirement is much more im

portant if the system acts without any supervision. This is 

the case if the system is incorpated in a LISP compiler to take 

care of the macro-expansion which was discussed in chapter 7. 

One solution could be if we had a program which could analyse 

other LISP-programs and classify its code, whether it is purely 

written or written with "uncontrolable" side-effects. De

pending on such analysis the program can then decide to which 

degree the manipulation can be allowed to be performed. 

8.1.7 Efficiency. Is REDFUN-2 efficient? Answer: not too bad. 

In the implementation we have not spent too much effort to per

forma very efficient implementation. One goal, however, was 

that when we chose between features to include in this new 

version we only included such that could be implemented in 

such a way that it could be used reasonably efficient. 
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We wanted to be able to run quite large examples through the 

sytem and not only "toy-problems". To reduce an iterative 

statement, where the code to reduce consisted of about 

100 lines prettyprinted code (see appendix IV) takes about 20 

seconds. Time in INTERLISP/20. As comparision, to compile these 

executor functions takes about 8 seconds. 
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8.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

8.2.1 The REDFUN-2 program. 

- Find further test examples and applications. To use the 

REDFUN-2 program as a macro expander seems promising and 

further experiments ought to be performed in that appli

cation. !'.nother applicatiol'l is to "oornpile" an inter.

pretation over a constant dat.ailt~w:ture. Such an example 

is found in a system which interprets conversation graphs 

(HAG76) . A conversation between a user and a program is re

presented as a graph. An interpreter for the graph is then 

available in order to perform the conversation. The ad

vantage of this representation is that it is simple to ex

periment with the conversation and changes in the con

versation causes simple updates in the graph. In a pro

duction system it can seem inefficient to interpret the con

versation and it would be desirable to "compile" the graph 

into a program. This "compilation" can under certain assump

tions be performed through partial evaluation. 

- Extend REDFUN-2's ability to handle more complex knowledge 

about the program. Such a knowledge can be 

"x is greater than 10" 

"I isa list of 3 elements" 

"the third element in the list I is the atom A" 

or more complex expressions and include a theorem prover to 

prove assertions from them. 

Include new features in the system. New features will nor

mally arise when new experiments are performed. Examples 

which can be desirable are tö take care of common sub

expressions, extend the analysis and processing of E..E.29-

expressions and optimize code through rearranging of code. 
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- Combine the system with other program analysis and mani

pulation programs. A number of analysis routines in REDFUN-2 

for example finding free variables, can be better performed 

by specialized analysis programs, such as FUNSTRUC (NOR72) 

and MASINTERSCOPE (TEI74) in the INTERLISP system. Con

ventions how different programs communicate with each other 

andothersimilar problems must be solved. 

- If REDFUN-2 is combined with other systems it would also be 

desirabel to designa database structure to store information 

about the program being processed. Such a database should 

also contain information about different versions of the 

program being processed and know which transformations have 

been performed to it. 

8.2.2 The REDCOMPILE program. 

The REDCOMPILE program was described in 4.1.5 and used in an 

example in appendix III. In many applications the use of 

REDFUN-2 can seem tooinefficient. In some cases it can be 

solved if the program being partial evaluated was redcompiled. 

If the executor procedures in the implementation of the iter

ative statement could be redcompiled we would have been able 

to generate a computed macro which can be used when such a 

statement is compiled. This program can also be compared 

with the routine in CLISP which translates an iterative 

statement to LISP code. The REDCOMPILE-program needs to go 

through another iteration step and to be able to process the 

same complexity of code that REDFUN-2 can do. 



If such a new version of REDCOMPILE could be made it would 

probably be more practically useful than the corresponding 

REDFUN-program. 

- In the REDFUN-report we discussed that REDCOMPILE applied 

toa program Pin principle performs the same operation as 

if REDFUN was applied to itself with the program P as the 

constant information (given as the second argument to 

REDFUN, i.e. the a-list in the present system). In order 

to achieve this, REDFUN must be sufficiently powerful to 

accept itself as argument and at the same time be written 

in such a way that it is an acceptable argument to itself. 

Try to achieve this goal. To perform this is probably more 

interesting in principle than practically useful. 

8.2.3 Theoreticial work 

- Our approach in program manipulation has been to develop 

useful programs and use them in same applications and from 

that develop methods and gain more knowledge of problems 

which occur. The complementary approach, to develop a theory 

of program manipulation, and from that develop the rractical 

methods, is of course also very important. We have earlier 

(in section 2.6) mentioned same important projects in this 

field. It is important when times arrives to derive results 

from such work and put it in practical use by intergrating 

them in our systems. Such an important result is to have an 

analysis program which determines where in the code opti

mizations are necessary. A problem today is that we s~ent 

much time in parts of the code which are executed non

frequently and where optimizations are of no use. If it 

significant to those parts -tight loops, frequent function 

calls, etc -where all resources in optimization should be 

spent. Interesting results in this direction have been re

ported by Wegbreit (WEG75b). 
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APPENDIX I 

GENERATING STOREDEF-PROCEDURES IN THE PCDB APPLICATION 

Here follows a more detailed description, illustrating how 

the reduction is performed in the PCDB-examples in section 

4.1.2.1, where functions were beta-expanded through several 

levels. 

The lambda-expression in the funarg-expressions, from which 

the reduction proceeds, is the same for the three exampli

fied relations. The values bound to the funarg-variables will 

differ. 

<LA"RnA IA RI 
ICONO 

< I [1'1J FnNF n~IF I 
(PP'1G (PQnTI 

[PFTlJPI\I (COND 
l(TFSTEF F AR LOC 

(CAP TYP I 
ICADP TYPI I 

F[1n..-l 
[(STnPEP (CFV PI 

R A (QUOTE O~JEI 
L'1C 
(CAOP TYP) I 

(CPLACA pnoT R> 
IT IAPPLY* (FILLANO O'IJFI 

(QIJnTF (qOPEP Q AR (CADP ONEI 
LOC 
lfAI' TYPIII 

(OW1TE (STf1PEF (PFV PI 
B A ICAll CNEI 
1.nc 
( CADP TYP> 

The definitions of the functions involved in the reduction 

steps are shown here again (they were -also shown in section 

4.1.2.1) 
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The functions tester, storer, getter and comparer are de

clared open and will be beta-expanded and the functions 

oneone, filland and fillfunc are ~e. Their definitions are 

STC'PEP 

<LAMBDA IP A 8 N L Tll 
IAPPLY* IFILLFUNC NI 

CGETTEP P AL. TJI 
8) 

TESTEP 

<L'AMR[)A (P A R LOC TA TR) 
IANO ((AP (SFTQ PQQT IGfTTFP P A LOC TAii i 

CPP'lG? ISETQ p('ll1T 

T) 

GF T Tf P 

IAPPLY* ICOMPAPFP CQUOTF ONFJ 
TB) 

CCAP POOT) 
R l l 

<LAMRDA IP A L T( l 
IOLDCONO 

IIANO (ME'-'8 IQU"JTE' AA) 
TI I 

I AA AI I 
(<;fLECTQ L 

I AOG<; I GfTC'fl(1T A C')) 

( PPff) (Pr,fTP(l(1T ( Gl'TPfWT 
p 

(IHF CYCYCHF) 
(GETPf"l'lT A 0)) 

N(L)) 

IIANO IM[MR (OUOTE HXI 
T[) 

( HX AI) 

(<;FLfCTQ t 

I OlJflTf TRUEFOR I I 
AI I 

1 r.,r,s I GFTPorT , cAc A 1 
PI I 

(PCf'l (cr.ETPOfl ... (GfTPflnT 
p 

l(HF CYCYCHF) 

(CLJflTf TRLJEf'l,)I 
ICA~A))) 

(Gl'TPfl'1T ,r~o Al 

•nu, 
11 MfMR IOllf'TE' ~XI 

T( J 

p), 

(RGfTC''lCJ.,. 1:-;i=:~nn.,. i; 1011:-i.,.E TPlJffnc» 
A> 
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<LAl"ROA ( N T I) 
ICONO 
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ll~E~B IQUOTE SXI 
TJ) 

(SELECTQ N 
(~ANY (FUNCTION l"El"BEPII 
('JNE IFUNCTJON EQUALII 
Nll I I 

(T I ~ELFCTQ N 

ONEO"IE 

(ONE (FUNCTION EQII 
(l"ANY IFUNCTJQN ~E~RII 
NIL> 

<LAMROA 10"-IE) 
IEOUAL ONE (QUOTE (rNE rNE> 

FILLA"W 

<LAMFIOA IONFI 
ICOND 

IIEQUAL O"IF (QIIDTE l'JNE "Afl;Y)ll 
(FUNCT!flN "FVANO) I 

( T I FllNCTJON AND> 

FILLFUNC 

<LA,..BOA (NC) 
(SflECTQ ~JC 

(Q~!F ( FU~IC TJfJN F ILLPOOTI I 
(MANY (FUNCTfON ADOPODT)) 
'Jll> 
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The CHILD relation. 

Values of the free variables 

R - CHILD 

ONE - (ONE MANY) 

LOC - ARGS 

TYP - ( (AA) (AA)) 

Reduction steps: 

a. Evaluation of oneone to NIL and filland to (FUNCTION 

REVAND) and an invokation of the collapser rule 

(APPLY* (FUNCTION fn) 

(QUOTE argl) (QUOTE arg2) ... (QUOTE argn)) ~ 

(fn argl arg2 argn) 

which holds if fn is of noeval-type, will result in 

<LAMBnA (A RI 
(RfVAIIJD ( ~T(JOfO (QtJnTF CHILDI 

A B ( our.,.F "A~JY I 
IQIJf"l.,.f ARG<;) 
IQUQTE (AAIII 

I ST[lRE" (QU':lTE "EVCHILOI 
8 A 1Qll(:1TE [11\fF I 
IOUCTE AC1GSI 
IOUQTF IAA> 

b. Beta-expansion of storer 

<LAMBDA I A R I 
(REVAIIJO (ADO!:OOT (GETTER IQUOTE CHJLfll 

A 

81 

(OUOTf APGSI 
1ounrE IAAIII 

IFILLROnT IGFTTER IOW1TF REVCHILDJ 
B 
(QllOTE flRG<;J 
( Q UO TE I A A I l I 

A> 
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The functions addroot and fillroot are results from eva

luation of fillfunc with argument MANY resp. ONE. A 

collapser rule 

(APPLY• (FUNCTION fn) argl arg2 ... argn) ~ 

~ (fn argl arg2 argn) 

which holds if fn is of eval-type has also been invoked. 

c. Beta-expansion of getter gives 

<LAMflnA (A Bl 
(RFVA'-10 ( Aon11n:1T (GFTP'l'lT A (QtJrTF CHILOI I 

BI 
I F!LLPnnT (GFTPnnT B (QlJ'lTE DEVCHILDI I 

A> 

d. A collapser rule 

(REVAND argl arg2) ~ (AND arg2 argl) 

gives the final code 

<L/\Mf\nA ( /\ fil 
(V1[) (FILLP'l'lT (GETP'lnT B (OttnTE l"EVCH(Lnl) 

AI 
1 Ann.,nrT 1 :;rrornT A IQll'lTf CHI Lnl > 

f:I> 

The MARRIED relation 

Values of free variables 

R - MARR:::ED 

ONE - (ONE ONE) 

LOC - ARGS 

TYP - ( (AA) (AA)) 
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Reduction steps: 

a. Evaluation af oneone ta true gives 

<LAMBDA I A Bl 
I PPOG I P OOTI 

IPETUPN ICONO 
IITESTEP IOUOTF MAPPIEOI 

AB IQUOTE APGSI 
IQUOTE (Ull 
IQUOTE I AAI 11 

Rl"OT) 
l(STOREP (QUOTE PEVMARRlfOI 

El A I QUOTE ONE I 
IQUrJTF APGSI 
1ounTE I AAI 11 

(PPLACA pnnr B> 

b. Beta-expansion af tester and storer and the use af the 

collapser rule given in step b for the CHILD relation 

gives 

<LAMflOA (A R) 
I PPOG Il'' rio-1 

( • F TUP "J 

( CG'Jn 
((,\~ID <CAP (<;[TQ criri-

( GFTTFI' (()lJOTF "IAP~ IEO) 
A 
(QIJf1Tf MGS) 
(QIJO"!"F ( AA> 

(pcnr,2 (SfTQ P0f1T 
lf=o ICAP qinTI 

Al I 
T 11 

onnT) 
((FILLoonT IGFTTFC' coun.,.F •F:VMAPPIFDI 

A 

A) 

lPrLhCA n,.,,.1.,. 'I> 

( /)l'"TE ,\P G<;) 
(()l'nT[ (AA))) 
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c. Beta-expansion of getter results in the final code 

<LAMAnA IA 81 
(PPOG (ROOT) 

I P E TUP N 
I CO"JO 

I I At<JD <CAP I 5FTQ pnnr 
(GETDOOT A (QUOTf MAPP(EO> 

(PPnG2 (SETQ RQOT 

Pnnr1 

(FQ (CAP PQ[lT) 
AI I 

T I I 

((FILLCIOOT (GfT~rinT 8 (QUrTE PFVMACIP(FDI 
I 

Al 
I PPL ACA ctnnr P,> 

The AGE relation 

Values of the free variables: 

R - AGE 

ONE - (ONE MANY) 

LOC - ARGS 

TYP - ( (AA) (AA)) 

Reduction steps: 

Follows exactly the same steps as the CHILD relation and we 

obtain 

a. <LA'-ll\nA (h t\) 
( "F v ~ 'J n ( s ,- 1 ~ F c ( J, ,n.,. F ~ c; F l 

11 F\ ( n110i-r: "ll'JY) 
,-,:,,nr r.tCSl 

I ')lJ'1 ,.l I A ~ l I l 
( ST 1 C ~ C ( ) lJ C' T f r, F I/ /I r, r ) 

r, !\ (,~11nTF ['lr) 

1111~.,.F AC(;< I 
(')U''.,.f (<1> 
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b. <LAMBOA IA Bl 
(PFVA"-lO IADrlPOOT IGETTH IQUf1TE AGF) 

A 
(QLJ(1T[ I\PG<;) 
I OlJl"TF ( AA))) 

A) 

IFILLPnnT (r.[TT[p IOUQTE PEVAGF) 

R 

A> 

c. <LAMAf1A (A 8) 

I ,;;:111n:F ,\Pr,5) 

IOIJ'"1Tf ISX))) 

IPFVANO (A0f)Pf1(1T (GFTPQ(lT A 10Uf1TF Ar,F)) 

8) 
(FILLPOnT (PGETPrnT (GFTCf1(1T 

A> 

d. <LAMflOA (A Bl 

(QlJ(1Tf PEVACF) 
I (,)'Jf'TF TPU[FnP)) 

8) 

(ANO (FILLPnnT (PGETcnnT (GfTO(l(lT (QLJOTF PEVAGF) 

A) 

I CtJnTE TPUFFr~ ) ) 
F\) 

( Annor,r,T ( r.FTPnnT A (')ll'7T[ ,\r,F)) 

fl> 
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APPENDIX Il 

CHANGES OF CONTEXTS - AN EXAMPLE 

Here is shown an example how the context is changed in an 

expression. The interpretation of contexts and the context 

table' are found in section 6.12. 

The trace shows a sub-expression and the context it will be 

reduced in. 
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************************************** 
FORM= 
[AND CCOND ((AND CEQ X CQUOTE AJ) 

L 
<SETQ Y IJJJ 

CFOO X)J 
CCOR CEQ X CQUOTE BJJ 

l))) 

(OR CSETQ Z XJ 

AL= 

CONTEXT=V 

CPROGN CSETQ Y V> 
<FIE YJ 

FORM= <AND <COND <<AND CEQ X (QUOTE AJ) L CSETQ Y IJIJ 
C FOO X)) (( DR ( EQ X CQUOTE B)) Z I I I <DR ( SETQ Z X J ( PROGN 
CSETQ Y VI CFIE YIIII 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= ( COND ( ( AND ( EQ X CQUOTE AJ J L ( SETQ Y IJ I I ( FOO 
X J I < < OR C EQ X CQUOTE BI J Z I I I 
CONTEXT=, BT 

FORM= (AND (EQ X CQUOTE AJ) L CSETQ Y IJ)) 
CONTEXT= BTF 

FORM= (EQ X CQUOTE AJ) 
CONTEXT,= BTF 

FORM,0 X 
CDNTEXT= V 

FORM= C ClUOTE A > 
CDNIEXT"' V 

FORM"' L. 
CONTEXT= BTF 

FORM" CSFTQ Y IJJ 
CDNTEXT= BT 

I' DF,M,= IJ 
CDNTEXT= VT 

FDRM"' CFOO XI 
CONTEXT= ErT 
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FORM= X 
CONTEXT= BT 

FORM= <DR (EQ X (QUOTE B>> Z> 
CONTEXT= BT 

FORM= (EQ X (QUOTE B>> 
CONTEXT= BTF 

FORM= X 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= (QUOTE B) 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= Z 
CONTEXT= BT 

FORM= <DR (SETQ Z X> (PROGN CSETQ Y V) <FIE Y> >) 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= (SETQ Z X> 
CONTEXT= VF 

FORM= X 
CONTEXT= VF 

FORM= (PROGN CSETQ Y V) (FIE Y)) 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= ( SETQ Y V> 
CONTEXT= N 

FORM= V 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM= <FIE Y> 
CONTEXT= V 

FORM=, Y 
CONTEXT= V 

REDLJCED FORM= 
[AND (COND <<AND CEQ X (QUOTE A)) 

L 
(SETQYW>> 

(FOO CQUOTE A)) > 
( COR (EQ X (ClUOTE B) > 

Z))) 

COR (SETQ Z X) 
CPROGN CSETQ Y V> 

CFIE YJ 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGN--INFO= 
(7 !ADDVALUE , NOBIN) 
IY !A[IDVALUE , NOBIN> 

************************************** 
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APPENDIX 111 

MAP-FUNCTIONS - EXAMPLES 

We will here show some examples how map-functions can be 

treated, in order to facilitate the maintanace of the various 

versions, a ~-function can appear in. The principle idea 

was to start with a simple definition, easy to write and under

stand, and then by automatic transformations generate all other 

versions. The macro-expansion can then be performed through 

partial evaluation. 

We take mapcar as example. A simple definition is naturally 

the recursive one 

<MAPCAR 
[LAMBDA (L FN1 FN2) 

(CON[I 
( (NLISTF' U 

NIU 
<T (CDNS (APPLY* FN1 (CAR L)J 

(MAPCAR (CON[I 
<FN2 <APPLY* FN2 l)) 
<T (C[IR U)) 

FN1 FN2J) 

(1) 

This definition is straightforward and should be the only 

version to maintain. 

• More unique hames of the larnbda-variables would be desirable 

but these ones are used for readability. 
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As system function an iterative version would probably be 

more efficient anda recursion remover can generate such 

version. We use the REMREC-program (R!S73) and recieve 

[LAMBDA (L FN1 FN2l 
<PRDG (A0009 A0008) 

<SETQ A0008 <SETQ A0009 (CDNS NIL NILlll 
MAPCAR 

(CDND 
( (NLISTP U 

(RPLACD A0009 NIU (2) 
<RETURN (CDR A0008))) 

(T (RPLACD A0009 <CDNS <APPLY* FN1 (CAR Lll 
NILl l 

(SETQ A0009 <CDR A0009)) 
[ SETQ L ( CDND 

(FN2 (APPLY* FN2 Lll 
<T <CDR LJ 

<GD MAPCARJl 

This version can be compiled and also used as the base from 

which we will perform partial evaluation. 

Example I 

Suppose that we at compile time encounter the expression 

(MAPCAR NLIST (FUNCTION ADDl)) 

We will then open mapcar and from version 2 generate a special

ized version suitable to compile. By REDFUN-2 we will get 

[PRDG ( <L NLISTl 
A0009 A0008) 

<SETQ A0008 (SETQ A0009 <CDNS NIL NILlll 
MAPCAR 

<CDND 
( <NLISTP U 

<RPLACD A0009 NILl (3) 
<RETURN (CDR A0008lll 

(T <RPLACD A0009 <CDNS <ADDl (CAR Lll 
NIU l 

<SETQ A0009 (CDR A0009)) 
<SETQ L (CDR U l 
<GD MAPCARJ 
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Here an open specialization has been performed with a .e.E2S_

expression (mapcar was defined to belong to function class 

OPEN and open class PROG). A beta-expansion cannot be performed 

here because the variable 1 will be assigned in the .e.E2S_

expression. Actually we got 

(PROG ( (L NLIST)) 

(RETURN (PROG (A0009 A 0008) 

... ) ) ) 

which was collapsed into the inner .e.E2S_ with its variable

list extended with the variables from the outer ~·

Otherwise there was no real problems here. The~

collapser is invoked and with fn2 known as NIL the inner 

cond-expression will be reduced. 

Example II 

(MAPCAR BREAKFNS (FUNCTION BREAK) (FUNCTION CDDR)) 

gives 

[PRDG ((L BREAKFNSJ 
A0009 A0008) 

(SETQ A000B (SETQ A0009 (CDNS NIL NILJJJ 
MAPCAR 

<CDND 
( <NLISTP LI 

<RPLACD A0009 NILJ 
(RETURN (CDR A000BJJJ 

(T (RPLACD A0009 (CDNS (APPLY* (QU0TE BREAK) 
(CAf"i l.. I I 

NIL.. I I 
(SETQ A0009 (CDR A0009)) 
(SETQ l.. <CDDR l..JJ 
(GD MAPCARJ 

(4) 

* This is not allowed if any .e.E2S_-variable in the inner .e.E2S_ 

is initialized by a form using a .e.E2S_-variable from the 

outer one. Example 

(PROG ( (L 10)) (RETURN (PROG ( (X L)) ... ) ) ) 

cannot be transformed to 

(PROG ( (L 10) (X L)) ... ) 
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Example III 

(MAPCAR NLIST (F/L (X) (FOO X)) TAILFN) 

gives 

CF'RDG < (L NLIST> 
<FN2 TAILFN) 
A0009 AOOOB) 

<SETQ AOOOB (SETQ A0009 (CDNS NIL NIL))) 
MAPCAR 

(CDND 
< <NLISTP U 

(RF'LACD A0009 NILI 
<RETURN (CDR AOOOBI)) (5) 

<T <RPLACD A0009 <CDNS ([LAMBDA (XI 
(FDD XJ 

<CAR U) 
NIL)) 

(SETQ A0009 (CDR A00091) 
C SETQ L < CDND 

<FN2 <APF'LY* FN2 l)) 
<T <CDR LJ 

<GD MAPCARJ 

Another kind of expansion of ~-functions is when the first 

argument is known or is known how to compute. Instead of per

forming a loop over the elements in the list we want to produce 

stright code, where succesive calls to the function are per

formed for each element. This can be done if we perform the 

partial evaluation and beta-expansion with the recursive de

finition as base. * 

The example 

(MAPCAR (LIST I J K) (FUNCTION ADDl)) 

will be expanded to 

(CDNS <ADD1 I) 
(CDNS <ADD1 J) 

(CDNS <ADD1 K) 
NIL)))) 

(6) 

* Campare the discussion about unrolling of the segrnap-function 

in section 7.4.3.1. 
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Another example 

(MAPCAR (LIST I J KL M N) (FUNCTION ADDl) (FUNCTION CDDR)) 

is expanded to 

To 

(CDNS CADD1 I> 
(CDNS (ADD1 K> 

(CDNS (ADD1 M> 
NIU)) > 

perform this expansions we 

(CDR (LIST xl x2 . . . xn)) 

(CDR (LIST x)) 

(CDDR (LIST xl x2 ... xn)) 

(CDDR (LIST xl x2)) 

(CAR (LIST xl x2 xn)) 

need 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

(NLISTP (LIST xl x2 ... xn)) -+ 

(7) 

following collapser rules: 

(LIST x2 ... xn) 

NIL 

(LIST x3 . .. xn) 

NIL 

xl 

NIL 

A computed macro will generate the code to compile more 

efficiently than we can perform through partial evaluation, 

so the next step is to generate such version of mapcar. The 

REDCOMPILE program could not completely perform this, but with 

some guidance from us, it worked. REDCOMPILE can only operate 

on programs, which are purely beta-expanded and not as in this 

case open specialized. 
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Version 2 of mapcar was run through REDCOMPILE and following 

code was generated: 

[LAMBDA 
<L FN1 FN2) 
(LISTPROG 

<OUOTE PROG> 
(LIST (OUOTE A0009) 

(OUOTE AOOOB> 
(LIST <OUOTE U 

L)) 

[LIST (QUOTE SETQ) 
(DUOTE AOOOB> 
(LIST (DUOTE SETD> 

CDUOTE A0009) 
(LIST (DUOTE CONS> 

CKWOTE NIL> 
CKWOTE NILJ 

(DUOTE MAPCAR) 
< LISTCOND 

<OUOTE COND) 
[LIST/NIL <LIST (DUOTE NLISTP> 

<OUOTE L>) 
(LIST (DUOTE RPLACDJ 

COUOTE A0009) 
<KWOTE NIL>) 

<LIST (OUOTE RETURNJ 
(LIST (OUOTE CDRl 

<OUOTE AOOOBJ 
<LIST/NIL 

<KWOTE T) 
(LIST (OUOTE RPLACD) 

<OUOTE A0009) 
(LIST (OUOTE CONS) 

[COLLAPS 
<LIST (OUOTE APPLY*> 

FN1 
<LIST (DUOTE CAR) 

< OUOTE LJ 
<KWOTE NIU)) 

<LIST (OUOTE SETO> 
(OUOTE A0009) 
(LIST COUOTE CDR) 

CDUOTE A0009>>> 
[LIST (OUOTE SETO> 

<DUOTE Ll 
(LISTCOND 

<OUOTE CONDJ 
[LIST /NIL FN2 

(8) 

<COLLAPS (LIST CDUOTE APPLY*l 
FN2 
<OUOTE LJ 

(LIST/NIL (KWOTE Tl 
(LIST COUOTE CDRl 

(OUOTE LJ 
(LIST <OUOTE GO) 

<OUOTE MAPCARJ 
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In the code the functions listprog, listcond and list/nil 

work as list, but perform also simple reductions. For ex

arnple 

and 

listcond[COND, NIL, ((LISTP X) (FOO X)), (T (FIE X))] 

(COND ( (LISTP X) (FOO X)) (T (FIE X))) 

listcond[COND, NIL, (T (FOO X))] 

(FOO X) 

To, take care of the apply•- expressions. REDCOMPILE was told to· 

insert calls to the collapser-part (the function collaps) in 

REDFUN-2 and simplify such expressions at generation time. 

By calling ~ with the version (8) and the argument list of 

a mapcar-form the :eI29:-expression to compile is generated. This 

version (8) will generate identical code for the examples I 

and II, and in example III tailfn is directly substituted into 

the code instead of fn2. 

As comparision we finally give the LISP code for the definition 

and the macro definition of mapcar. They should be compared 

with versions (2) and (8). But notice that these both versions 

had to be maintained in the INTERLISP system for mapcar, but 

in our scheme only version (1). The definitions are taken from 

INTERLISP/10 (from 1972). 
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The interpretative definition of mapcar: 

<MAPCAR 
[LAMBM (MAPX MAPFN1 MAPFN2> 

(F'ROG <MAPL MAPE> 
LP ( COND 

<<NLISTP MAPX> (9) 
(RETURN MAPL))) 

(SETQ MAPE <CDNS (AF'PLY* MAPFN1 (CAR MAPX>> 
MAPE > > 

(COND 
<MAPL <FRPLACD <CDR MAPE> 

<FRPLACD MAF'E))) 
(T (SETQ MAPL MAPE>>> 

[SETQ MAPX (COND 
<MAPFN2 (APPLY* MAPFN2 MAPX>> 
(T (CDR MAPXJ 

(GO LF'J) 

This definition and the one automatic generated (2) differ 

very little. Version (2) performs one extra eons compared 

with this definition which performs one extra test inside 

the loop. 
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The macro definition: 

CX 
(PROG (LL Cl> 

(RETURN 
(SUBPAIR 

(ClUOTE <HAPX HAPCF HAPCF2 B>> 
<LIST 

(CAR X) 
CCOND 

C(SETCl Cl (CFNP <CADR X>>> 
(CONS Cl (ClUOTE ((CAR HACROXJ 

(T CSETCl LL <CDNS (LIST (ClUOTE HACROF) 
<CADR XJ 

(ClUOTE <APPLY* HACROF <CAR HACROXJ 
CCOND 

C(CDDR X> 
(COND 

C(SETCl Cl (CFNP <CADDR X>>> 
(CONS Cl (ClUOTE (HACROXJ 

<T <SETCl LL 
(CONS <LIST (ClUOTE HACROF2) 

(CADDR X)) 
LU) 

(ClUOTE CAPPLY* HACROF2 HACROXJ 
(T CClUOTE <CDR HACROXJ 

LU 
((]UOTE 

CPROG CCHACROX HAPX) 
HACROY HACROZ HACROW • Bl 

HAPCLF' 
(COND 

( ( NLISTP HACROX) 
<RETURN HACROY))) 

<SETCl HACROW HAPCF) 
CCOND 

CMACROZ 
CSETCl HACROZ 

(CDR 
(FRPLACD HACROZ 

<FRF'LACD 
(CONS HACROW 

HACROZJ 
(T (SETCl HACROY (SETCl MACROZ 

<CDNS MACROWJ 
ISETCl MACROX MAPCF2) 
(GO MAPCLPJ 

(10) 
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This variable x is bound to the argumentlist in the mapcar

form. The function cfnp is used to check if 

(fn (CAR MACROX)) (a) 

or 

(APPLY• fn (CAR MACROX)) (b) 

had to be built in order to perform the application of the 

function of each element in the list to map over. This corre

sponds to our ~-collapser. 

The same examples I to III are also shown here. Notice that 

(4') is erroneous. The (a)-format above was choosed instead 

of the (bl-format•. 

(PRDG <<MACRDX NLIST) 
MACRDY MACRDZ MACRDW> 

MAPCLP 
<CDND 

<<NLISTP MACRDX) 
(RETURN MACRDY))) ( 3') 

CSETQ MACRDW CADDl <CAR MACRDXl)) 
[CDND 

CMACRDZ CSETQ MACRDZ 
(CDR CFRPLACD MACRDZ 

CFRPLACD (CDNS MACRDW 
MACROZJ 

<T CSETQ MACRDY CSETQ MACROZ (CDNS MACRDWJ 
CSETQ MACRDX <CDR MACRDX)) 
CGD MAPCLP)) 

CPRDG CCMACRDX BREAKFNS) 
MACROY MACROZ MACROW) 

MAPCLP 
CCOND 

CCNLISTP MACRDX> 
CRETURN MACRDY))) 

CSETQ MACRDW (8REAK CCAR MACROX))) 
[CDND 

[MACRDZ (SETQ MACRDZ 
CCDR CFRPLACD MACROZ 

(FRPLACD (CDNS MACROW 

(4') 

MACROZJ 
(T (SETQ MACRDY CSETQ MACROZ ICONS MACROWJ 

ISETQ MACROX CCDDR MACROX)) 
CGO MAPCLP)) 

• In INTERLISP/20 (from 1977) it is corrected 
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<PROG [(MACROX NLIST) 
MACROY MACROZ MACROW (MACROF2 TAILFN) 
(MACROF (F/L (X) 

<FOO XJ 
MAPCLP 
(COND ((NLISTP MACROX> 

<RETURN MACROY>>> (S'J 
<SETQ MACROW (APPLY* MACROF (CAR MACROX>>> 
[COND CMACROZ 

(SETQ MACROZ 
(CDR <FRPLACD MACROZ 

(FRPLACD 
<CONS MACROW MACROZJ 

(T (SETQ MACROY (SETQ MACROZ (CONS MACROWJ 
(SETQ MACROX (APPLY* MACROF2 MACROX)) 
<GO MAPCLP)) 
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APPENDIX IV 

THE EXPERIMENT WITH ~HE ITERATIVE STATEMENT 

We will in this appendix give the full LISP code for the exe

cutor functions in the iterative statement implementation 

(described in 7.4). We will also give same output from various 

runs performed during the experiment. 

We will first give a sampler of different iterative statements 

which can be executed by these functions: 

(FOR I FROM 1 TO 10 DO (PRINT I)) 

(FOR I FROM l TON BY 2 SUM I) 

(NEVER (ATOM X) FOR X IN LLIST) 

(IN AL COLLECT CAR) 

(FOR X IN L BIND Y FIRST (SETQ Y 0) 
DO (COND ( (ATOM X) (SETQ Y (ADDl Y)))) 
FINALLY (RETURN Y)) 

(FOR X IN L JOIN (CDR X) WHEN (AND (LISTP X) 
(EQ (CAR X) 'A))) 

These examples are run through REDFUN-2 and are discussed 

in this appendix. For further description of the variants 

of the iterative statement see its documentation in the 

INTERLISP manual (TEI74). 
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LISP-code for the executor functions in the iterative state

ment. 
ITERXCT 

[LAMBDA 
NIL 
(PROG 

(1) 

(2) 
( 3) 

(ITERTMP ITER:VALUE> 
<ITERINIT> 
ULP 
(SEGEVAL EACHTIME:LEFT EACHTIME:RIGHT> 
(SELECTQ <ITERXT> 

(T ( GO UOUT> ) 
(SKIP (GO $$ITERATE>> 
NIL> 

(4) <SETD ITERTMP (SEGEVAL MAIN:LEFT MAIN:RIGHT>> 
( 5) ( SELECTQ 

MAIN:OP 
(DO NIL> 
(COLLECT (SETD ITER:VALUE (CONS ITERTMP 

ITER:VALUE> > > 
[JOIN (COND [(NLISTP ITER:VALUE> 

( SETD ITER: VALUE 
(CONS ITERTMP (LAST ITERTMPJ 

(T <RPLACD (CDR ITER:VALUE> 
ITERTMP> 

(RPLACD ITER:VALUE 
(LAST (CDR ITER:VALUEJ 

(SUM (SETD ITER:VALUE (PLUS ITER:VALUE ITERTMP))) 
[ITERCOUNT (AND ITERTMP (SETD ITER:VALUE 

(ADDl ITER:VALUEJ 
[ALWAYS (COND ((NULL ITERTMP) 

(SETD ITER:VALUE NIL) 
(GO UOUTJ 

[NEVER (CON[1 <ITERTMP (SETD ITER:VALUE NIL) 
(GO UOUTJ 

[THEREIS (COND (ITERTMP (SETD 
ITER:VALUE 
<COND 

((EQ RANGE:OP 
CQUOTE IN>> 

(CAR RANGE:LEFT)) 
(T RANGE:LEFT>) > 

<GO UOUTJ 
<ITERROR ITERXCT)) 

UITERATE 
(6) (AND RPTWHILE:LEFT (NED <ED RPTWHILE:OP 

(GO UOUT>) 
(7) (ITERUPDATE) 

<GO $$LF') 
UOUT 

CQUOTE RPTWHILE>> 
<AND <SEGEVAL RPTWHILE:LEFT 

RPTWHILE: RIGHT > 
T> > 

(8) <SEGEVAL FINALLY:LEFT FINALLY:RIGHT> 
(9) (RETURN <SELECTD MAIN:OP (JOIN (CAR ITER:VALUE)) 

(COLLECT <DREVERSE ITER:VALUE>> 
ITER:VAL.UEJ 
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ITERINIT 

[LAMBDA NIL CSETQ RANGE:LEFT CSEGEVAL RANGE:LEFT 
RANGE: RIGHT> > 

[AND FOR:LEFT CSET FOR:LEFT CCOND 

ITERXT 

CCEQ RANGE:OP CQUOTE IN>> 
CCAR RANGE:LEFT>> 

CT RANGE:LEFTJ 
CSETQ TO:LEFT (SEGEVAL TO:LEFT TO:RIGHT)) 
CSEGEVAL FIRSTlLEFT FIRST:RIGHT) 
CSELECTQ MAINlOP CCSUM ITERCOUNT> 

CSETQ ITER:VALUE 0)) 
CCALWAYS NEVER> 

CSETQ ITER:VALUE T)> 
NILJ 

[LAMBDA NIL COR [SELECTD BY:TEST CCNEVER DYNAMIC> 
<* NEVER IS WHERE TO WAS NOT 

GIVEN; DYNAMIC OCCURS ONLY 
FIRSt TIME THROUGH AND 
THEREAFTER BY:TEST IS NUMERrc; 
SEE ITERDBY AND ITERUPDATE) 

NIU 
CNLISTP CNLISTP RANGE:LEFT)) 
CGREATERP CGREATERP RANGE:LEFT 

TO:LEFT_)) 
CLESSP <LESSP RANGE:LEFT TOlLEFT>> 
CCOND ((NOT CNUMBERP BY:TEST)) 

(!TERROR ITERXT)) 

<AND WHILE:LEFT 

CCZEROP BY:TEST) 
<* THE DYNAMIC CASES, SEE 

ITERUPDATE,) 
T) 

CCLESSP BY:TEST 0) 
CLESSP RANGE:LEFT TO:LE~T)) 

CT CGREATERP RANGE:LEFT 
TO:LEFTJ 

(NED CED WHILE:OP CDUOTE WHILE)) 
<AND CSEGEVAL WHILElLEFT 

WHILE:RIGHT) 
T)) > 

CAND WHEN:LEFT 
<NED CEQ WHEN:OP CDUOTE WHEN>> 

CAND (SEGEVAL WHENlLEFT 
WHEN: RIGHT> 

T)) 

<DUOTE SKIPJ 



ITERUF'DATE 

[LAMBDA 
NIL 
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(SELECTQ RANGE:Of' CIN (SET FOR:LEFT (CAR CSETQ RANGE:LEFT 
( 

ITERUf'DATElJ 
C <DN GENERATOR) 

<SET FOR:LEFT (SETQ RANGE!LEFT CITERUf'DATElJ 
[FROM <f'ROG CTMF'> 

[SET FOR:LEFT (SETQ 
RANGE:LEFT 
Cf'LUS RANGE!LEFT <SETQ 

TMF' 
C ITERUf'DATEl J 

C* BY:TEST=NUMBER: THE 'DYNAMIC' 
CASE CSEE ITERDBY)) 

<AND (DR CNUMBERF' BY!TEST) 
CEQ BY!TEST CQUOTE DYNAMICI) 
) 

CSETQ BY!TEST TMF'J 
(!TERROR ITERUF'DATE>> 

<AND RANGE:OLD (SET RANGE:OLD RANGE:LEFTJ 

ITERUf'DATEl 

[LAMBDA NIL <AND CEQ RANGE!Of' CQUOTE IN)) 
<SET FOR:LEFT RANGE:LEFTII 

CSEGEVAL BY!LEFT BY!RIGHTJ 

SEGEVAL 

[LAMBDA <**L* **R*> 

SEGMAF' 

CSELECTQ **R* (CCONSTANT NUMBERI 
**L*) 

<FUNCTION (Af'f'LY* **L* (EVAL FOR!LEFTlll 
CSEGMAF' **L* **R* CFUNCTION EVALJ 

[LAMBDA <**L **R FN **VI 
(COND C(EQ **L **R> 

**VI 
( <NLISTP **L> 

<!TERROR SEGMAF'II 
<T CSEGMAF' CCDR **L> 

**R FN (APPLY* FN CCAR **LJ 

This function has been redefined, campare the discussion in 

7 .. 4.3.1. 
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The following list contains those variabels which are free 

in thise functions and which are bound to values from the 

parsing step. 

CFOR:LEFT FOR!RIGHT RANGE!OP RANGE!LEFT RANGE:RIGHT 
RANGE:OLD BY:LEFT BY:RIGHT BY:TEST TO:LEFT TO!RIGHT 
BIND:LEFT BIND!RIGHT MAIN!OP MAIN:LEFT MAIN!RIGHT 
WHILE!OP WHILE!LEFT WHILE:RIGHT RPTWHILE:OP 
RPTWHILE:LEFT RPTWHILE:RIGHT WHEN:DP WHEN:LEFT 
WHEN!RIGHT FIRST!LEFT FIRST!RIGHT EACHTIME!LEFT 
EACHTIME!RIGHT FINALLY!LEFT FINALLY:RIGHT ITER!BINDINGS> 

We will"here briefly describe how an iterative statement is 

executed. The numbers are found in the function definition of 

the iterxct-function. 

The main function is iterxct. 

(1) The call to iterinit initializes the loop variables and 

the variable for the value returned from the statement, 

and may perform other initializations as well. 

(2) An expression in the iterative statement can be evaluated 

in every step in the loop before the exit-condition is 

tested. 

(3) In the selectq-expression the function iterxt checks the 

exit-condition and returns either T (finished), SKIP 

(skip this iteration) or other values (go on). 

(4) This expression executes the loop-body. 

(5) In this selectq-expression various operations may be per

formed depending on the format of the iterative statement. 

(6) A check can also be performed after the loop of the exit

condition. 

(7) The function iterupdate performs necessary updates of 

variables before the next iteration. 

(8) An expression can be evaluated before the exit from the 

iterative statement. 

(9) A return is made with the appropriate value. 
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These executor functions are all declared to be of the function 

class OPEN and open class BETA, i.e. they will all be beta

expanded. 

Let us follow the example 

<FOR I FROM 1 TO 10 DO (PRINT I>> (I.S 1) 

In section 7.4.3.3 a problem was discussed where the analysis 

of assignments in the loop was not good enough. We will first 

show the example where we have excluded this variable by:test 

which caused the trouble. Later on in this appendix we will 

show why that problem occurred. 

If the above example is given to the parser in the iterative 

statement implementation the 32 free variables will be bound 

and we can by them create the following ~-expression 
CPROG [(FOR!LEFT (QUOTE I>> 

[FOR!RIGHT (QUOTE (FROM 1 TO 10 DO (PRINT Il 
(RANGE!OP <QUOTE FROM>> 
(RANGE!LEFT 1) 
(RANGE!RIGHT (QUOTE NUMBER>> 
(RANGE:ou, NIU 
<BY!LEFT 1> 
<BY!RIGHT (QUOTE NUMBER>> 
(BY!TEST (QUOTE GREATERP)) 
(TO!LEFT 10) 
(TO!RIGHT (QUOTE NUMBERl> 
(BIND!LEFT NIU 
<BIND!RIGHT NIL) 
<MAIN!OP (QUOTE DO>> 
[MAIN!LEFT (QUOTE ((PRINT Il 
(MAIN!RIGHT NIU 
(WHILE!OP NIL.) 
<WHILE!LEFT NIU 
CWHILE!RIGHT NILl 
(RPTWHILElOP NIL> 
<RPTWHIL.Ell.EFT NIL> 
CRPTWHILElRIGHT NIL> 
CWHENlOP NIU 
CWHENlLEFT NIU 
(WHENlRIGHT NIU 
(FIRST!LEFT NIL> 
(FIRST!RIGHT NIL> 
<EACHTIME!LEFT NIL) 
(EACHTIME!RIGHT NIL> 
CFINALLY!LEFT NIL) 
(FINALLY!RIGHT NIL> 
<ITER!BINDINGS (QUOTE (Il 

(RETURN CPROG <I> 
CRETURN (ITERXCTl 

This expression is given to redform. 

(1) 
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We follow the beta-expansion of some functions 

(ITERINIT) 

gives 

<OUOTED <PROGN (SETO RANGE:LEFT 1) 
<SETO I 1) 
<SETO TO:LEFT 10)) 

NIL lSIDE NIL NIL ((TO:LEFT :VALUE , 10) 
< I : VALUE , 1 > 
<RANGE:LEFT :VALUE , 1))) 

(ITERXT) 

gives 

<OUOTED <GREATERP RANGElLEFT 10) 
( lVALUES T NIL> 
NIL NIL NIL> 

( ITERUPDATEl) 

gives 

COUOTED 1 ClVALUE , 1>> 

( ITERUPDATE) 

gives 

(called form iterupdate) 

CQUOTED CSETO I CSETO RANGElLEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 1)1) 
NIL :SIDE NIL NIL ICTMP :VALUE , 1) 

CRANGE:LEFT :DATATYPE , NUMBER> 
Cl :DATATYPE , NUMBERIII 

(ITERXCT) 

gives them finally 

CPROG CITER:VALUEI 
CSETQ RANGE:LEFT 11 
CSETO I 11 
ISETO TO:LEFT 101 

$$LPCSELECTO IGREATERP RANGE:LEFT 101 
CT (GO $$0UTI I 
NIL> 

CPRINT I> 
(SETO I ISETO RANGE:LEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 1>>> 
IGO $$LP > 

$$0UT 
IRETURN ITER!VALUEII 
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The original expression (1) which was given to redform has now 

been reduced to 

CPROG 
C(FOR:LEFT (QUOTE Il) 

CFOR:RIGHT (QUOTE (FROM 1 TO 10 DO (PRINT IJ 
(RANGE:OP (QUOTE FROM)) 
(RANGE:LEFT 1) 
(RANGE:RIGHT (QUOTE NUMBER)) 
(RANGE:OLD NIU 
(BY:LEFT 1) 
(BYlRIGHT (QUOTE NUMBER)) 
<BYlTEST (QUOTE GREATERP)) 
(TO:LEFT 10) 
(TO:RIGHT (QUOTE NUMBER)) 
<BIND:LEFT NIU 
<BIND:RIGHT NIU 
(MAIN:OP (QUOTE 00)) 
CMAIN:LEFT (QUOTE IIPRINT IJ 
(MAIN:RIGHT NIL> 
IIJHILE:OP NIU 
(IJHILE:LEFT NIU 
IIJHILElRIGHT NIL> 
IRPTIJHILElOP NIL> 
IRPTIJHILE:LEFT NIL> 
IRPTIJHILElRIGHT NIL> 
IIJHEN:OP NIU 
IIJHEN:LEFT NIU 
(IJHEN:RIGHT NIL) 
(FIRST:LEFT NIU 
(FIRSTlRIGHT NIL> 
<EACHTIME:LEFT NIL> 
(EACHTIMElRIGHT NIL> 
(FINALLY:LEFT NIL> 
(FINALLYlRIGHT NIL> 
(ITER:BINDINGS (QUOTE (IJ 

<RETURN 
<PROG <I> 

(RETURN <PROG (ITER:VALUE> 
(SETQ RANGElLEFT 1) 
( SETO I 1) 
(SETQ TO:LEFT 10) 
$$LF' 
(SELECTQ (GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 

10) 
( T ( GO $$0UT) ) 
NIU 

(F'RINT Il 
(SETQ I <SETQ RANGE:LEFT 

IPL.US 
FiANGE: LEFT l))) 

I [iO $$LF' > 
$$0UT 
IRETURN ITER!VALUEJ 
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These EE29:-expressions can now be collapsed inte an expression 

by using the rule 

(PROG (a1 ..• an (RETURN (PROG (bl 

(PROG (a1 ... an b1 ... bp) stm1 

bp) strn1 .•. st"\))) ~ 

stmk) 

which can be applied as long as no variables in the inner 
EE29: are initialized by a form containing a variable bound 

in the outer EE29:· 

A postprog-transformation will remove those EE29:-variables 

which will never be accessed and assignments to such variables. 

From the outermost EE29: only rang:left will remain we will 

receive 

<PROG <<RANGE:LEFT 11 
I ITER:VALUEI 

ISETQ RANGE:LEFT 1) 
<SETQ I 11 

$$LP(SELECTQ <GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10) 
IT (GO $$0UT)I 
NIL) 

(PRINT I) 

(]) 

(SETQ I (SETQ RANGE:LEFT <PLUS RANGE:LEFT 1111 
(GO $$LPI 

$$0UT 
CRETURN ITER:VALUE)I 
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Next postprog-transformation to apply is to remove initial

izations of variables which will be assigned again before the 

first label. In this case it seems better to leave the 

initialization of rang:left in the ~-variable list and to 

remove the assignement instead. In many other cases in this 

experiment a variable was initialized and then assigned to 

another value and therefore we have found it more suitable 

to remove the initializations. 

<PR0G CRANGE:LEFT I ITER:VALUEJ 
(SETQ RANGE:LEFT 11 
(SETQ I 1) 

$$LP(SELECTQ <GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10) 

CPRINT I) 

(T (G0 $$0UT>) 
NIU 

(4) 

(SETQ I <SETQ RANGE:LEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 111) 
(G0 $$LP) 

UOUT 
<RETURN ITER:VALUE>> 

The system could not remove the iter:value variable because 

of the same problem which occurred with the by:test variable 

discussed later on in this appendix. Another run througt, 

REDFUN-2 will however produce 

CPR0G (RANGE:LEFT I> 
(SETQ RANGE:LEFT 1) 
( SETQ I 1) 

$$LPCSELECTQ <GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10) 
(T (G0 $$0UT)) 
NIU (5) 

(PRINT Il 
(SETQ I (SETQ RANGE:LEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT 1))) 
(G0 $$LPI 

$$0UT 
<RETURN NIU) 
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Some figures. A specialization of an iterative statement by 

REDFUN-2 takes about 20 seconds. REDFUN-2 has then been compiled 

straightforward by tcompl in INTERLISP. Some more efficiency 

can be obtained by block-compilation and compilation of all 

procedures stored on property lists, such as reducers, 

semantic procedures and collapsers. The executor functions 

in the iterative statement_, takes about 8 seconds to compile, 

as comparision. Figures from the reduced code follows in 

the table 

iterative statement 

iterative statement 
specialized by REDFUN-2 

CLISP (as comparision) 

compiled 
code 

0.21 

0.07 

0.07 

interpreted 
code 

0.68 

0.12 

0.40 (firs 

0.12 

t 
lation) transr 

(figures in sec. and obtained 
from runs on the DEC/20) 
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lf we are not eliminating the variable by:te!t from the 

variable analysis, the following happens. The loop-structure 

in iterxct can be described by the d.irected graph 

ITERATE 

and we have a loop containing the blocks LP and ITERATE. The 

analysis of variables will find the following variables which 

may be assigned in that loop 

iter:value, itertmp, i, range:left and by:test 

but it will be unpossible to extract any information about 

them. 

This means that at the entry to the loop at label $$LP there 

will be no knowledge about the variable by:test and the re

duction will result in 

CPROG CRANGE!LEFT IBY!TEST CQUOTE GREATERP)J 
I ITER:VALUE) 

ISETQ RANGE!LEFT 11 
ISETQ I 11 

$$LPISELECTQ [SELECTQ BY:TEST 

IPRINT I) 
$$I TERATE 

ICNEVER DYNAMICJ 
NILJ 

INLISTP INLISTP RANGE!LEFT)J 
IGREATERP IGREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10)) 
ILESSP <LESSP RANGE:LEFT 1011 
ICOND 

CINOT INUMBERP BY!TESTJ) 
CITERROR ITERXTJJ 

CIZEROP BY:TESTJ 
T) (6) 

ICLESSP BY!TEST OJ 
ILESSP RANGE:LEFT 1011 

IT IGREATERP RANGE!LEFT 10] 
IT IGO $$0UT>> 
ISKIP IGO $$ITERATEJ) 
NIL) 

ISETQ I ISETQ RANGE!LEFT (PLUS RANGE!LEFT 111) 
CAND COR CNUMBERP BY:TESTJ 

CEQ BY:TEST CQUOTE DYNAMIC)J) 
CSETQ BY:TEST 1)) 

CGO $$LP) 
$$0UT 

CRETURN ITER:VALUEJ) 
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Another analysis and reduction can simplify the expression more. 

The analysis about by:test will now report that it can have 

either the value GREATERP (initialized in the prog-variable 

list) or l (from an assignment in the loop). 

CPR0G (RANGE:LEFT CBY:TEST (QU0TE GREATERPJ) 
I) 

CSETQ RANGE:LEFT 1) 
CSETQ I 11 

$$LPCSELECTQ CSELECTQ BY:TEST 
CGREATERP (GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10)) 
CGREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10)) 

CT CG0 $$0UTll 
NIL) 

CPRINT Il 
CSETQ I CSETQ RANGE:LEFT (PLUS RANGE:LEFT ll)l 
CAND CNUMBERP BYlTESTl 

CSETQ BYlTEST 1)1 
(G0 $$LPJ 

$$0UT 
CRETURN NIL)l 

(7) 

No further reduction can be done by REDFUN-2 and we have 

reached the situation which was discussed and analysed in 

section 7.4.3.3. 

Another possible simplification would follow from recognizing 

the common subexpression in the selectg, i.e. the two in

stances of (GREATERP RANGE:LEFT 10). However we have not 

attempted to include in REDFUN-2 any ability to recognize 

common subexpressions or to perform reductions based on them. 
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Further examples: 

(FOR I FROM 1 TON BY 2 SUM I) 
(I.S 2) 

will cause following code to be produced 

(PROG (RANGE!LEFT TO!LEFT I ITERTMP ITER:VALUE> 
(SETQ RANGE:LEFT 1) 
(SETO I 1) 
(SETQ TO!LEFT N> 
<SETO ITER!VALUE O> 
$$LP 
(SELECTQ (GREATERP RANGE!LEFT TO!LEFT> 

<T <GO $$0UT>> 
NIL> 

<SETO ITERTMP I) 
(SETQ ITER!VALUE <PLUS ITER!VALUE ITERTMP>> 
(SETQ I (SETQ RANGE:LEFT <PLUS RANGE!LEFT 2))) 
(GO $$LP> 
$$0UT 
<RETURN ITER!VALUE)) 

Remark. The itertmp-variable could be propageted, i.e. 

replacing the occurrences of the variable to the 

form which binds it, in this case the form i. The 

variable can then be deleted from the ~-variable 

list. This kind of propagation can be performed by 

a postprog-transformation but has not been included 

yet in our system. 
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CNEVER CATOM X) 
FOR X IN LUST> 

CPROG CRANGElLEFT X ITERTMP ITERlVALUEl 
(SETO RANGElLEFT LLIST) 
CSETO X (CAR RANGElLEFT)) 
CSETO ITERlVALUE Tl 
ULP 
CSELECTO (NLISTP RANGElLEFTl 

<T CGO UOUT>) 
NIU 

CSETO ITERTMP <ATOM X>> 

(I.S 3) 

CCOND CITERTMP CSETO ITERlVALUE NIL> 
CGO UOUT> l ) 

[SETO X CCAR CSETO RANGE:LEFT 

CGO ULP) 
UOUT 

CPROGN CSETO X RANGE:LEFT) 
CCDR XJ 

CRETURN ITER:VALUE)) 

Remark. This statement is true if LLIST does not contain 

any atoms. A propagation of the variable x inside 

the ~-expression would clean up among the 

assignments of the loop variables ~ and range:left. 
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CIN AL COLLECT CAR) (I.S 4) 

CPROG CRANGElLEFT DUHHYIV ITERTHP ITERlVALUE> 
<SETO RANGElLEFT AL) 
CSETO DUHHYIV (CAR RANGElLEFT>> 

·ULP 
CSELECTO CNLISTP RANGElLEFT> 

CT (GO UOUT> > 
NIU 

CSETO ITERTHP <~AR DUHHYIV>> 
CSETO ITERlVALUE CCONS ITERTHP ITER:VALUE>> 
[SETO DUHHYIV <CAR CSETO RANGElLEFT 

CPROGN CSETO DUHHYIV 
RANGElLEFT> 

(CDR DUHHYIVJ 
CGO ULP) 
UOUT 
CRETURN CDREVERSE ITERlVALUE>>> 

Remark. Performs 

(MAPCAR AL (FUNCTION CAR)) 

A dummy-variable dummyiv is introduced and defined to 

the nalaysis program to be a variable which varies 

in the loop. 
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(FOR X IN L BIND Y FIRBT (BETQ Y O> 
DO 
C:COND <<ATOM Y> 

(SETQ Y CADD1 YJ 
FINALLY 
(RETURN Y> > 

<PROO CRANGE:LEFT X Y> 
(SETQ RANGE:LEFT L> 
(SETQ X <CAR RANGE:LEFT)) 
(SETQ Y 0) 
ULP 
<SELECTQ <NLISTP RANGE:LEFT> 

C T CGO 'SSOUT) ) 
NIU 

C:COND C (ATOM X) 
CSETQ Y (ADD1 YJ 

C:SETQ X CCAR CSETQ RANGE:LEFT 

(I.S 5) 

CPROGN CSETQ X RANGE:LEFT> 
<CDR XJ 

CGO SSLP) 
SSOUT 
CRETURN Yl) 

Remark. The statement counts the number of atoms in a list. 

This example is evaluated incorrectly by the iterative 

statement routines. This depends probably of the 

return-statement after FINALLY which causes a return 

out of the wrong ~- Interesting, however, is that 

this reduced version is correct! 



[FOR X IN L JOIN <CDR X> 
WHEN 

(PROG 

<AND (LISTP X> 
(EO (CAR X> 

<QUOTE AJ 
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. <RANGE:LEFT X ITERTHP ITER:VALUE> 
(SETO RANGE:LEFT L> 
<SETO X <CAR RANGE:LEFT>> 
ULP 
(SELECTO 

(OR (NLISTP RANGE:LEFT) 
CAND CNEO T (AND CLISTP X) 

cm (CAR X) 
<QUOTE A> > 

T)) 

<QUOTE SKIP))) 
< T <GO UOUT> ) 
(SKIP <GO $$JTERATE>> 
NIU 

(SETO ITERTHP (CDR X>> 
CCOND [(NLISTP ITER:VALUE) 

(I.S 6) 

(SETQ ITER:VALUE (CONS ITERTMP (LAST ITERTHPJ 
(T (RPLACD (CDR ITER!VALUE) 

ITERTMP> 
<RPLACD ITER!VALUE <LAST CCDR ITER!VALUEJ 

UITERATE 
CSETO X CCAR CSETO RANGE!LEFT CPROGN CSETQ X 

RANGE!LEFT> 
CCDR X] 

CGO ULP> 
UOUT 
CRETURN CCAR ITER:VALUE>>> 

Remark. This statements concatenates those sublists in the 

list L, in which the first element is the atom A. 
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APPENDIX V 

PROGRAM CODE FROM SOME CENTRAL FUNCTIONS IN REDFUN-2 

The program code for the central functions in REDFUN-2, 

redform, redargs and redfun and the function tryapply are 

given here. The code is also given for the and-reducer and 

its auxiliary functions anda table shows the various trans

formations that reducer perforrns. 



<DEFINEQ 

<REDFORM 
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[LAMBDA (FORM AL RCTXT) 

<* * Extracts the reduced exPression 
from the QUOTED-exPression> 

CUNQUOTED CREDFORMX FORM AL RCTXTJ) 

CREDFORMX 
[LAMBDA (FORM AL RCTXT) 

<**FORM is reduced with a-list AL in 
conte>:t RCTXT) 

< PROG <TEMP) 
COR RCTXT CSETQ RCTXT CQUOTE V>>> 
CRETURN 

CCOND 
CCNULL FORM) 

NIU 
< CLITATOM FORM) 

(COND 
CCEQ FORM T) 

T) 

[CSETQ TEMP (SASSOCBIN 
CPROG CTMP) 

FORM AL)) 
C* FORM isa 
variable with 
VALUE-DESCRIPTOR 
(e:-:cl NOBIN) an 
a-list> 

CRETURN 
CCOND 

((SUBSTVALUE TEMP> 
<* A SUBSTITUTION 
DESCRIPTOR) 

CSUBSTVAR FORM TEMP AL 
RCTXT) > 

< < SETQ TMP 
CKNOWNVALUE ICDR TEMP))) 

<* Known value of 
variable Ca 
:VALUE-descriPtor)) 

IQWOTE <CDR TMP>>> 
IT <* Check for FALSE 

and TRUE branch 
conte>:ts) 

IMAKEQUOTED 
FORM 
ICDR TEMP) 
NIL NIL 
<COND 

((TRUECTXTP RCTXT) 
CMAKEVARTRUEVAL 

FORM))) 
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(COND 
((FALSECTXTP RCTXT> 

(MAKEVARFALSEVAL 
FORMJ 

[(TRUEORFALSECTXTP RCTXT) 
<* Check for FALSE 
and TRUE branch 
contexts> 

(MAKEQUOTED FORM NIL NIL NIL 
<COND 

(T FORM))) 
( (NLISTP FORM> 

FORM> 
((QUOTEP FORM> 

((TRUECTXTP RCTXT> 
(MAKEVARTRUEVAL FORM>>> 

<COND 
((FALSECTXTP RCTXT> 

<MAKEVARFALSEVAL FORMJ 

<* FORM isa 
QUOTE-exPression) 

(APPLY* (GETP (QUOTE QUOTE> 
(QUOTE REDUCER>> 

FORM)) 
((QUOTEDF' FORM) 

<COND 

<* FORM isa 
QUOTED-expression, 
Leave it) 

((ONLYNILS (CDDR FORM)) 
(UNQUOTED FORM>> 

(T FORM))) 
<<NLISTP (CAR FORM)) 

[COND 
<<MEMB <CAR FORM> 

FORCEREDARGSLIST> 

(SETQ FORM 
(CDNS 

(CAR FORM) 
(QUOTEDALL 

<* Reduce ar~uments 
before 
classification of 
the FORM> 

CREDARGSCTX CCDR FORM> 
AL 
CFNCTXT CCAR FORM) 

RCTXTJ 

<* * Branch on function-class. 
CollaPs the result) 

(COL.L.APS 
<SELECTQ 

( CL.ASS IFY FORM) 
(PURE (TRYAPF'LY (CAR FORM) 

(REDARGSX (CDR FORM> 
AL 
<OUOTE V)) 



(T 

CREDARGS 

2H 

RCTXT>) 
(OPEN 

(EXPAND <CAR FORN> 
(QUOTEDALL 

(REDARGSX <CDR FORH> 
AL 
<QUOTE V>>) 

AL RCTXT>) 
<REDUCER (COND 

( (SETQ TEHP 
(GETP (CAR FORH> 

(QUOTE REDUCER))) 
(APPLY* TEHP FORH AL RCTXT) 
) 

(T FORH>>> 
(EXPR (EXPRFN (CAR FORH> 

(REDARGSX (CDR FORH> 
AL RCTXT))) 

( SIDEEXPR 
< SIDEEXPRFN 

(CAR FORH) 
( REIIAR"GSCTX < CDR FORH) 

AL 
CFNCTXT CCAR FORH) 

RCTXT)) 
RCTXT>) 

(SIDEFEXPR (SIDEFEXPRFN FORH>> 
FORH) 

AL RCTXT>> 
<* CAR of FORH is 
non-atom) 

(SELECTQ 
<CAR CSETQ TEHP <REDFUNX (CAR FORH) 

AL RCTXT>>> 
[NLAHBDA <* A check for 

assi~nments ou~ht to 
be done> 

(CDNS TEHP CCDR FORHJ 
(OPENLAHBDA 

CEXPAND TEHP 
(QUOTEDALL CREDARGSX 

(CDR FORH> 
AL 
CQUOTE V))) 

AL RCTXT)) 
CTRYAPPLYLAHBDA TEHP <REDARGSX 

(CDR FORH) 
AL 
CQUOTE V)) 

RCTXTJ > 

[LAMBDA CARGS AL RCTXT) 

C* * Extracts the reduced exPression 
from the QUOTED-exPression) 



(Hi\PUNQUOTED <REDARGSX ARGS AL RCTXTJ> 

<REDARGSX 
[LAMBDA <ARGS AL RCTXT> <* Performs REDFORHX 

on each element on 
ARGS> 

<PROG <~ES TEHP) 
(COND 

< < NULL ARGS) 
<RETURN NIU) > 

LOP <SETO TEHP <REDFORHX (CAR ARGS) 

<REDFUN 

AL RCTXT)) 
(SETO RES (CDNS TEHP RES)) 
(SETO ARGS (CDR ARGS>> 
[COND 

<<NULL ARGS> 
<RETURN <DREVERSE RESJ 

<AND <SETOED TEHP) <* Transfer 
assisninfo from 
Previous FORM> 

<SETO AL <ADDSETQAL <GETSETO TEHP) 
AU>> 

(GO LOPJ> 

CLAMBDA (EXPR AL RCTXT) 

<* * Extracts the reduced exPression 
from the OUOTED-exPression) 

<UNOUOTED <REDFUNX EXPR AL RCTXTJ) 

<REDFUNX 
[LAMBDA (EXPR AL RCTXT) 

<* * Reduces a function exPression) 

(COND 
( < NLI STP EXPR) 

EXPR) 
(T 

( SELECTO 
(CAR EXPR) 
[[LAMBDA NLAMBDAJ 

(SETO AL <REMAL <CADR EXPRI 
AU I 

(PROG (TEMP) 
<SETO TEMP (REDARGSX (CDDR EXPRI 

AL. RCTXT)) 
( RETURN 

(MARKSIDED <MARKSETQ 
(LINS (CAR EXPRI 

(C:ADR EXPR> 
<MAPUNOLJOTED TEMPII 

<C:HECKSETOARGS TEMP TII 
< MAPS IDED TEMP J 



<TRYAPPLY 
[LAMBDA 

<PROG 
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CFLJNARG IREDFUNX ICADR EXPRl 
IADDVALLJE (MKALIST (CDDR EXPRll 

ALi 

EXPRJI 

<FN ARGS RCTXTI 
(VAL CLASS RES) 
CCOND 

RCTXTll 

(INOVALLJECTXTP RCTXTI 
IRETURN IEXTRACTSIDEDARGS 

[COND 
IINULL ARGS) 

IRETLJRN CQWOTE IAPPLY FNJ 

I* NOVALUE-contextl 
ARGS NIL 
(QLJDTE NJ 

I* RES is used to bound the resulting 
exPression, If a single value exists 
then an immediate return is made, 
Otherwise a QLJOTED-exPression is made or 
NIL , if NIL other semantic Procedures 
are aPPlied) 

<SELECTQ 
ISETQ CLASS ICLASSIFYARGS ARGSll 
[ALLQWOTED I* All arguments 

known and no 
side-effects) 

<RETURN CQWOTE <EVAL <CDNS FN IMAPLJNQUDTED 
ARGSJ 

<ALLSINGLEVALUE I* All arguments 
known but 
side-effects are 
involved) 

IRETURN 
(EXTRACTSIDEDARGS 

ARGS 
[QWDTE (EVAL (CDNS FN IMAKEPLJREARGS 

ARGSJ 
RCTXTlll 

[ALLKNOWNVALUES <* All arguments 
have known values 
(either :VALLJE or 
:VALLJESII 

CCOND 
((QWDTED 

(SETQ RES 
IMAKEEXPRESSION 

(CDNS FN IMAPUNQUDTED ARGSII 
[PRDG IPROCI 

IRETLJRN 
(COND 

(ISETQ PROC 
IGETP FN 

(QUDTE VALUEFNII 
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CAPPLY PROC ARGS)) 
CT CEVALVALUES 

FN 
CHAPVALUEARGS ARGS) 
RCTXTJ 

CHAPSIDED ARGS) 
NIL NIL NIL ARGS))) 

<* A single value 
and no side-effects) 

CRETURN RESJ 
CALLNOVALUES <* All arguments are 

of :NOVALUES-tYPe) 
CSETQ RES 

NIL) 
[DR 

RES 

CSELECTQ CCLASSIFYNDVALUES FN) 
<EVALNOVALUES 

CHAKEEXPRESSION 
(CDNS FN CHAPUNQUDTED ARGS)) 
CEVALNOVALUES FN C 

HAPNOVALUEARGS 
ARGS>> 

CHAPSIDED ARGS) 
NIL NIL NIL ARGS)) 

NIL>>> 

<* NIL trY semantic 
Procedures) 

CCDND 
([DR <AND CHEHB CLASS CQUOTE CNDVALUES 

ALLNDVALUES))) 
(SETQ VAL 

CAPPLY CGETP FN (QUDTE NOVALUEFN)) 
ARGS))) 

<AND CEQ CLASS CQUDTE DATATYPES)) 
CSETQ VAL 

CAPPLY CGETP FN CQUDTE 
DATATYPEPFN>) 

ARGS))) 
CSETQ VAL CAPPLY CGETP FN CQUDTE 

TRYAPPLYFN)) 
CCONS RCTXT ARGSJ 

CCDND 
CCQWDTED CSETQ RES 

CHAKEEXPRESSIDN 
(CDNS FN CHAPUNQUDTED ARGS)) 
VAL 
CHAPSIDED ARGS) 
NIL NIL NIL ARGS))) 

CRETURN RESJ 
[AND 

CTRUEDRFALSECTXTP RCTXT) 

'* A single value 
and no side-effects, 
so return) 

CSETQ VAL CAPPLY CGETP FN CQUDTE CTXTFN)) 
<CDNS RCTXT ARGS))) 

<* TRUECTXT- and/ar 
FALSECTXT-
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<RETURN 

information is 
available) 
<* Transfer 
side-effect and 
assi!lnment 
information) 

<PRDG ((SETQLIST (CTXTSETQARGS ARGS>>> 
<RETURN (MAKEEXPRESSIDN 

(CDNS FN (MAPUNQUDTED ARGS>> 
(AND RES (GETVALUES RES>> 
<MAF'SIDED ARGS) 
(CDLLECTTRUECTXT 

(CADR VAL) 
SETQLIST RCTXT> 

<CDLLECTFALSECTXT 
(CADDR VAL) 
SETQLIST RCTXT) 

<CHECKSETQARGS ARGS TJ 
[DR RES <SETQ RES (CDND 

((SETQ VAL (DR <VALUEDATATYPE FN ARGS) 
<VALUESKNDWN FN>>> 

<* Value or datat~Pe 
information of the 
result is available) 

<MAKEEXF'RESSIDN <CDNS FN <MAF'UNQUDTED 
ARGS) > 

VAL 
< MAF'SIDED ARGS > 
NIL NIL NIL ARGS)) 

<T (CDNS FN <MAF'UNQUDTED ARGSJ 
<RETURN (MARKSIDED <MARKSETQ RES 

<CHECKSETOARGS 
ARGS T)) 

<MAF'SIDED ARGSJ) 

<ANDREDUCERAUX 
[LAMBDA <ARGS AL RCTXT) 

<* * Reduces ar!luments to 
AND-exPressions,) 

(F'ROG <<CTXT RCTXT) 
<ALFACTXT CQUOTE ALFA!)) 
FALSECTXTVARSLIST REDARG <RES (CDNS))) 

<* CTXT and ALFACTXT used in ord~r to 
chan!le context, FALSECTXTVARS isa list 
of those variables for which 
falsectxt-info is possible and controls 
conte:-:t chan!'Jes, 
RES holds the new reduced ar!lument 
list.) 

(COND 
<<NULL ARGS> 
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( RETURN NIL>) > 
LOP [COND 

CANDIFY 

<<NULL (CDR ARGS>> 
CRETURN 

(CAR CTCONC RES CREDFORHX 
(CAR ARGS> 
AL 
CANDCTXT COUOTE BETA) 

RCTXT ALFACTXTJ 
[SETO REDARG CREDFORHX CCAR ARGS) 

AL 
CSETO CTXT 

CANDCTXT ALFACTXT CTXTJ 
[COND 

[(KNOWNFALSE REDARG> <* A FALSE ARG is 
found, SkiP rest of 
ARGS) 

CRETURN (CAR CTCONC RES REDARGJ 
[CKNOWNTRUE REDARG> <* A TRUE ARG is 

CCOND 
( CSIDE[1 REDARG) 

CTCONC RES REDARGJ 
CT <TCONC RES REDARG> 

<AND CFALSECTXTP RCTXT) 

found, If no 
side-eefects remove 
it) 

CFIX-FALSECTXT-IN-ANDJ 
CSETO AL CADDVALTRUECTXT REDARG Al)) 
CSETO ARGS CCDR ARGS)) 
CGO LOPJ) 

[LAMBDA CL RCTXT> 

<*Lis reduced ar~s in an 
AND-exPression A new AND-exPression is 
built UP and stored in a 
OUOTED-exPression) 

CCOND 
C CNLJLL L> 

T) 
< CNULL CCDR L>) 

CCAR L> > 
<CKNOWNTRLJE CCAR L>> 

CT 

CPROGNIFY (LIST CCAR l) 
CANDIFY CCDR U 

RCTXT > > 
RCTXT)) 

<* If first ARG is 
TRUE, break it inta 
a PROGN) 

CPROG CCRES (TCONC NIL COLJOTE AND))) 
LASTSIDEPOS TRLJECTXTLIST FALSECTXTLIST 
SETOLIST <FIRSTFORM T)) 



<* The resulted AND-exPression is built 
uP in res, LastsidePos Points out last 
ARG Performins a side-effect used if the 
1hole exPressions alwa~s will be FALSE,) 

LOP 

<* Tr~ to calculate 
FALSECTXT-ele11rent i f 
in FALSE branch 
conte>:t) 

(AND (FALSECTXTP RCTXT> 
(SETO FALSECTXTLIST (COLLANDFALSECTXT 

L))) 

< * NC~C ne>:t 
arsument to the 
AND-e:-:P ress i on) 

(TLCONC RES <OUOTE AND) 
(UNOUOTED <CARL>>> 

<* Check if 
side-effect occurrs) 

(AND <SIDED (CAR LJJ 
(SETO LASTSIDEPOS <CDR RESJJJ 

<* Save information 
-for the 
TRUECTXT-elementl 

<AND <TRUECTXTP RCTXT> 
(CHECKTRUECTXTJJ <* Save information 

about assisnments) 
<CHECKSETO <CAR LI 

(COND 

CCOND 

(FIRSTFORM CSETO FIRSTFORM NILJ 
T I)) 

((NULL (CDR LJJ <* Create lhe new 
OUOTED-exPression) 

<RETURN 
( MAKEOUOTED 

(COND 
((NOVALUECTXTP RCTXTJ 

CCOND 
CLASTSIDEPOS 

( * In 
NOVALUE-conte:-:t, 
Further reductions 
can be Performed) 

(RPLACD LASTSIDEPOS NIL> 
(COND 

(CCDDAR RES> 
(CAR RES)) 

CT (CADAR RESJ 
CT NIL.11 I 

C(KNOWNFALSE (CAR LI) 

(COND 

<* Value o-f 
AND-e>:Pression is 
FALSE, Mor~' 
reductio11s car) be 
Pert'ormed) 

((NULL LASTSIDEPOSI 
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(CAR Ll > 
<T <RPLACD LASTSIDEPOS 

<LIST NIL> > 
(COND 

(CCDDAR RES> 
<CAR RES)> 

(T (CADAR RESJ 
CT (CAR RES>>> 

[AND CVALUECTXTP RCTXT) 
<VALUED CCAR L>) 
<MAKEFALSEALSO 

(GETVALUES (CAR LJ 
NIL 
<AND LASTSIDEPOS (QUOTE :SIDE)) 
(AND CTRUECTXTP RCTXT> 

<NOT CKNOWNFALSE (CARL>>> 
(CTXTLISTRED TRUECTXTLIST>> 

<AND <FALSECTXTP RCTXT> 
(CTXTLISTRED FALSECTXTLIST)) 

SETQLISTJ 
<SETQ L <CDR Ll) 
<GO LOPJ> 

CPUTPROPS AND REDUCER [LAMBDA (FORM AL RCTXT*> 
<* RCTXT* CAN BE RESET BY 

ANDCTXT> 
CANDIFY (ANDREDUCERAUX 

CCDR FORM> 
AL RCTXU) 

RCTXUJ > 
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Transfomations performed by the and-reducer 

(AND) 

(AND a) 

(AND a 1 ..• ak ... an) + (AND a 1 ... ak-l ak+l ... an) 

if a is known to be true 
and-~erforms no side-effects 

(AND a 1 .•. ak ••. an) + (AND a 1 ... ak) 

if ~kis known to be false 

(AND a 1 a 2 •.• an) + (PROGN a 1 (AND a 2 ... an)) 

if a is known to be true 
and-berforms a side-effect 

(AND a 1 ••. ak ..• an) + (AND a 1 ... ak NIL) 

if ~n is known to be false and 
~k+l to ~n performs no side-effects 

(AND a 1 ... ak-l (AND b 1 ... bm) ak an) + 

+ (AND a 1 ... ak-l b 1 bm ak ... an) 

In a novalue-context 

(AND a 1 ••• ¾ ... an) + (AND a 1 ... ak) 

if a is known to be false and -n 
~k+l to ~n perform no side-effects 
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APPENDIX VI 

EXAMPLES FROM CHAPTER 6 RUN THROUGH THE REDFUN-2 PROGRAM 

In this appendix we will show som examples from chapter 6 run 

through the REDFUN-2 program. The.se examples are marked as 

(EX 4) in that chapter and corresponds to EX 4 among the print 

outs. 
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************************************** EX 1 <SECTION 6,3) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
CAND (EO X Y) 

(COND ((NUMBERP X) 
<FOO X)) 

(T (SETO Z (FIE X>> 
(SETO V (OUOTE BJ 

AL= 
(Y , (lVALUE , All 

CONTEXT=VTF 

REDUCED FORM= 
[AND (EO X (OUOTE 

(PROGN (SETO 
(SETO 

VALUES= 
(lVALUES . (NIL 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

TRUECTXT= 

Al> 
z (FIE (OUO'fE 
V <OUOTE BJ 

Bl> 

Al>) 

(V • c:SETOVALUE • c:VALUE • B))) 
<Z , NOBINJ 
(X, C:VALUE, Al> 

FALSECTXT= 
<X, <:NOVALUES, CA>>> 

ASSIGNINFO= 
(V • c:ADDVALUE • c:VALLJE • B))) 
(Z , <:ADDVALUE , NOBIN)) 

************************************** 
EX 2 CSECTION 6,4,31 

************************************** 
FORM= 
CECl X Y) 

AL_,cc 

C X , < : VALUES , < A BI I I 
CY , <:VALUES CC Dill 

CONTEXT=V 

REDLJCED FOF<M" 
NIL 
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************************************** 
EX 3 <SECTION 6,4,3> 
************************************** 
FORM= 
<ED X Y> 

AL= 
(X, (!VALUES , (AB>>> 
(Y , (!VALUES <A C>>> 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
<ED X Y> 

************************************** EX 4 CSECTION 6,4,3) 
************************************** 
FORM= 
(EQ X Y> 

AL= 
<X , C!VALUES , CB C))) 
CY , C!NOVALUES , (AB C)J) 

CONTEXT 00 V 

REDUCED FORM= 
NIL 

************************************** EX 5 (SECTION 6,4,3) 

************************************** 
FORM 0 , 

CMEMB X (QLJOTE CA Il))) 

AL"' 
CX, C!NOVAL.UES, CA B C [I))) 

CONTEXT""V 

l~EDUCED FORM= 
NIL 
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************************************** 
EX 6 (SECTION 6,4,3) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(EQ X CQUOTE A> > 

K= 
( X , ( :DATATYF'E , INTEGER > > 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
NIL 

************************************** 
EX 7 (SECTION 6,5,3) 
************************************** 
FORM= 
(COND ((EQ X (QUOTE A)) 

(Fl X>> 

AL= 

((MEMB X (QUOTE CA B))) 
<F2 X>) 

C (EQ X CDUOTE D> > 
CF3 X)) 

(T CF4 X»> 

CX , ClVALUES , <ABC))) 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
CCOND (CEQ X (QUOTE A>> 

CFl CQUOTE A>) > 
<<MEMB X (QUOTE <A B>>i 

(F2 CQUOTE B>>> 
CT (F4 CQUOTE CJ 
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************************************** 
EX 8 (SECTION 6,5,5,2) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(CON[1 ( (EQ X 5) 

T) 

AL= 

«EQ X 7) 
NIL> 

<T Yl) 

CONTEXT=VTF 

REDUCED FORM= 
CCOND < (EQ X 5) 

T) 

< (EQ X 7) 
NIL> 

CT Y> > 

SIDE-EFFECT=NO 

TRUECTXT= 
(X, (lNOVALUES , (7))) 

FALSECTXT= 
<X , (lNOVALUES , (5))) 
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************************************** 
EX 9 ISECTION 6,5,5,3) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
ICOND IIEQ X 3) 

NIU 
IIEQ X 5) 

(EQ Y 5)) 
I IEQ Y 3) 
T) 

IT NIU) 

AL.= 

CONTEXT=VTF 

fffDUCFD FORM= 
ICDND I IECl X 3) 

NIU 
I IEQ X 5) 

< ECl Y 5) l 
< I E[l Y 3 l 

T) 

<T NIU) 

SI DE ···EFFECT,,,N[J 

TF/UFCTXT 
<X , I NDVALUES , 13))) 
<Y , < VALUES , 15 3))) 



************************************** EX 10 (SECTION 6,6) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
<MEMB (SETQ X CQUOTE Al) 

AL= 

CCONS (SETQ Y CQUOTE C)) 
z» 

CZ , ClVALUE , CB Al)) 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
CPROGN (SETQ X CQUOTE Al) 

CSETQ Y CQUOTE C)) 
CQUOTE CA))) 

VALUES= 
C!VALUE, CA)) 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASS IGNINFO= 
C Y • C : VALLJE , C) ) 
CX • <:VALUE , A)) 

************************************** EX 11 CSECTION 6,7,2) 

************************************** 
FDRM,0 

(CDND ( (EQ X Yl 
(SETCl Y 5) 
( FOO X Yl) 

(T (F-IE Y))) 

AL.= 

CONTEXT 00 V 

1:/EDLJCED FORM" 
(CUND ( (EQ X Yl 

<SETQ Y 5) 
C FOO X 5) > 

(T (FIE Yl)) 

S IDE-EFFECT,0 YES 

,"i!,SIGNINFO= 
(Y • (!ADDVALUE , (!VALLJE , 5))) 
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************************************** EX 12 (SECTION 6,7,2) 
************************************** 
FORM= 
CCOND ((NULL X> 

(FOO Yl) 

AL= 

((EQ X (SETQ Y 5)) 
(FIEXY)) 

(T(FUMY>>> 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
CCOND ((NULL X> 

(FOOY>l 
((EQ X (SETQ Y 5)) 

(FIE 5 5)) 
(T(FUM5))) 

srnE--EFFECT~YES 

ASSIGNlNFO" 
( Y , ( : ADDVAL.UE , ( : VAL.UE , ~i) ) ) 

************************************** 
EX 13 <SECTION 6,7,2> 
************************************** 
FORM 0= 
<COND IIEQ X ISETQ Z 5)) 

IFDD X Zl) 
ITIFIFXZ>)) 

AL.cc 

CONTEXl ,,v 

RL:OUCED FORM,, 
ICDND ((EQ X CSETQ Z 5)) 

<FOD 5 5)) 
(T IFIE X 5))) 

A~,S I GN INFO" 
<Z , C : VALUE , '.\l) 
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************************************** 
EX 14 (SECTION 6,7,2) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(AND (EQ X CSETQ Y 5)) 

CFOO X Z>> 

AL~ 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
(AND CEQ X CSETQ Y 5)) 

CFOO 5 Z>) 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
CY , C:VALUE , 5)) 

************************************** 
EX 15 CSECTION 6,7,2) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(AND COR L CSETQ Y 5)) 

CFOO Yl) 

AL= 

CONTEXT=V 

REI1UCED FORM= 
(AND COR L CSETQ Y 5)) 

CFOO Yl) 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
(Y , c:ADDVALUE , c:VALUE , 5))) 
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************************************** 
EX 16 (SECTION 6,7,2) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(COND <CNULL X> 

AL= 

CSETQ Y 1)) 
( CEQ X Yl 

CSETQ Y 2)) 
(T(SETQY3))) 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
(COND <<NULL X) 

CSETQ Y 1)) 

((EQ X Yl 
(SETQY2)) 

(T CSETQ Y 3» > 

VALUES= 
<:VALUES , (3 2 1)) 

SIIIE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
<Y , <:VALUES , (1 2 3))) 
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************************************** 
EX 17 CSECTION 6,7,21 

************************************** 
FOl~H= 
( COND <-< NULL X I 

AL= 

CSEHl Y 1 I I 
((EQ X Yl 

<SEHl Y 21 I 
<<FOO CSETQ Y 311 

<FIE X Y» 
<T CFUH X Y»> 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM" 
(COND ((NULL X> 

CSETQ Y 11> 
((EClXY> 
(SETClY211 

((FOO (SETCl Y 31) 
(FIE X 3)) 

( T ( FUM X 3)) ) 

S IDE-·EFFECT a,Yf,~, 
ASSIGNINF(Jccc 

( Y , < : VALUES , < 1 2 3 > > > 
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************************************** EX 18 (SECTION 6,7,2,1> 
************************************** 
FORM= 
(COND ((SETQ X NIL>> 

((PUTA B NIL>> 
<<FOO X) 

(SETQ Y T> > 
< <SETQ Y NIL> > 
C T ( FUM X Y > > > 

AL= 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
lPROGN (SETQ X NIL> 

(PUT A B NIL> 
(COND ( (FOO NIL> 

(SETQ Y T>) 
( C SETCl Y NIU > 
(T (FUM NIL NII..J 

SIDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
(Y , (!VALUES , (T NIL)I) 
(X , (!VALUE , NIL)) 

************************************** 
EX 19 <SECTION 6,7,2,2) 
************************************** 
FORM~ 
CSETQ X 51 

AL= 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FOl~M,, 
<SEHl X 51 

VALUE~>"' 
(!VALUE , 5) 

SJDE-EFFECTcc,YE:l, 

MiSIGNINFO" 
( X , ( : VALUE • :») 
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************************************** EX 20 <SECTION 6,7,2,2) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
<FOO CCONS (SETQ X A) 

B) 
CSETQ Y NIU) 

AL= 

FlEDUCED FORM= 
(FOO <CDNS CSETQ X A) 

B) 
<SETQ Y NIU) 

S IDE-EFFECT=YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
(Y (!VALUE , NIL)) 
(X , NOBIN) 

************************************** 
EX 21 (SECTION 6,7,4) 

************************************** 
FOl~Hcc 
(SET CSETQ VAR (QUOTE XI) 

10 J 

AL~ 

CONTEXTccV 

l'ff:DUCED FOl~H'" 
<PROGN (SETU VAR CQUOTE Xll 

CSEHl X 10) J 

VALUEf,cc 
C!VALLJE , 101 

SIDE-FFFECT 0 YES 

ASfiIGNINFO,, 
(X, C!VALLJF 10)) 
( VAFl , ( : VALUF , X) ) 
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************************************** 
EX 22 (SECTION 6,7,4) 

************************************** 
FORM= 
(PROGN (COND ((FOO X> 

(SETQ VAR (QUOTE A))) 
((FIE X) 

(SETQ VAR (QUOTE B>>) 
<T (SETQ VAR (QLJOTE Cl 

(SET VAR 10)) 

AL= 

CONTEXT=V 

REDUCED FORM= 
<PROGN (COND ((FOO X> 

<SETQ VAR (QUOTE Al)) 
((FIE X) 

(SETQ VAR (QUOTE B))I 
(T (SETQ VAR (QLJOTE CJ 

(SET VAR 10)) 

VALUES= 
( :VALUE , 10) 

SIDE-EFFECT~YES 

ASSIGNINFO= 
< A , < : ADDVALUE , 
(B , <:ADDVALUE , 
< C • < : ADDVALUE 
(VAR , <:VALLJES 

(: VALUE 
(: VALUE 
( :VAUJE 
(ABC))) 

l.O))) 

10)) > 
l ()))) 
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